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This thesis explores space and gender in twenty-three Latin saints’ vitae from the 
thirteenth-century Low Countries. In the midst of urbanisation and rejuvenating 
apostolic zeal, the vitae emerged from a milieu in which groups of women who were 
unable or unwilling to pursue a traditional religious vocation chose to live a vita 
mixta, a combination of the contemplative and active life, while remaining in the 
world. Recent scholarship has moved away from viewing the women through the 
lens of institutionalisation. However, continued focus on the women’s ecclesiastical 
status and the labels used to describe them has implicitly maintained a lay/monastic 
binary, in which the women are compared against the monastic paradigm.  
The twenty-three vitae under examination detail the lives of both women and men 
(whose vitae offer a comparison) from different backgrounds and vocations. This 
wide-ranging selection of texts allows for a broad comparative textual analysis in 
order to consider where and how the women and men enacted solitary piety and 
communal devotion. Taking geometric space as its organising principle the thesis 
considers the dominant cultural configurations of space and its fluidity, noting how 
space could be transformed to suit the spiritual needs of individuals and groups. 
Solitude could be achieved in a variety of different settings from the bedchamber to 
wilderness while spaces such as streets, windows and cells could facilitate communal 
devotion. This connected women and men from different religious backgrounds. 
There are some surprising finds: in the vitae entry points such as windows and doors 
were fundamental to womens’ communal piety and women sought solitude in the 
wilderness more frequently than their male counterparts. Uncovering women from 
the shadows of male-authored texts remains a pertinent issue in histories of medieval 
women. Ultimately, this thesis’ adoption of a spatial framework provides a different 















This thesis explores twenty-three Latin saints’ biographies from the thirteenth-
century Low Countries. The biographies detail the lives of women and men who 
lived in different religious settings. In order to identify shared religious behaviour 
and textual similarities, this thesis examines how the women and men described in 
the biographies achieved solitude and enacted communal piety in different spaces. 
The saints’ biographies emerged from an environment in which groups of women 
who were unable or unwilling to pursue a traditional religious vocation chose to live 
a mixed life of active devotion and contemplative piety. Recent scholarship has 
continued to focus on the women’s ecclesiastical status, thereby implicitly 
maintaining a division between holy laywomen and monastic women. The twenty-
three saints’ biographies under examination detail the lives of both women and men 
(whose vitae offer a comparison) from different backgrounds and vocations. This 
wide-ranging selection of texts allows for a broad comparative textual analysis in 
order to consider where and how the women and men enacted solitary piety and 
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In the midst of worldly people they are spiritual, 
in the midst of luxurious people they are pure,  
in the midst of the crowds,  
they live like hermits. 
 
Inter seculares spirituales, 
inter luxuriosos celibes, 
in medio turbarum vitam ducunt heremiticiam.1 
 
In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the Low Countries witnessed a proliferation of 
women (and men) who aspired to lead a religious life while remaining in the world. Clerical 
commentators such as Caesarius of Heisterbach praised those women who, while being 
obedient to church authority, embraced poverty and chastity and engaged in apostolic 
activities such as intercessory prayers and caring for the infirm and poor. However, there 
was not a universal consensus as to what constituted a religious life.2 In 1274, shortly before 
the Second Council of Lyons, Franciscan theologian Gilbert of Tournai stated in a letter to 
Pope Gregory X: “There are among us women whom we have no idea what to call, ordinary 
women or nuns, because they live neither in the world nor out of it” (Apud nos mulieres 
aliae, de quibus nescimus, utrum debeamus eas vel saeculares vel moniales appellare, 
partim enim utuntur ritu saeculari, partim etiam regulari).3 Gilbert’s confusion has been 
echoed in modern scholarship.4 As a result of the complicated union of ascetic living in a 
                                                
1 Caesarius of Heisterbach, cited in Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker, ‘Ivetta of Huy: Mater et Magistra’, in 
Sanctity and Motherhood: Essays on Holy Mothers in the Middle Ages, ed. Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker 
(New York, 1995), p. 228 and Walter Simons, Cities of Ladies: Beguine Communities in the Medieval 
Low Countries 1200-1565 (Philadelphia, 2001), p. 35. 
2 Tanya Stabler Miller, ‘What’s in the Name? Clerical Representations of Parisian Beguines (1200-
1328)’, Journal of Medieval History, 33 (2007), p. 63. 
3 Gilbert of Tournai, Collectio de Scandalis Ecclesiae, in Archivum Franciscanum Historicum, 24, ed. 
Autbertus Stroick (1931), p. 58. 
4 See: Carol Neel, ‘The Origins of the Beguines’, Signs, 14:2 (1989), p. 323; Jennifer Deane, 
‘“Beguines” Reconsidered: Historiographical Problems and New Directions’, Monastic Matrix, 
Commentaria 3451 (2008), <https://monasticmatrix.osu.edu/commentaria/beguines-reconsidered-
historiographical-problems-and-new-directions> (accessed 26th February 2014); Tanya Stabler Miller, 
‘‘Love is Beguine’: Labelling Lay Religiosity in Thirteenth-Century Paris’, in Labels and Libels: 
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worldly setting, thirteenth-century mulieres religiosae have been considered as belonging to 
a ‘new’ religious movement that was semi-religious.5 Elizabeth Makowski opts for ‘quasi-
religious’, arguing that it captures the sense of medieval canonical usage without indicating 
an anachronistic pronouncement between lay and religious.6 However, ‘quasi-religious’ still 
implies that such women were not ‘true’ religious, or that their way of life was a stopgap 
before enclosure. Because of their elusive institutional status, as well as the inconsistent 
terminology used to name them, mulieres religiosae are often described negatively: they had 
no ecclesiastical status, they did not join an existing order and their households lacked a 
rule.7 During the thirteenth century the threat of heresy overshadowed the Church and 
papacy. As such, an ambiguous religious status was at best problematic and, at worst, 
perilous.  
Gilbert’s differentiation between nuns and ordinary women, whom he also referred 
to as “beguines” (beghinae), was not unique.8 Thirteenth-century canonists regularly referred 
back to canon twenty-six of the 1139 Second Lateran Council.9 The canon, known as 
Perniciosam, unfavourably contrasted unenclosed mulieres religiosae with nuns, who lived 
according to a “rule in monasteries” (regulam…in coenobiis).10 In 1311, beguines, tertiaries 
and Sisters of the Common Life were subject to inquisitional charges at the Council of 
Vienne. The Constitutiones of Pope Clement V, formally incorporated into the Corpus Iuris 
Canonici by Pope John XXII in 1317, contained the decree known as Cum de quibusdam. 
                                                                                                                                     
Naming Beguines in Northern Medieval Europe, ed. Letha Böhringer, Jennifer Kolpacoff Deane and 
Hildo van Engen (Turnhout, 2014), pp. 135-36.  
5 Kaspar Elm, cited in Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker, ‘General Introduction’, in Mary of Oignies: Mother 
of Salvation, ed. Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker (Turnhout, 2006), p. 19. For critiques see: Deane, 
‘“Beguines” Reconsidered’; Joanna E. Ziegler, ‘Secular Canonesses as Antecedents of the Beguines 
in the Low Countries: An Introduction to Some Older Views’, Studies in Medieval and Renaissance 
History, 13 (1992), pp. 117-35. Michel Lauwers uses ‘semi-religious’ in Michel Lauwers, ‘Expérience 
béguinale et Récit hagiographique: a propos de la “Vita Mariae Oigniacensis” de Jacques de Vitry 
(vers 1215)’, Journal des Savants (1989), pp. 66-69. 
6 Elizabeth Makowski, “A Pernicious Sort of Woman”:Quasi-Religious Women and Canon Lawyers 
in the Later Middle Ages (Washington D.C, 2005), pp. xxix-xxx. 
7 Neel, ‘The Origins of the Beguines’, p. 323; Deane, ‘“Beguines” Reconsidered’. 
8 Gilbert, Collectio de Scandalis Ecclesiae, p. 58. 
9 Makowski, “A Pernicious Sort of Woman”, pp. 15-17. 
10 Corpus iuris canonici, vol. 1, ed. Emil Friedberg (Graz, 1959), p. 836.  
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The decree deplored the detestable customs of “certain women” (quibusdam mulieribus) 
who, although wearing a habit, could not be “considered religious” (religiosae…exsistunt).11 
Cum de quibusdam was a direct reaction to Marguerite Porete, a ‘beguine’ who in 1310 had 
been burned at the stake in Paris for heresy.12 In contrast to those mulieres religiosae who 
embodied pious orthodoxy, clerics viewed women such as Marguerite as dangerous 
promulgators of beliefs “contrary to the Catholic faith” (catholicae fidei contrarias).13  
Tanya Stabler Miller has highlighted that a “scholarly emphasis on official 
attitudes”, particularly those conveyed in canonical decrees, has perpetuated a binary 
between lay and religious.14 Laypeople and lay institutions have been viewed according to 
their conformity to the clerical master narrative, in which the ‘Church’ was a homogenised 
and stable entity. Mulieres religiosae have been seen to balance between the lay and 
monastic worlds, sitting “neither in the world nor out of it”.15 Miller’s observation can be 
taken further: a scholarly emphasis on official attitudes pertaining to enclosure has upheld a 
dichotomised approach to thirteenth-century piety, with the cloister a gauge for all forms of 
religious life.16 Moreover, the gradual but erratic process of institutionalisation has cast a 
shadow over the entire thirteenth century. Ernest McDonnell, whose study on beguines in the 
Low Countries remains influential, argued that unenclosed beguines were more likely to face 
                                                
11 Corpus iuris canonici, vol. 2, ed. Emil Friedberg (Graz, 1959), p. 1169.  
12 Miller notes that the The Grandes chroniques de France described Marguerite as a “beguine 
clergesse” in Miller, ‘What’s in the Name?’, p. 61. 
13 Corpus iuris canonici, vol. 2, p. 1169. 
14 Miller, ‘‘Love is a Beguine’, p. 135. 
15 Gilbert, Collectio de Scandalis Ecclesiae, p. 58. 
16 Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker, ‘Holy Laywomen and their Biographers in the Thirteenth Century’, in 
Living Saints of the Thirteenth Century: the Lives of Yvette, Anchoress of Huy; Juliana of Cornillon, 
Author of the Corpus Christi Feast; and Margaret the Lame, Anchoress of Magdeburg, ed. Anneke B. 
Mulder-Bakker (Turnhout, 2011), p. 3. Enclosure has been emphasised particularly in relation to 
tertiaries and the Poor Clares. See: Caroline Bruzelius, ‘Nuns in Space: Strict Enclosure and the 
Architecture of the Clarisses in the Thirteenth Century’, in Clare of Assisi: A Medieval and Modern 
Woman, ed. Ingrid Peterson (New York, 1996), pp. 53-74; Marie-Luise Ehrenschwendter, ‘Creating 
the Sacred Space Within: Enclosure as a Defining Feature in the Convent Life of Medieval 
Dominican Sisters’, Viator, 41:2 (2010), pp. 301-16; Heike Uffmann, ‘Inside and Outside the Convent 
Walls: The Norm and Practice of Enclosure in the Reformed Nunneries of Late Medieval Germany’, 
Medieval History Journal, 4:1 (2001), pp. 83-108. 
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persecution than those who had permanent residence in a recognised religious household.17 
However, the ambiguity of Cum de quibusdam is evident in its closing statement. The decree 
offered support to those “faithful women” (fideles…mulieres) who served the Lord “in their 
dwellings” (in suis…hospitiis) with humility and honesty.18  
Miller and Jennifer Kolpacoff Deane have stressed the need for scholars to move 
beyond the labels and names assigned to mulieres religiosae and instead recognise the 
diverse array of regional idiosyncrasies, religious roles and activities that such women 
embraced.19 Walter Simons’ lucid synthesis of beguine communities in the southern Low 
Countries has suggested that beguine life was not liminal, but a mental retreat from the world 
achieved through penance and an active apostolate of charity and labour.20 Simons’ thesis 
thoroughly dismantles the notion of the Frauenfrage, or the ‘woman question’, which 
posited that a ‘surplus’ of single women opted for the beguine life because marriage or the 
cloister was unattainable.21 Important research continues to interrogate the androcentric 
origin myths that have presented female religious communities as facsimiles of male 
Mendicant households.22 Maiju Lehmijoki-Gardner’s examination of archival material has 
demonstrated the active role of Dominican penitent women in creating their own rule of 
                                                
17 Ernest McDonnell, Beguines and Berghards in Medieval Culture (New Brunswick, 1954), pp. 490-
92. 
18 Corpus iuris canonici, vol. 2, p. 1169. 
19 Deane, ‘“Beguines” Reconsidered’; Tanya Stabler Miller, The Beguines of Medieval Paris: Gender, 
Patronage, and Spiritual Authority (Philadelphia, 2014), pp. 126-44. 
20 Simons, Cities of Ladies. 
21 On the Frauenfrage and the Low Countries see: Brenda Bolton, ‘Thirteenth-Century Religious 
Women: Further Reflections on the Low Countries “Special Case”’, in New Trends in Feminine 
Spirituality: The Holy Women of Liège and Their Impact, ed. Juliette Dor, Lesley Johnson and Jocelyn 
Wogan-Browne (Turnhout, 1999), pp. 129-57; Brenda Bolton, ‘Vitae Matrum: A Further Aspect of 
the Frauenfrage’, in Medieval Women, ed. Derek Baker (Oxford, 1978), pp. 253-73. 
22 Kirsty Day, ‘Hagiography as Institutional Biography: Medieval and Modern Uses of the Thirteenth-
Century Vitae of Clare of Assisi’, in Writing the Lives of People and Things, AD 500-1700, ed. Robert 
Smith and Gemma Watson (Farnham, 2016), pp. 261-80; Sherri Franks Johnson, ‘Convents and 
Change: Autonomy, Marginalization, and Religious Affiliation in Late-Medieval Bologna’, The 
Catholic Historical Review, 97:2 (2011), pp. 250-75; Lezlie Knox, ‘Audacious Nuns: 
Institutionalizing the Franciscan Order of Saint Clare’, Church History, 69:1 (2000), pp. 41-62; Bert 
Roest, Order and Disorder: The Poor Clares Between Foundation and Reform (Leiden, 2003). 
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observance.23 Elizabeth Makowski’s scrutiny of canonical perceptions of mulieres religiosae 
has revealed that even ecclesiastical positions were ambiguous and contradictory.24  
The prominence given to canonical decrees and enclosure has also shaped 
interpretations of thirteenth-century monastic women. Pope Boniface VIII’s 1298 decree 
Periculoso attempted to draw a clear line between nuns and uncloistered mulieres 
religiosae.25 Although Periculoso was ineffectual, Makowski has noted that it has been taken 
as evidence that thirteenth-century monastic women lived a life fundamentally opposed to 
their unenclosed sisters.26 Katherine Gill, Jeffrey Hamburger and Penelope D. Johnson have 
highlighted that the strict cloistering of nuns was untenable and often unwanted. Gill’s 
examination of papal archives demonstrates that Italian nuns were frequently exempt from 
enclosure.27 Hamburger notes that in 1245 Innocent IV was astounded to learn that the nuns 
of Anderi routinely left the convent to visit its granges.28 Johnson argues that once clerical 
legislation is put to one side, it is clear that neither active enclosure (rules for individual nuns 
leaving the convent) nor passive enclosure (the regulation of outsiders accessing the 
convent) was absolute.29 The rhetoric of Periculoso suggests that the symbolism of enclosure 
produced monastic identity.30 However, while the canonical record might paint a picture of 
impenetrable convent walls, nuns’ experience was far more vibrant.  
                                                
23 Maiju Lehmijoki-Gardner, ‘Writing Religious Rules as an Interactive Process: Dominican Penitent 
Women and the Making of the “Regula”’, Speculum, 79:3 (2004), pp. 660-87; Maiju Lehmijoki-
Gardner, Worldly Saints: Social Interaction of Dominican Penitent Women in Italy 1200-1500 
(Helsinki, 1999).  
24 Makowski, “A Pernicious Sort of Woman”; Elizabeth Makowski, ‘Mulieres Religiosae, Strictly 
Speaking: Some Fourteenth-Century Canonical Opinions’, The Catholic Historical Review, 85 (1999), 
pp. 1-14; Elizabeth Makowski, Canon Law and Cloistered Women: Periculoso and its Commentators 
1298-1545 (Washington, 1997). 
25 Makowski, “A Pernicious Sort of Woman”, p. x. 
26 Makowski, “A Pernicious Sort of Woman”, p. x. 
27 Katherine Gill, ‘Scandala: Controversies Concerning Claustra and Women’s Monastic 
Communities in Late Medieval Italy’, in Christendom and its Discontents: Exclusion, Persecution and 
Rebellion 1000-1500, ed. Scott L. Waugh and Peter D. Diehl (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 177-208. 
28 Jeffrey Hamburger, ‘Art, Enclosure and the Cura Monialium: Prolegomena in the Guise of a 
Postscript’, Gesta, 31:2 (1992), p. 109. 
29 Penelope D. Johnson, ‘The Cloistering of Medieval Nuns: Release or Repression, Reality or 
Fantasy’, in Gendered Domains: Rethinking Public and Private in Women’s History: Essays from the 
Seventh Berkshire Conference on the History of Women, ed. Dorothy O. Helly and Susan M. Reverby 
(Ithaca, 1992), p. 30. 
30 Sarah Salih, Versions of Virginity in Late Medieval England (Cambridge, 2001), pp. 138-39. 
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This thesis has undertaken a comprehensive analysis of thirteen Latin vitae of 
women that emerged from the thirteenth-century Low Countries, with a cross-comparison of 
ten Latin vitae dedicated to men. The women are: Marie d’Oignies (BHL 5516); Juetta of 
Huy (BHL 4620); Christina of Sint-Truiden (BHL 1746); Ida of Nivelles (BHL 4146); 
Margaret of Ypres (BHL 5319); Odilia of Liège (BHL 6275); Lutgard of Aywières (BHL 
4950); Alice of Schaerbeek (BHL 0264); Juliana of Mont-Cornillon (BHL 4521); Elisabeth 
of Spalbeek (BHL 2484); Beatrice of Nazareth (BHL 1062); Ida of Léau (BHL 4144) and Ida 
of Louvain (BHL 4145).31 The male examples are: Godfrey the Sacristan (BHL 3579); 
Gerlach of Houthem (BHL 3449); John of Cantimpré (BHL Praetermissi); Charles of Villers 
(BHL 1619); Walter of Birbech (BHL 8794); Abundus of Huy (BHL 0018c); Arnulf of 
Villers (BHL 713); Godfrey Pachomius (BHL Praetermissi); Gobert d’Aspremont (BHL 
3571) and Nicholas of Villers (BHL 6236m).32 The composition of the vitae spans the entire 
thirteenth century. 
The vitae of women have been described as ‘beguine vitae’.33 This is misleading. 
The vitae detail the lives of women from a variety of vocational backgrounds and who lived 
in a variety of different settings. Six of the women would become Cistercian nuns; by 1250 
there were sixty-six Cistercian nunneries in the southern Low Countries.34 Some women, 
such as Lutgard and Beatrice, lived in independent religious households before they joined 
the Cistercian Order, whereas Alice entered a Cistercian nunnery as a child. Margaret lived 
the entirety of her earthly life in her domestic household, while Marie and Juetta moved from 
home to beguinage to cell. The men were made up of abbots, monks, conversi and a hermit. 
Only Gerlach and John did not belong to the Cistercian Order and all but three men entered 
Villers abbey.  
Despite the dominance of the Cistercian Order, diversity is indicated in the men’s 
                                                
31 See Appendix I. 
32 See Appendix II. 
33 Simons, Cities of Ladies, p. 37; Miller, ‘‘Love is a Beguine’, p. 65 n.19.  
34 Jennifer Carpenter, A New Heaven and a New Earth: The Vitae of the Mulieres Religiosae of Liège 
(Unpublished Doctoral Thesis, Toronto, 1997), p. 24. 
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social and educational backgrounds, as well as the age in which they entered the religious 
life.35 Gobert and Gerlach married and sired children before embarking on their prospective 
religious careers, while Abundus enjoyed a religious education at home before entering the 
novitiate at Villers. The Low Countries’ holy women and men can be categorised under the 
historiographical term ‘living saints’. Gabriella Zarri coined ‘living saints’ in reference to 
female tertiaries who lived outside of the convent in sixteenth-century Italian city-states.36 
Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker has stressed the applicability of the term ‘living saints’ to holy 
women and men from the Low Countries.37 More numerous than their canonised sisters and 
brothers, ‘living saints’ were not recipients of a cult and achieved no official Church 
recognition. They were venerated locally, by the communities that had nurtured them. They 
embarked on a spiritual journey that originated on earthly terrain and the vitae document 
their “lived salvation” and the devotional communities, interconnections and friendships that 
they shared.38 Recent scholarship has focused almost exclusively on the vitae of mulieres 
religiosae.39 The vitae of men have received little scholarly attention outside of the realm of 
                                                
35 Alison More, Milites Christi in Hortis Liliorum Domini? Hagiographic Constructions of 
Masculinity and Holiness in Thirteenth-Century Liège (Unpublished Doctoral Thesis, The University 
of Bristol, 2004), p. 54. 
36 Gabriella Zarri, ‘La sante vive: Per una tipologia della santità femminile nel primo Cinquecento’, 
Annali dell’Istituto storico italo-germanico in Trento, 6 (1980), pp. 371-445. In English, see: 
Gabriella Zarri, ‘Living Saints: a Typology of Female Sanctity in the early Sixteenth Century’, in 
Women and Religion in Medieval and Renaissance Italy, ed. Daniel Bornstein and Roberto Rusconi 
(Chicago, 1996), pp. 219-303.  
37 Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker, ‘Saints Without a Past: Sacred Places and Intercessory Power in Saints 
Lives from the Low Countries’, in The Invention of Saintliness, ed. Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker 
(London, 2002), p. 41. 
38 Mulder-Bakker, ‘Holy Laywomen and their Biographers in the Thirteenth Century’, p. 31. 
39 The literature is numerous and linguistically diverse. Listed are key studies and critical editions in 
English and French: Jennifer N. Brown (ed.), Three Women of Liège: A Critical Edition of and 
Commentary on the Middle English Lives of Elizabeth of Spalbeek, Christina Mirabilis, and Marie 
d’Oignies (Turnhout, 2008); Juliette Dor, Lesley Johnson and Jocelyn Wogan-Browne (eds), New 
Trends in Feminine Spirituality: The Holy Women of Liège and Their Impact, (Turnhout, 1999); 
Herbert Grundmann, Religious Movements in the Middle Ages, trans. Steven Rowan (Oxford, 1995); 
Michel Lauwers, ‘Paroles de femmes: Sainteté feminine l’église du XIIIe siècle face aux béguines’, in 
La critique historique à l’épreuve: Liber discipulorum Jacques Paquet, ed. Gaston Braive and Jean-
Marie Cauchies (Brussels, 1989), pp. 99-116; Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker (ed.), Living Saints of the 
Thirteenth Century: the Lives of Yvette, Anchoress of Huy; Juliana of Cornillon, Author of the Corpus 
Christi Feast; and Margaret the Lame, Anchoress of Magdeburg (Turnhout, 2011); Anneke B. 
Mulder-Bakker (ed.), Mary of Oignies: Mother of Salvation (Turnhout, 2006); Barbara Newman, 
(ed.), Thomas of Cantimpré: The Collected Saints’ Lives: Abbot John of Cantimpré, Christina the 
Astonishing, Margaret of Ypres, and Lutgard of Aywières (Turnhout, 2008); Barbara Newman and 
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monastic studies.40  
Despite Gilbert’s declaration that he did not know what to call them, Gilbert was 
referring to beguines when he stated that there were women who lived “neither in the world 
nor out of it”.41 However, his sentiment can also be applied to the ‘living saints’. The saints 
interacted in communal space in order to perform the apostolic activities of charity, manual 
labour, intercession and prayer. They also sought solitude in order to explore their interior 
worlds. As Caesarius eulogised, they were serene while in the midst of crowds. Spiritual 
behaviour and devotions were shared, despite vocation, affiliation or ascetic setting. 
The innovation of this thesis lies with its methodology: an analysis of the wide-
ranging sample of vitae through the lens of space and gender. Rather than considering the 
women through the restrictive categories of religious, semi-religious or lay, this thesis 
examines the saints’ devotional behaviour in a variety of different spaces. It considers how 
the saints interacted in the church, the domestic household, the grange, the refectory and 
hearth, the bedchamber and dormitory, the cell, the leprosarium, the wilderness, streets, 
windows and gateways and pilgrimage routes. How saintly behaviour was enacted in place, 
produced space and interacted with prior spatial constructions is a strand that runs 
throughout the thesis. Such an approach allows for an analysis that moves beyond the 
cloister. The inclusion of male vitae allows for an investigation that can delve deeper into the 
gendering of women’s space and women’s sanctity. Before the structure of the thesis can be 
outlined in detail, it is necessary to summarise the methodological approaches to sanctity, 
gender and space. 
                                                                                                                                     
Martinus Cawley (eds), Send Me God: The Lives of Ida the Compassionate of Nivelles, Nun of La 
Ramée, Arnulf, Lay Brother of Villers, and Abundus, Monk of Villers, by Goswin of Bossut (Turnhout, 
2003); Simone Roisin, ‘La méthode hagiographique de Thomas de Cantimpré’, in Miscellanea 
historica in honorem Alberti de Meyer, vol. 1 (Louvain, 1945), pp. 546-557; Simons, Cities of Ladies. 
40 Martinus Cawley, ‘Four Abbots of the Golden Age of Villers’, Cistercian Studies Quarterly, 27 
(1992), pp. 299-327; Édouard Moreau and René Maere, L’Abbaye de Villers-en-Brabant au XIIe at 
XIIIe siècles, etudes d’histoire religieuse et économique (Brussels, 1909); Simone Roisin, 
L'hagiographie cistercienne dans le diocèse de Liège au XIIIe siècle (Louvain, 1947). Two exceptions 
are More, Milites Christi and Martha G. Newman, ‘Crucified by the Virtues: Monks, Lay Brothers 
and Women in Thirteenth-Century Cistercian Saints’ Lives’, in Gender and Difference in the Middle 
Ages, ed. Sharon Farmer and Carol Braun Pasternack (Minneapolis, 2003), pp. 182-209.  
41 Gilbert, Collectio de Scandalis Ecclesiae, p. 58. 
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Hagiography, formed from the Greek hagios (holy) and graphē (writing), has the 
broad meaning “writings about the saints”.42 Writing about the saints simplifies what is a 
complex tradition. Hagiography has come to incorporate a vast array of literature, including 
saints’ vitae, miracle stories, relic transmission, literature relating to canonisation processes, 
sermons, liturgical books and mystical and visionary treatises. For centuries the vanguards of 
hagiographic scholarship were the Jesuit fellows of the Société des Bollandistes. Monastics 
and church historians, who were primarily interested in the history of their own order, 
dominated the field of medieval religion.43 In the mid-twentieth century new methodologies 
and approaches to medieval hagiography began to emerge. In his 1965 study, the Czech 
scholar František Graus urged historians to use the then neglected saints’ vitae as a means to 
understand the social history of Western Christendom.44 Prior to the 1970s, hagiography had 
often been dismissed as ‘superstitious’, in contrast to those sources that could be used for 
scientific and empirical histories. Felice Lifshitz attributes the negative views of hagiography 
to nineteenth-century positivist historicism.45 In the aftermath of the Reformation and 
Enlightenment, a politicised dismissal of the Roman Catholic faith posited hagiography as 
opposite to history.46  
The retrieval of hagiography can be attributed to interdisciplinary scholarship. The 
impact of feminist historiography and its amalgamation with religious history should not be 
underestimated. Gender history developed, in the first instance, as an extension of women’s 
history. Feminist scholars had endeavoured to redress the exclusion of women from history 
and uncover the lived experiences of women in the past. Hagiographical texts provided a 
                                                
42 Thomas Head, ‘Introduction’, in Medieval Hagiography: An Anthology (London, 2000), p. xiv. 
43 Mulder-Bakker, ‘General Introduction’, p. 19. For example, Franciscan scholars of the twentieth 
century used hagiography in order to appraise the history of their own order. See Day, ‘Hagiography 
as Institutional Biography’, p. 261. 
44 František Graus, cited in Head, ‘Introduction’, p. xxix.  
45 Felice Lifshitz, ‘Beyond Positivism and Genre: “Hagiographical” Texts and Historical Narrative’, 
Viator, 25 (1994), pp. 95-113.   
46 Katherine J. Lewis, ‘History, Historiography and Re-writing the Past’, in A Companion to Middle 
English Hagiography, ed. Sarah Salih (Woodbridge, 2006), p. 123. 
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window into the lives of medieval women who had been hitherto unknown or ignored.47 As 
women’s history developed and began to intertwine with other theoretical approaches, 
historians and theorists began to wonder whether ‘woman’ was a valid category of 
analysis.48 Women’s experiences differed so dramatically according to factors such as 
geographic location and time period that ‘woman’ as a self-evident and unchanging category 
was perceived as increasingly uncertain.49 Moreover, it became clear that viewing the male 
experience as universal had not only hidden the history of women but had also ignored 
masculinity and other gender identities.50  
The rejection of biological essentialism and an appreciation of the role of language 
in the construction of gendered identity prompted some scholars, notably Joan W. Scott, to 
consider how the so-called natural relationship between male and female legitimised 
relationships of power.51 Taking into account Scott’s reading of gender and power, it can be 
argued that notions of ‘male’ or ‘female’ in any given society are bound together and, 
therefore, it is useful to consider masculinities, femininities and other gendered identities in 
an analysis of ‘women’ or ‘men’. Judith Butler’s seminal Gender Trouble remains essential. 
Butler challenged the heterosexual male/female dynamic and suggested that there is no 
interior understanding of gender but, rather, repeated performances that then produce gender 
identity.52  
The emergence of gender history has not been without its detractors. It has been 
suggested that gender history is an attempt to replace women’s history, with the inclusion of 
                                                
47 A milestone in the study of medieval women and religious is Caroline Walker Bynum, Holy Feast 
and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women (Berkeley, 1987). 
48 Denise Riley, Am I That Name? Feminism and the Category “Women” in History (Minneapolis, 
1988); Joan W. Scott, ‘Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis’, American Historical 
Review, 91:5 (1986), pp. 1053-1075. From a medievalist perspective, see Judith M. Bennett’s lucid 
discussion of the impact of Scott in Judith M. Bennett, History Matters: Patriarchy and the Challenge 
of Feminism (Manchester, 2006), pp. 18-29 and Dyan Elliott, ‘The Three Ages of Joan Scott’, 
American Historical Review, 113:5 (2008), pp. 1390-403. 
49 Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks, Gender in History (Oxford, 2001), p. 5.  
50 Wiesner-Hanks, Gender in History, p. 2. 
51Joanne Meyerowitz, ‘A History of “Gender”’, American Historical Review, 113:5 (2008), p. 1347; 
Joan W. Scott, ‘Unanswered Questions’, American Historical Review, 113:5 (2008), pp. 1422-30.  
52 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York, 2006), pp. 
xxx-xv. 
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masculinity a conservative retrenchment, a desire for academic credibility or an 
abandonment of the study of marginalised groups.53 Moreover, some scholars have 
expressed their distaste of the relationship between post-structuralism and gender, on the 
grounds that the emphasis on language analysis has effectively dissolved women into 
discourse.54 Once again, the relationship between history and hagiography has come under 
scrutiny. At the Medieval Academy meeting in 2007, Judith Bennett, Constance Berman and 
Maryanne Kowaleski expressed their unease with the popularity of gendered analyses of 
literary sources, notably hagiography, rather than the archival study of women.55 Bennett’s 
History Matters makes a powerful entreaty that scholars should reinsert women and the 
concept of patriarchy into their histories.56  
A rebuttal to the critique of gender history lies in how gender, as a ‘category of 
analysis’, is viewed.  An important development in the field of gender history has been the 
recognition that gender does not stand alone in the formation of human subjectivity. Rather, 
it can be considered as one set of cultural codes, which intersects with other cultural codes 
such as class, race, age or nationality.57 Gender, as Scott notes, is not a methodological or 
programmatic treatise. Therefore, gender history should not be perceived as a replacement of 
women’s history but as a separate (although not entirely exclusive) discipline.58 As there is 
not a universally applicable concept of gender, its very usefulness depends on how a 
historian might choose to use it and by the very questions gender prompts the historian to 
ask. In the case of this thesis, a gendered analysis of vitae of mulieres religiosae should sit 
                                                
53 Outlined in Meyerowitz, ‘A History of “Gender”’, p. 1347 and Kathleen Canning, ‘Feminist 
History after the Linguistic Turn: Historicizing Discourse and Experience’, Signs, 19 (1994), pp. 368-
97. 
54 See Joan Hoff, ‘Gender as a Postmodern Category of Paralysis’, Women’s History Review, 3:2 
(1994), pp. 149-68.  
55 Judith Bennett, Constance Berman and Maryanne Kowaleski, cited in Dyan Elliott, ‘Women Versus 
Gender: A Fashion Statement?’ Medieval Feminist Forum, 44:1-2 (2008), pp. 101-104. 
56 Bennett, History Matters. 
57 John H. Arnold and Sean Brady, ‘Introduction’, in What is Masculinity? Historical Dynamics from 
Antiquity to the Contemporary World, ed. John H. Arnold and Sean Brady (Basingstoke, 2011), p. 4. 
58 Scott, ‘Unanswered Questions’, p. 1423. 
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alongside monastic histories and examinations of the canonical archives; they might 
challenge each other but they are not mutually exclusive.  
In gendered analyses of hagiographic texts, considerable attention has been paid to 
the relationship between female saint and male biographer. Catherine M. Mooney has 
considered whether the voice of the female saint can be distinguished from the voice of her 
interpreter and to what extent portrayals of sanctity are dictated by gender and genre.59 
Somewhat simplistically, Mooney regards the male-authored vitae of male saints as less 
difficult to read because, even if the male saint in question might not agree with the 
interpretation, the texts reveal “men’s thinking about male sanctity”.60 Some scholars have 
attempted to identify a specifically ‘beguine’, ‘mystical’ or ‘feminine’ spiritual voice in 
vitae. Amy Hollywood has compared Beatrice’s own mystical treatise with her male-
authored vita. Hollywood’s comparison of female and male-authored texts suggests that the 
somatisation of feminine spirituality was a male, clerical construction.61 Michel Lauwers’ 
analysis of Jacques de Vitry’s vita Mariae has questioned the extent to which historians can 
trust male constructions of female sanctity. He concludes that women lived “a holy life 
under supervision” (une sainteté sous surveillance).62 Robert Sweetman offers a more 
optimistic reading of the Low Countries’ vitae and indicates the ways in which the women 
displayed spiritual authority.63 John Coakley has highlighted the ways in which women’s 
                                                
59 Catherine M. Mooney, ‘Voice, Gender and the Portrayal of Sanctity’, in Gendered Voices: 
Medieval Saints and their Interpreters, ed. Catherine M. Mooney (Philadelphia, 1999), p. 1. In the 
same edition see Caroline Walker Bynum, ‘Foreword’, in Gendered Voices: Medieval Saints and 
Their Interpreters, ed. Catherine M. Mooney (Philadelphia, 1999), pp. ix-xii. 
60 Mooney, ‘Voice, Gender and the Portrayal of Sanctity’, p. 3. 
61Amy Hollywood, The Soul as Virgin Wife: Mechthild Magdeburg, Marguerite Porete and Meister 
Eckhart (Notre Dame, 1995), p. 38. See also Amy Hollywood, ‘Gender, Agency and the Divine in 
Religious Historiography’, The Journal of Religion, 84:4 (2004), pp. 514-28. 
62 Michel Lauwers, ‘Entre Béguinisme et Mysticisme: La Vie de Marie d’Oignies (d. 1213) de 
Jacques de Vitry ou la definition d’une sainteté féminine’, Ons Geestelijk Erf, 66 (1992), p. 84. 
63 Robert Sweetman, ‘Thomas of Cantimpré, Performative Reading and Pastoral Care’, in 
Performance and Transformation: New Approaches to Late Medieval Spirituality, ed. Mary A. 
Suydam and Joanna Ziegler (New York, 1999), pp. 134-163; Robert Sweetman, ‘Thomas of 
Cantimpré, Mulieres Religiosae and Purgatorial Piety: Hagiographical Vitae and the Beguine 
‘Voice’’, in In a Distinct Voice: Medieval Studies in Honor of Leonard E. Boyle O.P. ed. Jacqueline 
Brown and William Stoneman (Notre Dame, 1997), pp. 606-626; Robert Sweetman, ‘Christine of 
Saint-Trond’s Preaching Apostolate: Thomas of Cantimpré’s Hagiographical Method Revisited’, 
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revelatory experiences enhanced the formal authority of their male confessor.64 According to 
Coakley, the vitae represent a reciprocal, though not necessarily equal, relationship between 
saint and biographer.  
An attempt to completely separate the voice of the subject from the voice of the 
author is a flawed, if fundamentally unhelpful task. However, close attention to authorial 
intention, the compositional process, narrative structure, language choices, silences and 
bowdlerisations help historians to get closer to the context of the text’s production and 
therefore closer to understanding the relationship between author and subject.65 Rather than 
dampening the voices of the past, attention to language allows for a more attuned 
examination of discourse.66 In recent investigations of the vitae, voice and authorship have 
been scrutinised in a way that pays attention to the fluidity of language. Mary A. Suydam’s 
analysis of beguine literature, including some vitae from the thirteenth-century Low 
Countries, has drawn together some of the ways in which saints’ vitae became fluid through 
the act of reading. Literary theorists have suggested that meaning only comes into being 
through a complex negotiation that involves both reception (the act of reading) as well as 
production (the act of writing).67 To Michel Foucault, the “author-function” was not 
universal or constant.68 Suydam’s analysis indicates that a saint’s vita is not a historical 
                                                                                                                                     
Monastic Matrix, Commentaria (1992) < https://monasticmatrix.osu.edu/commentaria/christine-saint-
tronds-preaching-apostolate-thomas-cantimpr%C3%A9s-hagiographical-method> (Accessed 6th April 
2014). 
64 John Coakley, ‘Women’s Textual Authority and the Collaboration of Clerics’, in Medieval Holy 
Women in the Christian Tradition c. 100-1500, ed. Alistair Minnis and Rosalyn Voaden (Turnhout, 
2010), pp. 83-104; John Coakley, Women, Men, and Spiritual Power: Female Saints and Their Male 
Collaborators (New York, 2006); John Coakley, ‘Friars as Confidants of Holy Women in Medieval 
Dominican Hagiography’, in Images of Sainthood in Medieval Europe, ed. Renate Blumenfeld-
Kosinski and Timea Szell (New York, 1991), pp. 222-46; John Coakley, ‘Gender and the Authority of 
Friars: the Significance of Holy Women for Thirteenth-Century Franciscans and Dominicans’, Church 
History, 60 (1991), pp. 445-60. 
65 Mooney, ‘Voice, Gender and the Portrayal of Sanctity’, pp. 1-6. 
66 John H. Arnold, ‘Responses to the Postmodern Challenge; or What Might History Become?’, 
English Quarterly Review (2007), p. 125; Canning, ‘Feminist History after the Linguistic Turn’, p. 
370. 
67 Robert M. Stein, ‘Literary Criticism and the Evidence for History’, in Writing Medieval History, ed. 
Nancy Partner (London, 2005), p. 68. 
68 Michel Foucault, ‘What is an Author?’, in Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays 
and Interviews by Michel Foucault, ed. Donald F. Bouchard (Cornell, 1980), p. 125. 
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source that is frozen in time. According to Suydam, the vitae were “collectively enacted, 
collectively produced [and] collectively received”.69 Although vitae could be collaborative or 
anonymous and had the involvement of oral testimonies, scribes, biographer and subject, the 
notion of collective production minimises the power clerics had over women’s texts.70 
However, Suydam’s research has indicated the importance of audience and fluid authorship 
in the production and purpose of the vitae of mulieres religiosae. 
 Alongside examinations of authorship and voice, gendered analyses of vitae have 
focused, somewhat overwhelmingly, on the saintly body. Caroline Walker Bynum's 
landmark study Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval 
Holy Women overturned the association of female ascetic excess (such as fasting, Eucharist 
devotion and corporeal punishment) with a masochistic rejection of the body.71 Bynum 
argued that the somatic nature of female spirituality embraced the traditional association of 
women with flesh as a means of uniting with the humanity of Christ.72 Dyan Elliott, although 
not specifically focusing on vitae, has noted the often-troubling relationship between female 
saints, the flesh and spirit.73 Elliott argues that the inferiority of female flesh justified 
women’s exclusion from rituals such as ordination.74  
Sexuality has also guided gendered analyses of religious women and men. R.N. 
Swanson has argued that the mandate for clerical celibacy in the eleventh century produced 
                                                
69 Mary A. Suydam, ‘Visionaries in the Public Eye: Beguine Literature as Performance’, in The 
Texture of Society: Medieval Women in the Southern Low Countries, ed. Ellen E. Kittell and Mary A. 
Suydam (London, 2004), p. 145. See also Mary A. Suydam, ‘Beguine Textuality: Sacred 
Performances’, in Performance and Transformation: New Approaches to Late Medieval Spirituality, 
ed. Mary A. Suydam and Joanne E. Ziegler (Turnhout, 1999), pp. 169-210. 
70 Jennifer Summit, ‘Women and Authorship’, in The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Women’s 
Writing, ed. Carolyn Dinshaw and David Wallace, (Cambridge, 2003), p. 91. 
71 Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast. 
72 See a critique of Bynum’s methodology in Kathleen Biddick, ‘Genders, Bodies, Borders: 
Technologies of the Visible’, Speculum, 68:2 (1993), pp. 389-418. 
73 Dyan Elliott, Fallen Bodies: Pollution, Sexuality and Demonology in the Middle Ages 
(Philadelphia, 1999).  
74 Dyan Elliott, ‘Flesh and Spirit: The Female Body’, in Medieval Holy Women in the Christian 
Tradition c.110 c.1500, ed. Alastair Minnis and Rosalynn Voaden (Turnhout, 2010), p. 16. 
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an emasculated third gender.75 Studies on saintly virginity as sexuality are abundant.76 Some 
gendered interpretations of mystical texts have fetishised the modern and medieval saintly 
female body. The Lacanian reading of Bernini’s Teresa of Avila stressed the eroticism of the 
sculpture’s ecstatic posture.77 More recently, scholars have been encouraged to move beyond 
the primary association between masculinity and virility and to recognise the multiple layers 
of masculinity and its social, physical and psychological dimensions.78 Christopher Fletcher 
has suggested that spiritual strength, vigour and steadfastness provided the measure of 
medieval masculinity; the performance and articulation of outward spiritual strength 
indicated clerical manhood.79 Likewise, virginity was not necessarily the most dominant 
force in the lives of saintly women. While historians should not turn a blind eye to mysticism 
and sexuality, it is important to note that such readings can present a saintly and 
hagiographic ‘otherness’. Derek Neal has noted the tendency for post-Reformation 
Protestant historians to view clerical celibacy as an unnatural flaw of the medieval church.80 
Lifshitz’s observation that the dismissal of hagiography cannot be separated from a dismissal 
                                                
75 R.N. Swanson, ‘Angels Incarnate: Clergy and Masculinity from Gregorian Reform to Reformation’ 
in Masculinity in Medieval Europe, ed. D.M. Hadley (London, 1999), pp. 160-177. Refuted in P.H. 
Cullum, ‘Boy/Man into Clerk/Priest: the Making of the Late Medieval Clergy’, in Rites of Passage: 
Cultures of Transition in the Fourteenth Century, ed. Nicola F. McDonald and W.M. Ormrod (York, 
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76 For example in Sarah Salih, ‘Performing Virginity: Sex and Violence in the Katherine Group’, in 
Constructions of Widowhood and Virginity in the Middle Ages, ed. Cindy L. Carlson and Angela Jane 
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Lewis, ‘Becoming a Virgin King: Richard II and Edward the Confessor’ in Gender and Holiness: 
Men, Women and Saints in Late Medieval Europe, ed. Samantha J.E. Riches (London, 2002), p. 165. 
On virginity, see: Clarissa W. Atkinson, ‘“Precious Balsam in a Fragile Glass” The Ideology of 
Virginity in the Later Middle Ages’, Journal of Family History, 8:2 (1983), pp. 131-143; Kathleen 
Coyne Kelly, Performing Virginity and Testing Chastity in the Middle Ages (London, 2000); Jocelyn 
Wogan-Browne, ‘Chaste-Bodies: Frames and Experiences’, in Framing Medieval Bodies, ed. Sarah 
Kay and Miri Rubin (Manchester, 1994), pp. 24-42; Jocelyn Wogan-Browne, ‘Virginity Now and 
Then’, in Medieval Virginities, ed. Sarah Salih, Anke Bernau and Ruth Evans (Cardiff, 2003), pp. 
234-53. 
77 Jacques Lacan, cited in Constance M. Furey, ‘Sexuality’, in The Cambridge Companion to 
Christian Mysticism, ed. Amy Hollywood and Patricia Z. Beckman (Cambridge, 2012), p. 328. 
78 Derek Neal, ‘What Can Historians do with Clerical Masculinity? Lessons from Medieval Europe’, 
in Negotiating Clerical Identities: Priests, Monks and Masculinity in the Middle Ages, ed. Jennifer D. 
Thibodeaux (New York, 2010), p. 24. 
79 Christopher Fletcher, ‘The Whig Interpretation of Masculinity? Honour and Sexuality in Late 
Medieval England’ in What is Masculinity? Historical Dynamics from Antiquity to the Contemporary 
World, ed. John H. Arnold and Sean Brady (Basingstoke, 2011), p. 62. 
80 Neal, ‘What Can Historians do with Clerical Masculinity?’ p. 20. 
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of Catholic superstition should be recognised in gendered analyses of saints’ vitae.  
This thesis uses gender and space as interpretive frameworks. If the agency of 
female holy women is to be understood and their relationship to power structures considered, 
the saints’ social environment should be examined. Although the saints described in their 
vitae were no doubt extraordinary, emphasis on space locates the everyday experiences of 
liturgy, prayer, intercession and conversation within the saints’ lived milieu. Offering 
alternatives to positivist historicism is pertinent if space, gender and hagiography are to be 
considered together.  
Until the 1970s space was generally considered to be a neutral container that was 
filled by human activity. This absolute or “empirico-physical” conception suggested that 
space was the mere backdrop against which human behaviour was played out.81 Spatial 
geographers have argued that this indifference to space was the result of nineteenth-century 
historicism.82 Historicist thought, typically associated with Whiggish history, linearised time 
and marginalised space by positing the existence of temporal stages of development, a view 
that portrayed the past as an ascent from savagery to civilisation and darkness to light.83 
Other nineteenth-century trends also structured society in teleological terms. Social 
Darwinism emphasised a linear view of phyletic gradualism and Orientalist thought, which 
hierarchically organised races and nations in terms of their alleged degree of temporal 
progress.84 Thus the Catholic Middle Ages were dark and savage compared to the post-
Enlightenment, Protestant west. The interjection of social theory formed the centrepiece for 
the critical re-evaluation of the empirical notion of space. The understanding that space is 
                                                
81 Meredith Cohen, Fanny Madeline and Dominique Iogna-Prat, ‘Introduction’, in Spaces in the 
Medieval West: Places, Territories and Imagined Geographies, ed. Meredith Cohen, Fanny Madeline 
and Dominique Iogna-Prat (Farnham, 2014), pp. 5-6; Phil Hubbard, Rob Kitchin and Gill Valentine, 
‘Editor’s Introduction’, in Key Thinkers on Space and Place, ed. Phil Hubbard, Rob Kitchin and Gill 
Valentine (London, 2004), p. 4. 
82 Barney Warf and Santa Arias, ‘Introduction: the Reinsertion of Space into the Social Sciences and 
Humanities’, in The Spatial Turn: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. Barney Warf and Santa Arias 
(Abingdon, 2009), p. 2.  
83 Warf and Arias, ‘Introduction’, p.2. 
84 Warf and Arias, ‘Introduction’, p.2. 
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shaped by social activity and likewise social relationships are shaped by space has allowed 
historians to consider issues such as wealth, powerlessness, and constructions of gender, race 
and class from a different viewpoint.  
Over the course of the past three decades theoretical concepts of space and place 
have entered into the mainstream of cultural, geographical, historical and anthropological 
scholarship. A significant explanation for the rise of spatial theory in scholarly discourse has 
been its value as an analytical tool. Megan Cassidy-Welsh has suggested that it is possible to 
consider space in the same way that Joan W. Scott famously delineated gender as a category 
of historical analysis.85 Space, like gender, signifies a wide range of concepts. Whether 
abstract, material, performed or imagined, space is a social construction relevant to the 
understanding of the “different histories of human subjects” and the production of cultural 
phenomena.86 Numerous theorists and scholars have laid pivotal groundwork in producing 
usable conceptual models of space. In order to analyse the usefulness of spatial theory to the 
study of medieval hagiography, the key methodologies will be outlined.  
With the publication of Henri Lefebvre’s The Production of Space in 1974, the 
concept of space as socially produced was articulated persuasively.87 Lefebvre proposed a 
tripartite structure of space: spatial practice (perceived), representations of space (conceived) 
and representational space (lived).88 Lefebvre’s spatial triad is complex but can be 
summarised as such: perceived space comprises of the social codes that teach communities 
how to behave in spaces. For example, the laity identifies and learns the rule that the chancel 
is only accessible to a priest.89 Conceived space is the constructions made by planners and 
architects; it is ideological and abstract and created by those in power. Lived space is 
conceived space enacted: the deployment of spatial codes and ideological concepts in social 
                                                
85 Megan Cassidy-Welch, ‘Space and Place in Medieval Contexts’, Parergron, 27:2 (2010), p. 2. 
86 Warf and Arias, ‘Introduction’, p. 1. 
87 Hubbard, Kitchin and Valentine, ‘Editor’s Introduction’, p. 5. 
88 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (Oxford, 1991), pp. 38-
39. 
89 Example cited in Laura Varnam, ‘Church’, in A Handbook of Middle English Studies, ed. Marion 
Turner (Malden, 2013), p. 301. 
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settings.90 According to Lefebvre, lived space was what the “imagination seeks to change and 
appropriate”.91 Lefebvre’s three models of space are not separable. If their operation is not 
considered together, then their impact is limited.92  
Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life has been similarly influential. 
Building on the work of Pierre Bourdieu and Foucault, de Certeau identified the ‘strategies’ 
and ‘tactics’ practiced by the subordinate and weak in order to subvert dominat powers. As 
part of his framework, de Certeau has suggested that place and spaces are essentially different 
things. To de Certeau, a place has a sense of stability. It has “proper rules” and what de 
Certeau describes as an “instantaneous configuration of positions”.93 In contrast, a space is 
composed of “intersections of mobile elements” and is created or produced by movement 
from one place to another.94 De Certeau argues that distinctions between space and place are 
important in revealing how boundaries are fabricated, how frontiers and bridges are 
constructed, and what it means when transgression of place occurs.95 Underpinning de 
Certeau’s arguments for the production of space is the idea that spaces are filled with the 
meanings that people impute onto them.96 Thus de Certeau suggests that space was 
continuously produced as a result of the practices and movements of everyday life.  
Lefebvre and de Certeau have not been without detractors. A general critique levied 
against Lefebvre’s analytical categories is that they are difficult to grasp and therefore 
difficult to combine with a more general picture of produced space.97 Doreen Massey has 
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95 De Certeau, cited in Cassidy-Welch, Monastic Spaces and their Meanings, p. 4. 
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developed de Certeau’s configuration of space and place. Massey suggests that places are 
constructed from articulations of difference (particularly gender, race and class).98 Massey 
has urged that ‘place’ cannot be configured according to enclosed boundaries: every place 
was distinct as a result of human activity.99 According to Massey, both place and space were 
incredibly mobile: connections, networks and movement construct both place and space.100 
Spaces change over time and were assigned different functions according to use, rules and 
people. As such, a place cannot be stable.  
The value of Lefebvre and de Certeau’s work lies in the fundamental groundwork 
their scholarship has laid out. The foundations laid by Lefebvre have fostered the concept of 
space as both physical and abstract. Space is a concept that denotes systems of collective and 
self-identification and can be understood as a way in which individuals and groups located 
themselves in their physical and eschatological surroundings.101 This is pertinent when 
considering distinctions between ordered and ‘free’ place and space, and space for solitude 
and communality. De Certeau’s conceptualisation of space has stressed that movement, 
action and use continuously shape and generate space. Lefebvre and de Certeau’s overall 
conceptual premise, that space is a meaningful and insightful concept through which to 
consider the histories of societies and cultures, remains sound. Although the work of 
Lefebvre and de Certeau have been nuanced, expanded and challenged, their contribution to 
the notion that historical change can be understood through ‘thinking spatially’ has 
continued to stimulate what has come to be known as the ‘spatial turn’.102 
 Many medievalists have taken up the spatial challenge. Important interdisciplinary 
investigations of medieval spatial constructions in archaeology, texts and images have 
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utilised the theories of spatial geographers.103 Central to this thesis is the critique of the 
Durkheimian juxtaposition of the sacred and profane.104 Sarah Hamilton and Andrew Spicer 
have questioned the extent to which sacred space was innate, the degree to which it was 
defined in opposition to ‘non-sacred’ space and how far sacred space was restricted to 
particular locations and buildings.105 Hamilton and Spicer stress the fluidity of boundaries 
and the importance of examining ‘everyday sites’ alongside sacred space such as 
ecclesiastical buildings, shrines and tombs.106 This thesis examines a plethora of spaces 
described in the twenty-three vitae. 
Deane has proposed potential avenues to explore the vitae of mulieres religiose. 
Deane suggests that the spheres of contemplative and active piety (vita mixta) ought to 
provide future studies with a productive analytical tool as they avoid the clerical 
constructions of ‘official’ and ‘unofficial’.107 In The City of God, Augustine maintained a 
hierarchical positioning of active and contemplative spirituality; good works were 
subordinate to the soul’s ascent towards God.108 However, Augustine urged Christians to 
implement balance in their devotion and suggested that: “No man ought to be so completely 
inactive as not to think of his neighbour’s advantage, nor so active as to neglect the 
contemplation of God” (Nec sic esse quisque debet otiosus ut in eodem otio utilitatem non 
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cogitet proximi, nec sic actuosus et contemplationem non requirat Dei).109 Patristic 
theologians rarely separated action and contemplation, a dichotomy that mirrored the body 
and soul. The hierarchical positioning of active and contemplative was a matter of attaining 
the correct devotional balance.110  
The vita mixta is connected to the biblical figures of Mary and Martha.111 Giles 
Constable has suggested that while Augustine stressed the temporal relationship between the 
active Martha and the contemplative Mary (and rejected any innate opposition between 
them), by the twelfth century the traditional symbiosis began to break down.112 Constable 
suggests that separate legends were emphasised as a means to organise religious orders 
hierarchically. There was a tendency to equate the new orders, particularly the Cistercians, 
with Mary and contemplation.113 When the twelfth-century theologian William of St Thierry 
joined the Cistercian community at Signy, he articulated the move as a shift toward the 
contemplative Mary.114 Utilising the active Martha and contemplative Mary as an 
interpretive framework does allow for an investigation of a spectrum of religious devotions, 
but the lay or monastic binary lingers.115  
 This thesis proposes to investigate the twenty-three vitae through spatial categories. 
Chapter One places the vitae in their wider geographic and textual milieu. It considers the 
vitae and the holy women and men as the product of their specific urban environment. It also 
outlines the biographical details of each saint. Chapter Two examines how the saints sought 
‘space for solitude’. It considers saintly behaviour in the church, cell, bed and bedchamber, 
wilderness and refectory. Chapter Three examines ‘space for communality’. It investigates 
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how saints interacted in the domestic household, the church, the dormitory, the grange, 
hospitals and the leprosarium, the cell, the window, streets, pilgrimage routes and burial 
grounds. 
 No analytical framework is faultless. There are, of course, limitations to an analysis 
that is structured according to ‘fixed’ spatial categories. Focusing on place means that ‘in-
between’ zones might be lost. Kathleen Biddick has argued that the archaeologist’s 
conventional dependence on location or place (represented in the confining practice of 
excavating toft and croft or grid) should be replaced with excavating ‘in-between’ zones. By 
doing so, Biddick argues that archaeology may be liberated from replicating the material 
culture of particular places, and consider the broader meanings that may arise from 
considerations of space.116 It could be argued that emphasis on named place such as the 
bedchamber or church risks textual ‘in-between’ zones falling between the cracks of place. 
Ralph Kingston has noted that by imagining ‘natural’ boundaries, humans have a tendency to 
“fix limits”.117 Massey’s critique of the separation of place and space has indicated the 
limitations of perceiving place as stable.118 
 There are methods that can be utilised in order to tackle the concerns outlined by 
Biddick, Kingston and Massey. To begin with, it is important to challenge the hierarchical 
organisation of space. For example, how domestic piety influenced the religious household 
and not just vice versa avoids placing the space of the church at the top of the spiritual 
pyramid. Moreover, it is crucial to question the hegemonic configurations of place. Thus, the 
investigation of the church considers the parish and monastic model together and notes how 
its use was multi-functional. Place is identified in the texts through language: either it is 
named or rituals are described. The altar is mentioned more often than the church and sleep, 
or the rejection of it, is described more than the bed. Geometric place is harder to locate 
during moments of mystical transcendence or contemplation. An emphasis on place allows 
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for an investigation of the more ordinary acts of liturgy and prayer. It also examines the 
ways in which the more extraordinary moments of saintly transcendence were prompted by 
the saints’ physical surroundings. Finally, movement from one place to another and therefore 
boundaries between places will be considered.  
Noting the fluidity of ‘space for solitude’ and ‘space for communality’ circumvents 
some of the potential restrictions of place and avoids the troubling binary of public and 
private. For example, the act of confession in the public space of the church required the 
input of an ordained priest. In the vitae, confession provoked an interior response and thus 
has been considered as a solitary act. Likewise, intercessory prayers could occur in 
communal space, but without the presence of witnesses. The transformation of space, for 
example moulding the bedchamber into a heavenly thalamus, notes the elasticity of even the 
most common spatial configurations. According to John Corrigon, “religion conflates the 
visible and invisible, the world of the senses and the world of the imagination”.119 The senses 
can be directly linked to the fluidity of spatial boundaries. For instance, the parlour window 
was a threshold that could be permeated through sacred speech. The sensorial response to the 
lectio devina facilitated the transformation of space. Consideration of the senses is essential 
to the interpretation of space in this thesis.120  
The spatial categories that organise the structure of this thesis are flexible guidelines. 
They are not set in stone. As such ‘place’ will refer to the geometric boundaries of space but 
it should not be taken to mean that such place had a natural or innate stability.  
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Terminology 
At the turn of the twentieth century, the Bollandist scholar Hippoltye Delehaye offered the 
now classic definition of hagiography, which emphasised the memorialisation of saints and 
the promotion of their cult.121 Honorius of Autun’s twelfth-century commentary on the 
Psalms noted that history was a narration of the past, while hagiography was a prophecy of 
the afterlife.122 Honorius did not distinguish hagiography from history, but emphasised the 
continuity of life on earth and posthumous sanctity. Mooney has suggested that saints’ vitae 
sit “between history and hagiography”.123 Mulder-Bakker offers a different interpretation. 
Drawing on Lifshitz’s 1994 article, Mulder-Bakker indicates that in the Middle Ages 
narrative sources that detailed the lives of saints were generally categorised as historiae.124 
The concept of hagiography gained popularity in the nineteenth century, at which point the 
biographies of holy women were increasingly labelled as vitae. Mulder-Bakker suggests that 
if mulieres religiosae are regarded as saints because they are described in texts that are now 
defined as hagiography, scholars run the risk of reversing the terminology used in the Middle 
Ages.125  
 Descriptions of posthumous miracles are brief in the vitae of mulieres religioisae. 
Therefore, the texts evade Delehaye’s traditional definition of hagiography. Mulder-Bakker 
suggests that as the Latin saints’ vitae were not produced for the purpose of canonisation or 
the promotion of a cult, the texts should be labelled Liber Vitae.126 Mulder-Bakker’s 
argument is persuasive. However, this thesis will continue to use vitae or saints’ vitae. Until 
the middle of the thirteenth century, there was little distinction made between the saints in 
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everyday terminology. Sanctus and beatus were interchangeable in the liturgy.127 Moreover, 
the vitae adhered to hagiographic topoi and were moulded by the ideological position of their 
clerical author. In short, they still represent a ‘high church’ model of sanctity.128 The twenty-
three vitae may include the lives of laywomen and men, but these individuals were still 
extraordinary and earned a holy biography as a result of their sanctity.  
 ‘Saints’ will be used to describe the twenty-three women and men under analysis. In 
spite of their varying vocational status, mulieres religiosae will be used to describe all 
thirteen female saints. This is not to suggest that the women merge easily into a collective 
whole. However, as some of the women enjoyed multiple vocations throughout their 
lifetime, mulieres religiosae is an all-encompassing term that reflects this variety. It also 
avoids the cumbersome and confusing label of laywoman. Contemporaries referred to 
mulieres religiosae in a variety of different ways. Mulieres religiosae, religiosae feminae, 
sanctae virgins and beghinae could be used interchangeably.129 The etymology of beguina 
has been the subject of debate. The connection between beguina and Lambert le Bègue, 
promoted by scholars who wished to connect the beguines to a male founder, has been 
challenged.130 Historians have also argued that beguina stemmed from the word Albigensis. 
In this configuration, beguina meant heretic.131 Yet another consensus is that beguina is 
related to the old French béguer, meaning to stammer. The insinuation is once again 
negative: if words were illegible, it would be impossible to measure the efficacy of a 
woman’s prayers.132 Simons states that beguina was never entirely free from its pejorative 
connotations.133 Even Jacques de Vitry, the hero of mulieres religiosae, used beguine 
infrequently. In this thesis, beguine will be used to describe those mulieres religiosae who 
lived in what can be described as a beguinage: an independent religious household that was 
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separate from the domestic household in which they grew up. The men who recorded the 
lives of the saints will be referred to as the author or biographer. This is an imperfect 
solution to the difficult question of medieval authorship. Finally, texts that deal with ‘lay 
brothers’ tend to use conversi rather than fratres laici. Therefore, conversi will be used in 
this thesis. 
 The names of individuals will be written in their most recognised form. For 
example, Jacques de Vitry will be used rather than James of Vitry, while Thomas of 
Cantimpré is given in its anglicised version. Similarly, anglicised versions of the French and 




This thesis relies primarily on Latin versions of the vitae published in Acta Sanctorum. 
Despite the exceptional wealth of information it provides, some of the procedures adopted by 
the editors of Acta Sanctorum are unacceptable by modern standards. For example, it was 
common practice to ignore the original chapters or rubrics of medieval vitae and to divide 
the text into much longer chapters according to the discretion of the editors.134 It is therefore 
often the case that a vita, as it appears in the Acta Sanctorum, has lost some of the features 
that its contemporary readers would have found in it, even when its language is reasonably 
trustworthy.135 In order to tackle some of these issues, when there is more than one edited 
Latin version available they have been read together. Critical editions that have translated the 
vitae from Latin into English have been invaluable. When the critical editions have been 
used to aid translation, both editions are given in the footnotes. Quotations in Latin have not 
been altered from the published Latin edition.   
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Chapter One  
Texts and Contexts 
 
As part of an ongoing effort to move beyond the anachronistic dichotomy of ‘empirical’ 
history and ‘superstitious’ hagiography, Katherine J. Lewis has argued that hagiographic 
material should be considered on its own terms and individual saints’ vitae examined in their 
own right.136 A comparative textual analysis of twenty-three vitae from the thirteenth-century 
Low Countries is the bedrock of this thesis. How the saints enacted solitary and communal 
piety as described in the vitae and how such behaviour determined and was determined by 
space and gender warrants an analysis that appreciates the fluidity of meaning in saints’ 
vitae.137  
The Low Countries’ ‘living saints’, those women and men who achieved no official 
church recognition and were venerated (or scorned, as is the case with Christina and Ida of 
Louvain) during their lifetimes by their local communities, cannot be removed from the 
culture from which they emerged.138 However, their biographers constructed the vitae 
according to existing hagiographic topoi and conventional ideas about sanctity. It is crucial 
that, alongside a textual analysis of “competing discourses” and gendered language, the vitae 
are located in their specific context.139 This chapter will discuss the thirteenth-century 
economic, religious and textual milieu. This will help to clarify why vitae from the Low 
Countries provide such a fascinating insight into gender, space and religion. The analysis 
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will then move on to focus on the vitae, manuscript culture and individual saints’ 
biographies. Thus, the vitae will be understood as individual texts with individual subjects, 
but they will also be situated within the wider hagiographic landscape. 
The selection and analysis of any particular century and geographical region will 
always be, to some extent, arbitrary. Thirteenth-century cultural and religious trends were 
inherited from the preceding centuries and historians identify characteristics and turning 
points with the benefit of hindsight. The medieval past has been inserted into teleological 
grand narratives: while the formation of the nation state has been identified in medieval 
England, the “origins of the commercial dynamism” of modern Belgium and the Netherlands 
have been located in the medieval Low Countries.140 Laws and institutions in the Low 
Countries varied not only across political borders but also within provinces. The region was 
split into several principalities that varied in size, custom, political allegiance and language.  
 
 
Map 1.1: The thirteenth-century southern Low Countries.141 
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Map 1.2: Dioceses in the southern Low Countries c. 1150- c. 1550.142 
 
Borders between dioceses corresponded neither with principality nor language borders.143  
Simons remarks that even by the sixteenth century, “subjective identification with the larger 
Burgundian state (and its centralising efforts) must have been very rare”.144 Nevertheless, 
grand narratives are rarely without empirical basis; commercial centres did expand in the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Regions in northern Italy and northwest Europe, particularly 
those areas along the Rhine, Meuse and Seine, were some of the most urbanised areas in the 
medieval west.145 It is also in these regions that bands of devout holy women and men began 
to dedicate themselves to Christ without necessarily abandoning the world. If space and 
gender in the vitae is to be understood, urbanisation requires further attention. 
  In the eleventh and twelfth centuries, regions under Muslim control south of the 
Mediterranean and in the Middle East were highly commercialised. Areas that make up 
modern-day Europe were comparatively peripheral, with commercial centres coming into 
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fruition only towards the latter half of the twelfth century.146 Rapid growth in northern Italy 
and the Low Countries was stimulated by the development of manufacturing and trade 
interconnections as well as warm weather, population increase and rural development.147 
Although cities in Italy were physically larger, more people lived in towns (or in close 
proximity to them) in the Low Countries than in any other European region.148 According to 
Peter Stabel, the densely populated towns and cities of the Low Countries had reached a 
critical mass by the thirteenth century.149  
Despite the growth and development of towns and cities, the conceptualisation of the 
city as culturally and economically distinct from the surrounding rural areas has been 
challenged. Susan Reynolds, among others, has dismantled the ‘Pirenne thesis’, which 
posited that the growth of the market economy created a new class of people, whose values 
and interests were fundamentally opposed to those who lived in the countryside.150 Reynolds 
has argued that the medieval city neither created nor possessed a distinct form of socio-
political identity. According to Reynolds, the so-called community that was allegedly unique 
to urban communal life was ubiquitous and had its roots in the rural village.151 Certainly, the 
growth of the medieval town cannot be isolated from its relationship with the rural economy: 
the town and country were interdependent. Rodney Hilton has pointed out that the ‘feudal’ 
system of landholding was commercially driven and stimulated the development of markets 
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through the constant movement of raw materials between town and countryside.152 Some of 
the most heavily populated towns and cities owed their scale to their function as central 
trading hubs. Moreover, the growth of towns meant that problems of supply were solved 
with commercial solutions, thus facilitating the development of specialised agricultural 
methods.153 
Commercial interchange between town and countryside stimulated migration. For 
example, rural women frequented urban markets to sell agrarian produce.154 The movement 
between countryside and town is important when considering religious practice. Miri Rubin 
points out that urban and rural fraternities provided the same basic services: 
commemoration, burials, masses on feast days and pastoral care.155 Rubin cites Reynolds’ 
contention that guilds had originally been socio-religious associations with no distinctive 
urban connotations.156 Simons suggests that population movement between rural and urban 
areas encouraged the formation of early beguine communities: single women who moved 
from countryside to town actively sought work and companionship alongside other 
women.157  
The Low Countries’ landscape was diverse, from the “marshy lowlands” of Flanders 
to the wheat fields and farmlands of Brabant and Louvain.158 The expanding commercial 
centres of Huy and Liège lay along the valleys of the river Meuse, to the south east of the 
region.159 Ida of Nivelles, Marie, Juetta, Odilia and Juliana were born in these growing 
commercial centres. Margaret lived the entirety of her earthly life in Ypres, which had a 
textile industry that rivalled Flanders.160 In thirteenth-century Ypres cloth halls stood at over 
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130 metres long, a size that could compete with the largest cathedrals.161 Louvain, home of 
the eponymous Ida, had a population that stood in the tens of thousands.162 The male saints 
interacted in the same milieu as the mulieres religiosae. John and Arnulf were born to the 
west of Liège in prosperous towns in Cambrai. Abundus, like Juetta, was born in Huy. 
Although the vitae were composed in Latin, the saints did not necessarily share the same 
mother tongue. In 1206 Lutgard moved from the Flemish-speaking community of St 
Catherine’s to a francophone monastery in Aywières, near Liège. In order to escape the 
administrative burdens of the office of abbess, Lutgard refused to learn French.163 Ida of 
Léau was born in the Flemish-speaking Léau in Loon, but found her vocation in the French-
speaking Cistercian monastery of La Ramée in Brabant. In contrast, Ida of Nivelles left her 
French-speaking hometown for the Flemish-speaking community at Kerkom.  
Despite the regional and local diversities, areas in the Low Countries had cultural 
traits in common. Multilingualism, high levels of literacy among women and men and 
population movement brought on by a flourishing textile industry are significant, particularly 
in terms of the role of women in the urban economy.164 Regardless of whether the later 
Middle Ages is understood as a period of patriarchal usurpation of female economic roles, 
commercial centres in the thirteenth century allowed women a role within the socio-
economic sphere.165 Archival evidence becomes more abundant after the thirteenth century 
and studies on women and the Low Countries have tended to focus on the later Middle 
Ages.166 Simons’ seminal study of beguine communities relies principally on charters, 
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cartularies, registers and wills from the fourteenth century onwards.167 However, evidence of 
women’s visibility in public space is found in thirteenth-century satirical and travel 
literature.168 Foreign visitors expressed shock at the conduct of some women in public 
spaces. Licentious behaviour was highlighted, but Simons suggests that spectators were 
simply apprehensive of women’s relative freedom of movement. Fabliaux satirised women’s 
economic cunning, while legal documents indicated that women’s public appearance could 
be synonymous with public disorder.169 
Conduct literature, aimed at the nobility, set out codes of behaviour for women when 
in public areas such as streets and squares.170 Vernacular guides grew in popularity in the 
thirteenth century.171 Robert de Blois’ Chastoiement de dames, composed in the early 
thirteenth century, focused on the female body and instructed women on their appearance, 
dress and public demeanour, while his Enseignement des princes emphasised the masculine 
values of chivalry.172 Christian doctrine permeated the pages of such conduct writing.173 
Satirical and conduct literature offer two contrasting models of iniquitous and ideal female 
behaviour. The dichotomous model of medieval femininity, typically symbolised by Eve and 
Mary, is frequently portrayed in medieval literature and art. According to Tertullian, an early 
Christian theologian who died c.220, “as Eve believed the serpent, so Mary believed 
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Gabriel” (crediderat Eva serpenti, credidit Maria Gabrieli).174 However, taking such 
imagery as a facsimile of medieval femininities simplifies the fluid and varied constructions 
of gender in medieval society. Women’s visibility in urban space and their participation in 
the urban economy ensured the survival of mulieres religiosae who lived in independent 
households. How the women’s participation in economic production is presented in the vitae 
adds to our understanding of medieval femininities and the space women inhabited.  
Following John Hajnal’s seminal 1965 study of European nuptiality and fertility 
rates, contrasting models of marriage have been attributed to certain areas of fourteenth- and 
fifteenth-century Europe, particularly the Mediterranean and areas of northern Europe.175 
Familial structure in the Low Countries has been traditionally designated as belonging to the 
‘northern’ or ‘northwestern’ European model.176 The ‘northern’ model was characterised by 
the late age of marriage between women and men and a higher proportion of permanently 
single individuals. The ‘northern’ model corresponds to the socio-economic conditions of 
those regions with the highest levels of urbanisation, although there remained migration 
between rural and urban areas. Simons states that with the notable exception of the noble and 
rural elite, families in the southern Low Countries belonged to this type.177  
It is problematic that the majority of the historical records used to identify the 
‘northern’ model derive from the later medieval period. However, certain patterns can be 
identified in the thirteenth century. For example, in contrast to the customs found in the 
Mediterranean, inheritance laws from thirteenth-century Flanders show that daughters could 
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inherit like sons and did not rely on a dowry to marry.178 Inheritance patterns and increased 
mobility afforded women a more defined role within the household, particularly in 
comparison to noble women from Italian regions.179 In the thirteenth-century Low Countries, 
the household functioned as “the basic cell of society” in the growing market economy.180 
For wealthy urban dwellers, the household was used more intensively than peasant 
households. It functioned as a social and political space and was the locus of business 
activity and household devotion.181 Women performed domestic duties such as spinning, 
brewing and tending to animals, sold their surplus at the market and some women gained 
guild rights.182  
The domestic household is an important space in the vitae, as many of the mulieres 
religiosae spent an extended period in the household before moving to an independent 
household, recluse’s cell or religious community. Ida of Louvain lived at home until she was 
eighteen years old. She then resided alone for some years until she entered the Cistercian 
monastery of Roosendaal. Once widowed, women could be compos rerum and manage the 
running of the household.183 This control was executed, to varying degrees of success, by the 
widows Odilia and Juetta and by Margaret and Elisabeth’s widowed mothers. Children could 
inherit from their parents, regardless of their marital status.184 Christina and her sisters 
continued to live in their domestic household following the death of their parents.  
Deane has proposed some future lines of enquiry for those scholars interested in 
medieval domestic devotion. To begin with, she suggests that recent scholarship 
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investigating the boundaries between the secular and clerical worlds has raised the kind of 
questions that might be applied to domestic space, while sacred practices in monastic space 
might relate to the rituals that occurred in the overlapping boundaries of the domestic hearth 
and bedchamber. Deane also queries the gendering of spiritual authority within the domestic 
sphere.185 Rather than a stepping-stone towards eventual enclosure, saintly life in domestic 
space was an influential force in the formation of a saint’s identity. The domestic household 
as a space for solitary and communal piety will be explored in this thesis.  
The economic and religious function of the urban household in the thirteenth-
century Low Countries differentiates the mulieres religiosae from women who belonged to 
the Italian urban elite. The mulieres religiosae do bear some resemblance to the Umiliati, 
who were prominent in late-twelfth-century Lombardy.186 According to a contemporary 
chronicler, the Umiliati consisted of bands of fervent religious men who, “although living at 
home with their families, had chosen for themselves a certain form of religious life” (qui in 
domibus cum familia sua degentes, quondam modum religiose vivendi eligentes).187 Pope 
Innocent III approved the Umiliati’s way of life, the first penitential group to receive official 
recognition, and a propositum was recorded in a document dating from 1201.188 The vitae of 
Homobonus of Cremona and Raimondo Palmario describe how the men learned the trades of 
their parents and utilised these skills in their households in order to devote themselves to 
charitable and active service.189  
In the Low Countries, women living alone or in communities emerged at roughly the 
same time as the Umiliati. Jacques de Vitry allegedly obtained oral permission for this mode 
of religious living from Pope Honorius III. According to Jacques, “religious women, not 
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only in the diocese of Liège but also in the Kingdom [of France] and the Empire [were] 
permitted to live in the same house and to encourage each other toward the good” (ut liceret 
mulieribus religiosis non solum in episcopatu Leodi[n]ensi, sed tam in regno quam in 
imperio in eadem domo simul manere et sese invicem mutuis exhortationibus ad bonum 
invitare).190 No approved form of domestic lay penitents is evident in the same period for 
women. Mulder-Bakker remarks that the Low Countries mulieres religiosae had a stronger 
chance of social agency than their Italian sisters.191 Umiliana d’Cerchi, whose vita was 
composed by the Franciscan Vito of Cortona soon after her death in 1246, lived religiously 
in the domestic household after she was denied a monastic life.192 From the age of sixteen, 
Umiliana lived in her husband’s house, which Vito describes as being abundant in resources 
(domus viri…copiosa substantia).193 Following the death of her husband, Umiliana returned 
to her father’s household and occupied a tower, which Vito presented as a quasi-prison cell 
(cellam).194 A suffocating domestic tower is not an image conjured in the Low Countries’ 
vitae and agency in the domestic household, from charitable distribution to freedom of 
prayer, is more common than in the vitae of thirteenth-century Italian women. 
According to Lefebvre, the medieval world was “the space of Christendom”, which 
was interrupted with the emergence of a ‘new’ form of secular space (the urban town) during 
the twelfth century.195 Lefebvre creates a dichotomy between the space of Christendom and 
the commercially driven space of towns, accepting without question the existence of a 
medieval understanding of pre-secular space.196 To Lefebvre, the absolute ‘rupture’ between 
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the feudal and modern worlds occurred in the sixteenth century, when the town took over the 
country and landowndership lost its primacy.197 The lacuna in Lefebvre’s analysis may have 
as much to do with a modernist gaze on the medieval past than his Marxist “colouring”: 
Lefebvre accepts without question the categories of antiquity, medieval (or feudal), 
renaissance and modern.198  
Despite the problems with Lefebvre’s configuration, the concept of ‘secular’ space 
does raise the issue of penitential responses to economic development. Although the 
countryside and town were interdependent, sensory distinctions can be made between rural 
and urban environments.199 Urban landscapes were punctuated by public structures and the 
noise and smell of trade.200 Stabel notes that in medieval Flanders, there was no obvious 
partition between the households of the rich and poor, as the sumptuous abodes of the urban 
elite were often positioned in the same location as artisans’ quarters and modest 
households.201 While peripheral areas contained, with little exception, the poor and 
marginalised, the disparity between rich and poor was more visible in towns than rural 
villages.202  
Marie-Dominique Chenu has described the evangelical awakening of the twelfth 
century.203 Over the course of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, women and men began to 
explore the ways in which they could live a more conscious and active Christian life. 
Although bands of fervent women and men appeared in every corner of Latin Christendom, 
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it was in the most urbanised areas, those regions with intense commercial exchange, higher 
population levels, economic mobility and increasingly outdated parochial borders, that 
penitential movements appeared in greater numbers and with greater intensity. Urbanisation 
provided both the incentive and the opportunity to lead a religious life.204 
In the vitae, the difficulty of leading an apostolic life in the context of the urban 
town was often expressed through cautionary tales against usury and avarice. Juetta and 
Lutgard’s fathers committed usurious investments, much to the chagrin of the saints and 
condemnation of their biographers.205 Of course, while sermons and confessional literature 
might have conveyed different economic examples of sin, such as faulty weight measures in 
the town or concealing a bushel from the bailiff in rural areas, avarice had the same sinful 
origin and was equal to the same punishment.206 However, it is revealing that Juetta’s 
implicit involvement with her father’s usury troubled her biographer more than the prospect 
of Juetta taking a second husband, a practice the Church was against.207 It was Juetta’s 
involvement with usury that impelled her to leave her father’s household and enact eleven 
years of penance at a leprosarium on the outskirts of Huy. 
Penitential ideology was not a new phenomenon. Penance was rooted in the ancient 
and canonically recognised status of sinner/penitent. For the patristic era penitent, internal 
conversion was marked with external signs such as humble clothing, observance of the 
canonical hours and fasting.208 Particularly numerous in the urbanised regions of the 
southern Low Countries and northern Italy, the Umiliati and the followers of Lambert of 
Bégue were two of the earliest penitent groups. The Memoriale propositi, approved in 1221, 
outlined the way of life of the Ordo poenitentiae. Humble clothing and fasting were major 
tenets of the Memoriale propositi, indicating that groups such as the Umiliati performed 
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similar acts of penitential piety to their patristic forbearers.209 Overemphasis on the role of 
the penitential orders has distracted from some of the broader facets of penitential piety. The 
term ‘penitent’ was one given to many individuals who lived in a variety of different 
ways.210 For saintly individuals penance was not a singular act of repentance. It was a matter 
of entering the sacred realm during one’s earthly life, achieved through continuous acts of 
contrition. A penitent was someone “fully converted to religious living”.211 The 
historiographical term ‘living saints’ is indicative of a penitential life in the world. 
Devotional rituals worked to sanctify and constantly redefine space. In his prologue to the 
vita Mariae, Jacques imagined the holy women of Liège as God’s seeds, planted to 
transform the fertile soil into “lily gardens of the Lord” (hortis liliorum Domini).212 The 
commercialised Liège, ‘secular’ in Lefebvre and even Pirenne’s paradigm, could be 
sanctified through saintly action.  
Saints’ vitae provide one of the major records of this rejuvenation of apostolic zeal. 
In order to put the twenty-three vitae in context and justify their selection for analysis, it is 
important to discuss the wider hagiographic milieu of the thirteenth century. As the focus of 
this thesis is on vitae of women with a cross comparison of vitae of men, discussion will 
centre on the vitae of mulieres religiosae. 
Creating a corpus of hagiographic material is a complicated task. No ‘official’ list of 
medieval saints exists and no list is complete.213 The various compilations of hagiographic 
material rarely offer a concise set of criteria that outline the reasons for inclusions and 
exclusions. Canonised saints are usually always included in hagiographic lists, but such 
saints make up a small proportion of the total number of venerated individuals in any given 
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diocese or town.214 Modern compilations of saints have tended to focus on those individuals 
who were canonised, the subject of a cult and historically verifiable.215 An investigation of 
such compilations, alongside a comprehensive survey of source compendia and hagiographic 
collections,216 has uncovered fifty-three saintly women who lived, or ostensibly lived, from 
the end of the twelfth century to the beginning of the fourteenth century.217 The women 
emerged from six broad geographical regions: the Low Countries; Italy; France; Germany; 
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Sweden and central Europe. While women from the Italian regions are more numerous, 
eighteen of the women, over a third in total, can be situated in the Low Countries.218  
Not all of the fifty-three women were discussed in contemporary documentation or 
were subject to a vita. For example, hagiographic material relating to anchoresses Angela of 
Bohemia and Haseka and the laywoman Serafina emerged between one to two centuries 
after their deaths.219 Four of the eighteen saintly women who were from or resided in the 
thirteenth-century Low Countries were not recipients of a contemporary or near-
contemporary vita. Margaret of Louvain is recorded in Caesarius’ Dialogue on Miracles, but 
a vita was not written until the fifteenth century.220 She is the only martyr from the 
thirteenth-century Low Countries and her cult appears to be unconnected to the rest of the 
mulieres religiosae and their vitae. The dating of the vita of the abbess Wivina cannot be 
verified and is contained in just one fifteenth-century manuscript.221 Eve of St Martin is a 
fascinating holy woman but was not the subject of a vita. Her life is known through 
contemporary accounts including the vita Iulianae, which was based on Eve’s own 
vernacular text. Beatrice de Lens, who entered a Cistercian abbey in Mons, did not have a 
vita written about her and little is known about her life.222 Weinstein and Bell categorise 
Beatrice as a ‘legendary’ saint.223 Catherine of Parc-des-Dames rejected her father’s Judiac 
code and fled to a Christian monastery when she was eight years old. Catherine is mentioned 
in Caesarius’ Dialogue and Thomas of Cantimpré’s Bonum universale de apibus but her 
derivative vita was not written until the fourteenth century.224 
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The fifty-three women were vocationally diverse. The list includes nuns, abbesses, 
prioresses, tertiaries, beguines, virgins, laywomen (of both noble and peasant status), 
recluses and queens. With the exception of queens and tertiaries, the mulieres religiosae 
from the Low Countries represent this spectrum of vocations. Many of the women subject to 
a vita share basic similarities with women from different geographical regions. Margaret of 
Ypres and Umiliana d’Cerchi both led religious lives within the space of the domestic 
household.225 Like Christina of Sint-Truiden, Alpaïs of Cudot was of a lower social status 
and laboured in the fields.226 Her piety was also marked with extreme corporeal feats. 
Elisabeth of Hungary and Juetta of Huy both married and bore children before they were 
able to lead a religious life.227 Franca, like many of the Low Countries’ women, was a 
Cistercian nun.228 Similarities are to be expected, particularly as vitae adhered to the remits 
of the genre.  
The socio-economic milieu of the thirteenth-century Low Countries, particularly in 
terms of women’s agency within the household economy, has differentiated the Low 
Countries’ mulieres religiosae from their Italian counterparts. Textual differences can also 
be identified. The prominence of the Order of St Clare in the vitae of Italian women is 
indicative of the Order’s importance in the emerging religious movements of the thirteenth 
century. However, the vitae also reflect the religious and political ideologies of their authors, 
particularly in regard to the women’s relationship with men. The biographers of the vita of 
Clare of Assisi (and St Francis) constructed an origin myth that worked to appease their 
papal commissioners who, at the point of the texts’ composition, were attempting to produce 
a “uniform juridical identity” for communities of women.229 The connection of the Order of 
Clare with St Francis, particularly in vitae, is an association that is beginning to be 
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challenged in more recent historiography.230 However, the peculiar political intentions of the 
vitae shaped the biographer’s representations of feminine piety and religious space, 
particularly in terms of claustration. 
  Between 1215 and c.1290 thirteen vitae were written that commemorated the lives 
of mulieres religiosae from the Low Countries. This is a remarkable quantity. In comparison, 
between c.600 and c.1200, twenty-one women who lived or died in the Low Countries were 
recorded in vitae.231 While the ‘living saints’ were the most numerous saintly subjects of the 
thirteenth century, manuscript evidence suggests a continued interest in early-medieval 
saints. It is important to question what differentiates the ‘living saints’ from the early-
medieval women, whose memorable deeds still attracted a devoted audience in the thirteenth 
century.  
The early-medieval saints whose vitae were copied in the thirteenth century can be 
broadly categorised into two vocational groups: abbesses and virgins. The virgins Rolendis, 
Dympna and Oda were committed to the holy record for the first time in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries.232 The three women were born before the eighth century, were royal or 
aristocratic and fled an unwanted marriage. Dympna and Oda both came from Ireland and 
sought refuge in the Low Countries. Aldegundis, Gertrude, Landrada and Pharaildis had 
vitae copied in thirteenth-century manuscripts.233 According to the extant manuscripts, 
Gertrude and Aldegundis were the most popular of the eight women. Aldegundis was a 
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seventh-century abbess, with her vita first written in the eleventh century.234 It was copied 
between the eleventh to fourteenth centuries. Gertrude was also an abbess and sixteen 
thirteenth-century manuscripts contain her vita and miracula, making her one of the most 
popular Low Countries’ mulieres religiosae in terms of manuscript culture. Gertrude was the 
daughter of Pippin I and sister of St Begga. Gertrude became the abbess of the abbey of 
Nivelles, which was founded by her mother. The continued popularity of St Gertrude’s cult 
is unsurprising, as her connection to historic royal power and the foundation of monasteries 
embedded her within the religious history of the Low Countries.235  
 The biographers and scribes who wrote and copied the vitae of Rolendis, Dympna, 
Oda, Aldegundis, Gertrude, Landrada and Pharaildis were contemporary to the authors of the 
twenty-three vitae examined in this thesis. Although extant thirteenth-century manuscripts 
do not contain the vitae of both groups, some later manuscripts, such as one from the 
fifteenth century, include the vitae Christina of Sint-Truiden, Gertrude of Nivelles and 
Waldburgae (an eighth-century abbess).236 There is a codicological relationship between the 
vitae, albeit a limited one, which can best be attributed to continued interest in local sanctity 
and communities of religious.  
Vauchez has shown that between 1198 and 1268, there were forty-seven 
canonisation processes decreed by the papacy with twenty-three pronounced.237 Between 
1269 and 1304, two processes were decreed with one canonisation pronounced.238 During the 
period of increased canonisation, none of the women or men contemporary to the thirteenth-
century Low Countries was subject to canonisation processes. This is a reflection of the 
localisation of their cults, which rarely spread beyond devout circles and the absence of a 
royal or papal supporter. The women and men subject to vitae were context specific: they 
moved in shared circles and networks. Grouping together the twenty-three vitae to the 
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exclusion of other thirteenth-century texts can be justified on the grounds of shared space. 
Shared networks also explain the inclusion of male vitae. 
While the number of vitae of women that emerged from the thirteenth-century Low 
Countries was a marked increase from the preceding centuries, there was not a surge in 
quantity of vitae written about men. The memorialisation of male saints was fairly consistent 
and at no point in the Middle Ages did the number of vitae written about women outnumber 
those dedicated to men.239 However, it is worth noting the prevalence of Cistercians and 
penitent knights recorded in the thirteenth-century vitae of men, as well as the absence of 




Map 1.3: The abbey of Villers, with principality borders from c.1150-1200.241 
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The monastic men were connected to the mulieres religiosae during their lifetimes and 
interconnections and friendships are stated in the vitae. Juetta advised Abundus to join the 
monastic community at Villers.242 Abundus and Juetta were both from the bustling urban 
centre of Huy and their interaction occurred in this context. Juliana was a firm friend of the 
knight and monk Gobert. Gobert acquired Juliana’s bones after her death and Juliana was 
consequently buried at Villers.243 The Chapter General had warned Cistercian houses against 
an active cura monialium in the early thirteenth century, a point that was reiterated to the 
abbots of Villers.244 Such caution is rarely evident in the Villers’ vitae. 
 The primary methodological tool of this thesis is a comparative textual analysis of 
the Latin editions of the vitae. However, it is worth discussing the codicological relationship 
between the vitae, as this highlights further evidence of audience and shared networks. The 
majority of the (few) extant manuscripts that contain the vitae were held in predominantly 
male, monastic libraries.245 The fourteenth-century catalogue reveals that Villers library held 
copies of some of the vitae of the mulieres religiosae.246 For example, a fourteenth-century 
manuscript held in the Villers library contained the vitae of Alice, Christina, Beatrice, Walter 
and Christina.247 This indicates that the male, monastic audience at Villers were aware and 
interested in women’s piety. The abbey of Sint-Truiden was an important hub for the local 
faithful.248 A catalogue from the seventeenth-century reveals that the abbey held versions of 
the vitae of Marie, Christina, Juetta, Margaret, Ida of Nivelles, Ida of Léau and Lutgard.249 
The abbey also possessed one of the earliest extant copies of the vita Mariae.250 The 
Cistercian nunnery of La Cambre held a late-thirteenth century manuscript that contained the 
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vitae of Alice, Christina, Ida of Nivelles and Lutgard.251 La Ramée possessed a late-
thirteenth or early-fourteenth century manuscript that included the vitae of Ida of Léau and 
Ida of Nivelles.252 
  The “pastoral” character of the vitae, which Newman suggests sets the Low 
Countries’ vitae apart from earlier hagiographic texts, presented the saints as models 
admiranda sed non imitanda.253 The extraordinary textual examples of the saints’ deeds and 
suffering stressed the importance of confession, penance and the benefits of prayer.254 
Mulder-Bakker argues that “faith was a communal affair” in the thirteenth century, as local 
worshippers congregated together at parish churches, monasteries and convents in order to 
listen to saints’ vitae.255 Mulder-Bakker evidences her argument with an epsiode in the Vita 
Gerlaci and the chronicle of the abbey of Sint-Truiden, both of which detail occasions when 
local citizens joined the monks for feast-day celebrations. However, the primary audience for 
the vitae remained the ordained religious or individuals dedicated to religious living. 
Christina was Thomas of Cantimpré’s most popular saint. There are twelve extant Latin 
manuscripts that include Christina’s vita and it was also translated into Middle English and 
Dutch.256 The medieval Dutch version of Christina’s vita was translated after nuns from a 
convent in Sint-Truiden expressed their desire for the vita to be read aloud during public 
services.257 Christina’s vita is no doubt the most extraordinary of Thomas’ hagiographic 
corpus and the popularity of the vita indicates that its audience sought entertainment as well 
as didactic instruction. Extant manuscripts from the thirteenth century are scarce. 
Nonetheless, shared devotional communities can be assumed from those manuscripts that do 
survive. Communities of faithful emerged alongside the saints and, following their death, 
stories were collected and circulated, fragmenta were turned into exempla and vitae and 
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stories were recited to communities of devout.258 The communities of devout were both the 
urban laity and religious communities such as the monks of Villers and the nuns of Sint-
Truiden. 
As with the selection of a specific geographic location and time period, the selection 
of vitae is somewhat subjective. Previous studies of the mulieries religiosae have 
incorporated and excluded certain texts. Odilia is absent from Jennifer Carpenter’s analysis 
of thirteenth-century holy women from Liège.259 It is possible that Carpenter was unaware of 
the vita. Roisin’s survey of thirteenth-century hagiography focuses on Cistercian vitae.260 
Mulder-Bakker’s canon of thirteenth-century southern Netherlandish saints’ lives is based on 
Newman and Roisin’s, but Mulder-Bakker adds Margaret of Magdeburg to the canon on 
codicological grounds.261 Margaret’s vita is found in the library of Villers and Mulder-
Bakker stressed that devout communities in Liège were aware of Margaret’s holy 
example.262 Simons excludes Alice from his examination of beguine communities on the 
grounds that she had little contact with the pre-institutional beguine movement.263 However, 
he includes Alice in a more recent canon.264  
Carpenter, Roisin, Mulder-Bakker and Simons include and exclude certain vitae as a 
result of their own methodological focus. The approach of this thesis requires a corpus of 
vitae that is wide-ranging. A comparison of the vitae of women and men and the inclusion of 
saints who have received less scholarly attention goes beyond the textual scope of previous 
analyses. Although the selection could be seen as constrained by the geographical scope and 
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time period, this can happen naturally in analyses of saints’ vitae. For example, Rosalynn 
Voaden and Stephanie Volf’s analysis of childhood and gender in visionary texts utilises a 
selection of texts that range from the late eleventh to the early fifteenth century, across 
Europe and the British Isles. However, the forty vitae selected by Voaden and Volf are 
predominantly from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and from Italy and the Low 
Countries.265 This is the result of a higher level of hagiographical composition during the 
later Middle Ages and Voaden and Volf’s emphasis on visionaries and laywomen. 
There are fewer analyses of the vitae of men from the Low Countries than their 
female counterparts. The greatest wealth of material on the thirteenth-century vitae of men is 
the result of clerical and often Cistercian scholarship.266 More’s unpublished doctoral thesis 
focuses on the Villers corpus and therefore omits contemporary male saints such as the 
hermit Gerlach.267 Mulder-Bakker and Newman include the vitae of men in their canons, but 
do not discuss the vitae in any great detail. Some of the vitae listed in their canons are not 
included in this thesis.268 Werric of Aulne and Franco of Archennes’ vitae were written in 
verse and, for narrative consistency, have been excluded on these grounds. Bernard the 
Penitent has been excluded for geographical reasons and lack of connection to the other 
vitae. Simon of Aulne’s vita is contained in a nineteenth-century manuscript that is 
significantly different from the seventeenth-century edited Latin edition.269 A French version 
of the vita is based on the edited Latin version, rather than the manuscript.270 Although 
Simon’s life is detailed in Caesarius’ Dialogue, two contrasting manuscript traditions make 
it difficult to put Simon’s vita in context.271 Examined in this thesis but not included in 
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Mulder-Bakker and Newman’s canons are Walter of Birbech and Nicholas of Villers. As the 
male vitae have been consulted in order to offer a gendered comparison with the vitae of 
women, a vocationally representative example has been selected. Hermits, abbots, monks, 
conversi, preachers and penitent knights are included, while Gerlach and John offer two case 
studies outside of the Cistercian Order.  
 
The saints and their vitae 
As the twenty-three vitae from the Low Countries provide the source base for this thesis, it is 
useful to offer a brief biographical commentary of each saint, along with some discussion of 
the composition of her or his vita. The biographical details will focus particularly on the 
saints’ spiritual progression, religious affiliation, vocation and spatial environment. The 
saints will be listed according to their sex and the composition date of their vitae. 
Manuscripts will be detailed when relevant. In their analyses of some of the vitae, Mulder-
Bakker and More have categorised the saints according to vocation.272 As this thesis 
acknowledges that place could be transformed by saintly behaviour, separating saints in such 
a way is potentially reductive. Moreover, many of the women and men had more than one 
vocation during their earthly lifetime. Not all of the vitae are easy to date. Thomas of 
Cantimpré began his vita of John in 1223, but added a final chapter between 1263 and 
1270.273 John will be listed according to the initial composition date. The dating of some of 
the vitae is speculative, although in most cases a vita can be attributed to a particular decade. 
In these cases, the vita will be listed according to the earliest potential date of composition. 
Goswin of Bossut and Thomas of Cantimpré composed seven of the twenty-three vitae. As 
such, their biographical details will be given with the first-listed saint.  
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Marie d’Oignies was born to wealthy parents in Nivelles (Brabant) in 1177. Marie 
was godly from birth but her unsympathetic parents forced her to take a husband when she 
was fourteen years old.274 Either Marie’s marriage was fortuitous or her piety was infectious, 
as her husband John agreed to live in chastity. Their first spiritual home outside of the 
domestic household was Willambroux, near Nivelles. Willambroux, which was a 
leprosarium in its first carnation, was one of the earliest Liègeois beguinages.275 At 
Willambroux women and men were expected to devote themselves to prayer, physical labour 
and asceticism. Marie and John spent most of their adult lives at this community until, in 
1207, Marie’s desire for solitude saw her adopt an anchoritic life at Oignies.276 Marie was 
not officially enclosed and was able to move freely from her cell. Marie died at Oignies in 
1213.  
 Jacques de Vitry, a theologian and great supporter of the mulieres religiosae, wrote 
Marie’s vita soon after her death in 1213. Jacques had a close spiritual bond with Marie: he 
acted as Marie’s confessor and Marie was something of a spiritual mother to Jacques. 
Marie’s divine revelations inspired Jacques’ sermons and encouraged his preaching 
endeavours.277 Jacques did not encourage the same active piety in Marie, urging her to 
withdraw from the world in order to enact a more contemplative spirituality.278 Marie spent 
the greatest proportion of her earthly life at Willambroux and the liturgical Office for 
Marie’s feast day praised ‘Marie of Nivelles’ and her life at Willambroux.279 The author of 
the liturgical Office attributed Marie with founding “the new religious life of [God’s] 
beguines” (novae religionis benignarum suarum).280 The vita runs somewhat contrary to 
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Marie’s designation as beguine foundress. Jacques discusses Marie’s time at Oignies in 
greater detail. Marie’s vita provides an interesting insight into communal and solitary space 
and highlights how a biographer’s appropriation of a saintly women’s piety moulded vitae. 
 Alongside Jacques’ vita, which is the focus of this thesis, Thomas of Cantimpré 
wrote a short, supplementary account of Marie’s life.281 The supplement offers little extra 
information about Marie. There are thirty-nine known extant manuscripts that contain 
complete or fragmented versions of Marie’s Latin and vernacular vita. Nineteen date from 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.282 Twenty-six of the manuscripts were held in 
monasteries in the Low Countries and Northern France.283 Although thirty-nine manuscripts 
is a relatively small number (over one thousand manuscripts contain Jacobus de Voragine’s 
Golden Legend), Marie was the most celebrated saint from the thirteenth-century Low 
Countries.284  
Juetta of Huy was born in 1158 and, according to her biographer, came from the 
most renowned family in the city (puella claris ciuium orta natalibus).285 Juetta was married 
at the age of thirteen and, unlike Marie, consummated her marriage and bore three children. 
Juetta was widowed at eighteen, joined a leper community five years later and, after eleven 
hard years caring for lepers, became a recluse in a cell attached to a chapel within the same 
community.  
Hugh of Floreffe came to write the vita at the request of John of Floreffe, abbot at 
the abbey of Floreffe and Juetta’s confessor.286 The vita is set firmly within the oral tradition: 
the anecdotes and stories that inform the narrative come from John, Juetta’s family and 
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friends and Hugh himself. Hugh and John belonged to the Ordo Praemonstratensis, which, 
from its inception, had a strong commitment to the pastoral care of the community.287 
Scholarly interpretations of Juetta’s life have focused on her biological and gendered role of 
mother and nurturer.288 Such focus is understandable, as it was unusual for saintly women 
celebrated in hagiography to marry and bear children.289 Although Juetta did not fit the 
typical model of virgin ascetic, her input in the local community was palpable and, as a 
model of sanctity, Hugh emphasised the importance of spiritual networks and individual 
repentance through Juetta’s living example.  
 There are no existing medieval manuscripts known to contain the vita. The 
Bollandists’ 1642 translation is based on a lost medieval codex. According to Aubertus 
Miraeus, the owner, the lost codex also contained the vitae of Ida of Nivelles and Ida of 
Léau.290 Juetta’s vita is also included in a collection of saints’ lives listed as belonging to the 
library of the Benedictine abbey of Sint-Truiden.291 Miraeus’ testament, alongside the 
existence of a seventeenth-century manuscript that contains the vitae of Juetta, Lutgard, 
Elisabeth and Christina, is as indication of the close contemporaneous relationship of the 
mulieres religiosae and, more obviously, the correlated compositional and textual 
transmission of their vitae.292 
Christina of Sint-Truiden, commonly known under her nickname ‘mirabilis’, was 
born around 1150 in the village of Brustem. Christina’s eccentric exploits deserve such an 
epithet. Her death at the age of thirty-two proved short lived when, at her own funeral, she 
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was resurrected for the explicit purpose of delivering souls from the torments of purgatory.293 
Following her resurrection, Christina undertook all kinds of tortures on earth, from jumping 
into boiling cauldrons and icy rivers to suspending herself from gallows.294 In around 1210 
Christina travelled to the German border where she spent nine years with Jutta, a local 
recluse. Here Christina was offered patronage from Count Louis II of Loon and, towards the 
end of her life, she became a frequent visitor to the convent of St Catherine’s. Christina died 
at St Catherine’s (Lutgard’s first spiritual home) in 1224.  
 Thomas of Cantimpré wrote Christina’s vita in 1232, although her extraordinary 
deeds had previously captured the attention of Jacques de Vitry. In Jacques’ prologue to the 
vita Mariae, Jacques extolled the virtues of the holy virgins of Liège. His panegyric referred 
to an unforgettable virgin who had endured purgatory on earth.295 This woman was almost 
certainly Christina. Jacques was something of a hero to Thomas and as a result of Jacques’ 
written and oral testimony, Thomas composed the Vita Christinae.296  
During Thomas’ long career as an Augustinian priest at Cantimpré, a confessor at 
the cathedral of Cambrai and Dominican preacher in Louvain, he immersed himself in the 
religious milieu. Thomas’ most popular pieces of writing were his encyclopaedic Liber de 
natura rerum (On the Nature of Things) and Bonum universale de apibus (The Universal 
Good of Bees), composed in 1230 and 1256-1263.297 Bonum universale was a collection of 
tales from his pastoral ministry, which served to act as sermon exempla. It was popular and 
is extant in about 160 medieval manuscripts.298 Although the surviving manuscripts that 
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contain Thomas’ vitae pale in significance to his sermon exempla, his vita Christinae has 
proved popular with scholars interested in women and authority.299  
Ida of Nivelles’ pious girlhood was transformed into a religious career when, at the 
age of nine, Ida’s father died. In order to avoid an arranged marriage, Ida fled the familial 
home and settled with a small group of beguines. With her family’s consent Ida stayed with 
the beguines until she was sixteen years old.300 At this point, Ida joined the Cistercian 
community at Kerkom, before moving with her fellow nuns to their new monastery at La 
Ramée. Ida died in 1231 at the age of thirty-two. Although her career was short, her spiritual 
maturity is evident in her vita. Her intercession, through private prayer, exhortation and 
conversations with the laity, occurred frequently throughout the vita.  
 Goswin of Bossut composed Ida’s vita in the 1230s, soon after her death. Roisin has 
attributed Ida’s vita to Goswin on stylistic grounds, as no manuscript bears his name.301 
Regardless of authorship (although Roisin’s argument is convincing and Goswin is regarded 
as the author in this thesis), the vita Idae was connected to Villers. William, abbot of Villers, 
commissioned Ida’s vita and the narrative is drawn from the oral testimonies of Ida’s friends 
and acquaintances.302 In 1214 the nuns of Kerkom asked for incorporation into the Cistercian 
order under the authority of Villers. It is possible that Goswin had heard stories about Ida as 
a result of Villers’ connection to Kerkom.303 One of the earliest surviving copies of her vita 
was composed in the Villers’ scriptorium.304 The dual purpose of commemorating an 
exemplary holy woman and the Cistercian Order is evident throughout the vita.305 An extant 
manuscript from the late-thirteenth or early-fourteenth century contains Ida’s vita and, 
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according to Cawley, this version is closest to Goswin’s original composition.306 Ida’s vita 
has not been edited in Acta Sanctorum. Henriquez’s Quinque prudentes virgines has been 
consulted, alongside Cawley’s unpublished Latin version, which is largely based on the 
Brussels manuscript.307 
Margaret of Ypres was born in 1216. After her father’s death in 1220 Margaret was 
sent to be educated in a monastery.308 Margaret’s early education did not translate into a 
monastic career as she spent the remainder of her adolescent and adult life in the domestic 
household before her premature death at the age of twenty-one. Margaret experienced her 
first moment of conversio at the age of eighteen when, after a brief flirtation with the 
prospect of marriage, she committed herself to chastity.309 Accordingly, Margaret spent three 
years dedicated to intense asceticism at home. Although archival records state that no 
beguinage existed in Ypres before 1247 and the death of Margaret’s father might have 
denied her access to a sufficient dowry, there is little evidence to suggest that Margaret was 
forced to forge her religious career within the familial unit.310  
 Thomas composed Margaret’s vita between 1240 and 1243. He did not know 
Margaret personally but was informed of her sanctity by Friar Zeger, Margaret’s confessor 
and a fellow Dominican. Zeger gave Thomas a small piece of parchment with details about 
Margaret’s life and it is from this that the vita materialised.311 Margaret has received less 
scholarly attention than her more illustrious sisters and her niche, according to Newman, is 
her very lack of a definable saintly identity.312 Without the spiritual authority of Lutgard or 
the memorable extravagance of Christina, Newman attributes the “formulaic” vita to 
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Margaret’s premature death.313 Alexandra Barratt envisages Margaret as a troublesome 
teenager.314 Quite simply, Newman suggests, we are unable to know how Margaret’s 
spirituality might have blossomed.315 Margaret’s vita is an important case study in this thesis. 
Although she did not display the kind of mature piety associated with some of the other 
mulieres religiosae, her vita presents a young woman determined to live religiously in a 
domestic setting. Margaret is thus an extraordinary but fascinating example of lay piety. 
Margaret’s vita is included in the Sancti Belgi Ordinis Praedicatorum and a version has been 
published in Archivum Fratrum Praedicatorum. 
Odilia of Liège was born to wealthy parents in the diocese of Liège. The editor of 
the published Latin edition of the vita Odiliae estimates that Odilia was born around 1165.316 
Simons has amended this dating to 1176, as Odilia was twenty years old when she gave birth 
to her son in 1196.317 Odilia was betrothed when she was seven years old and was forced to 
marry when she was fifteen. Odilia managed to avoid consummating her marriage for five 
years but, like Juetta of Huy, she acquiesced and gave birth to a son. Following the death of 
her husband five years later, Odilia underwent seven years of penance in the hope that she 
could regain her lost virginity.318 Odilia’s life was marred by sexual transgressions, on two 
occasions at the hands of lascivious clergymen.319 Only for the final ten years of her life, 
once she had swapped the domestic household for an anchorhold at St Severin, did Odilia 
find some inner solace. She died in 1220.  
 Odilia’s vita was written between 1241 and 1247 by an anonymous canon of St 
Lambert of Liège. The vita is unique as it commemorated two individuals, Odilia and her 
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son John. Nicknamed ‘the abbot’, John became a chaplain at St Lambert and commissioned 
the vita.320 The anonymous author of the vita was clearly concerned with the behaviour of 
the Liégeois clergy.321 The first five chapters of the vita describe the history of St Lambert 
and the diocese of Liège.322 This focus continues throughout the vita. The chronology of 
Odilia’s life is difficult to determine and discussion of the religious networks of women is 
minimal when compared to the other Liégeois vitae. Although John endowed a house for 
twenty-four beguines in 1241, the author is more interested with John’s foundation than the 
women within.323 The longest descriptions of Odilia’s religious practices tend to relate to 
Odilia’s transgressions and penitential trials.324 The author shows a great preoccupation with 
male and female interaction, particularly when this related to the behaviour of the Liégeois 
clergy.  
 There is one fifteenth-century manuscript that contains the vita Odiliae.325 The 
manuscript contains other hagiographical texts but does not include any vitae from the 
thirteenth-century Low Countries. Aegidius of Orval devoted a section of his Deeds of the 
Bishops of Liège to Odilia and the author of the vita states that Odilia received support from 
John of Liroux, a canon of St Denis.326 John had allegedly attempted to secure papal support 
for beguines at some point during 1216, but had died while crossing the Alps.327 Little else is 
known about Odilia and her vita has received little scholarly attention. Odilia’s Latin vita 
was published in Analecta Bollandiana.  
Lutgard of Aywières was born in 1182 in the Flemish town of Tongeren to 
prosperous parents. When she was twelve years old Lutgard entered the beguine community 
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at St Catherine’s in Sint-Truiden after her father squandered her dowry.328 Around 1200 St 
Catherine’s adopted the Benedictine Rule and Lutgard was elected as prioress. Preferring 
contemplation to administration, Lutgard was advised by her friends Christina (of Sint-
Truiden) and John of Liroux (acquaintance of Odilia) to transfer to the Cistercian convent of 
Aywières.329 As Aywières was a French-speaking convent, Lutgard could ensure that her 
lack of fluency would render her unfit for an administrative role. Lutgard died in 1246. 
 Thomas of Cantimpré regarded Lutgard as his spiritual mother in a relationship 
reminiscent of the friendship between Jacques and Marie. He composed her vita between 
1246 and 1248. Newman describes Lutgard’s vita as Thomas’ most mature work, and 
Cistercian scholarship has focused on Lutgard’s spiritual authority.330 This can be attributed 
to both Thomas’ artistic and spiritual development, his closeness to the subject of the vita 
and Lutgard’s own force as an exemplary nun. As well as containing details from numerous 
conversations he had with Lutgard himself, the vita contains witness accounts of Lutgard’s 
miracles and mystical grace. There are nine extant manuscripts that contain the Lutgard’s 
Latin vita.331  
Alice of Schaerbeek cuts a mysterious figure in comparison to the more famous 
mulieres religiosae. Little is known of her life outside of her short biography. From the brief 
chronological sketches in Alice’s vita it can be deduced that that she was born around 1220 
before entering the Cistercian monastery of La Cambre at the age of seven.332 For the first 
twenty years at La Cambre, Alice was marked out by her steadfast attitude to her monastic 
duties. Alice’s rather uneventful life was interrupted when, around 1240, the contraction of 
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leprosy forced her into isolation. Alice spent the remainder of her life in exile in a small cell 
in the monastic grange until her death in 1250. The way Alice transformed her cell in light of 
her isolation provides an interesting example of expansive, spiritual space. 
 The author of Alice’s vita is as mysterious as Alice herself. Cawley disputes 
Roisin’s suggestion that the author may have been a chaplain at La Cambre.333 Instead, 
Cawley suggests that the author’s reference to his readers as carissimi (my dearest ones) in 
the masculine plural implies a tone of authority.334 Cawley proposes that Arnulf II, abbot of 
Villers between 1270 and 1276, both commissioned and wrote the vita.335 As the paternity of 
La Cambre lay with Villers, Villers as the place of composition is convincing. Lacking any 
concrete evidence, the attribution to Arnulf II must remain a hypothesis. Bearing in mind 
Alice’s physical isolation and the author’s silence on the patron of the vita, Alice’s example 
would appear to be didactic rather than an attempt to bolster the esteem of La Cambre or 
Villers. The author’s emphasis on Alice’s constancy in suffering offered the male and female 
reader an example of purgatorial intercession.  
Juliana of Mont-Cornillon was born around 1192 at Retinne near Liège. When 
Juliana was five years old she was orphaned and entrusted to the care of a sister called 
Sapienta at a farm belonging to the double monastery of Mont-Cornillon. According to 
Juliana’s biographer, Mont-Cornillon had been founded to house women and men who had 
contracted leprosy.336 Priests who celebrated the Divine Office lived at Mont-Cornillon, but 
the women did not follow a rule until Bishop Robert of Thourotte imposed the Augustinian 
Rule in 1242.337 This was rescinded in 1247 when Henry of Guelders, Robert’s successor, 
restored lay control.338 Juliana’s time as prioress at Mont-Cornillon was challenging. 
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Conflict with the prior forced Juliana to flee to her friend Eve of St Martin’s cell in 1242. 
The prior was deposed for simony and Juliana returned to the monastery, only for the hostile 
prior to be recalled between 1247-48.339 Exiled once more, she moved to a beguinage and the 
abbey of Salzinnes. Juliana’s legacy stems from her vision of a full moon with a missing 
segment. This vision, and Juliana’s abiliy to communicate its meaning to her friends, led to 
the introduction of the Feast of Corpus Christi, a liturgical rite still celebrated within the 
Roman Catholic Church. Juliana died in 1258. 
 Juliana’s good friend Eve first memorialised Juliana’s life. The French vita was 
written at some point between 1248-61.340 The Latin version of the vita was composed soon 
after, between 1261-64. The anonymous author of the Latin vita received his information 
from the fragments of Eve’s version and from numerous friends of Juliana, including Eve. 
The author and Juliana were further connected through their mutual friendship with Dom 
John of Lausanne, a canon of St Martin of Liège and the recipient of many laudatory 
statements in Juliana’s vita.341 Dom John became the mouthpiece of the Feast of Corpus 
Christi, as Juliana’s sex prevented her from an active role in its dissemination. Juliana’s 
relics were translated to the high altar at Villers in 1269 and an illuminated manuscript of her 
vita was prepared in 1280, indicating that she was venerated in monastic circles in the 
thirteenth century.342  
Beatrice of Nazareth was born in 1200 in the small town of Tienen, some twelve 
miles east of Louvain. The daughter of godly parents, Beatrice’s vocational desires were 
allowed to come to fruition at an early age. At seven years old, Beatrice’s father sent her to 
live with a group of beguines in nearby Léau.343 These beguines oversaw Beatrice’s early 
religious education. At the age of ten Beatrice entered Bloemendaal and was allowed into the 
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novitiate five years later. In 1216 Beatrice made her profession. Beatrice’s ability to 
persuade her elders to let her become a novice at such a tender age suggests that an 
individual petition to become a novice before the age of eighteen was not automatically 
overruled in favour of a universal principle articulated in juridical decrees.344 Beatrice 
remained in Bloemendaal until her move to the newly founded monastery of Nazareth in 
1236. Beatrice was appointed prioress in 1237, a position she held until her death in 1268. 
Beatrice’s vita was written around 1275.345 
Beatrice was famed for her contemplative spirituality and her depth of mystical 
knowledge. Towards the end of her life Beatrice wrote Seven Manieren van Minne (Seven 
Ways of Holy Love), a vernacular treatise that reflected on the evolution of her spiritual and 
mystical experiences.346 The anonymous biographer of Beatrice’s vita drew on Seven 
Manieren van Minne, oral testimonies and a now-lost biography Beatrice had composed 
herself. In the prologue to the vita, Beatrice’s biographer referred to “his respected lady 
abbess” (Venerabili domine sue) and the customs of the Cistercian Order.347 Roger De Ganck 
argues that the absence of a personal pronoun in reference to the Cistercian Order suggests 
that the author was most likely a fratres capellani clerici, a cleric who made a vow of 
obedience to ‘his’ abbess, but was not a professed monk.348 Regardless, the author most 
certainly belonged to the community at Nazareth: his desire to bolster the existing 
community is clearly stated in the opening sentences of the vita.349 
There are four extant manuscripts that contain Beatrice’s vita. The earliest derives 
from the early fourteenth century and contains several hagiographic texts.350 A later version 
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of the vita is contained in a fifteenth-century manuscript written by John Gielemans of 
Rooklooster.351 This version of the vita has been used for the critical printed edition, collated 
with the earliest surviving manuscript. Roger de Ganck suggests that Beatrice’s self-penned 
vernacular vita may have been destroyed because it contained several Trinitarian passages 
and other theological inferences. At a time of papal inquisitions, including Robert le 
Bourge’s zealous inquisitions in the diocese of Cambrai, the abbess and biographer may 
have thought it wiser to destroy the vernacular biography and instead preserve the 
bowdlerised Latin edition.352 
Ida of Léau was born in Léau (in Loon) in the first half of the thirteenth century and 
entered the Cistercian monastery of La Ramée at the age of thirteen. Ida was godly from 
birth and before her entrance to La Ramée she socialised with local beguines. At La Ramée, 
Ida preferred solitude and contemplation. In many ways her career is rather unremarkable. 
Ida was known for her constancy, intelligence and mystical grace. The author of Ida’s vita is 
somewhat of a mystery. The biographer was a self-pronounced friend of La Ramée and 
wrote Ida’s vita at the request of friends.353 It has been suggested that the author was a monk 
at Villers, as the vita survives only in the corpus of Villers. However, Cawley argues that the 
author was a secular cleric, as he made no reference to Villers and the few times he 
mentioned the Cistercian Order he did not suggest that he himself was under the Rule.354 
Cawley suggests that the author’s praise of Liège and Ida’s godly father is evidence that he 
was associated with the local diocese.355 The author of Ida’s vita benefitted from oral 
testimonies. However, he was not aware of the chronology of Ida’s life and does not give the 
date of Ida’s death. Based on evidence of the General Chapter’s decision to withdraw the 
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Chalice from nuns from 1261, it seems likely that Ida was still active in La Ramée after this 
date.356 Simons posits that Ida died at some point between 1261 and 1270.357  
Ida’s vita is contained in two extant manuscripts. The two versions of the vita are 
nearly identical, with only minor variants that remain consonant with the author’s usage. The 
Latin edition in Acta Sanctorum is based on the earlier manuscript and the editor puts the 
variants of the later manuscript in the margin of the printed edition.358  
Elisabeth of Spalbeek was born in 1246 and died in 1304. Elisabeth lived in a cell 
attached to the chapel at Spalbeek, although she was referred to as a beguine in 
contemporary court documentation.359 Philip of Clairvaux, the author of the text, had been 
travelling to the Cistercian monastery of Herkenrode but headed to Liège after he had heard 
of Elisabeth’s stigmata. Philip wrote Elisabeth’s vita between 1266 and 1268 and, alongside 
Abundus, Elisabeth was memorialised before her death. Elisabeth’s imitatio Christi is the 
dominant theme of the narrative and the vita offers one of the first documented cases of 
stigmata.360 The vita is organised around Elisabeth’s recreation of Christ’s passion, where 
she played both the part of the suffering Christ and his tormentors. Even in comparison with 
martyr narratives, Elisabeth’s performance of the Passion was brutal. With local clergy and 
her biological family as the immediate audience, Elisabeth would beat her head against 
walls, rip at her hair and attempt to gouge out her own eyes.361  
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 Philip structured the vita around the liturgical hours. Although he spent more than 
one day with Elisabeth, the narrative works as if it were a ‘day in the life’ of Elisabeth’s 
Passion. The vita thus reads as if it were a report. Philip carefully names the witnesses, 
himself included, in order to stress the reliability of his testimony.362 Towards the end of the 
text, the narrative shifts to resemble a traditional vita, as Philip describes some miracles and 
moments of intercession.363 The vita is so unusual that Simons has argued that in many 
respects it is not a vita, while Jesse Njus has argued that the text is a probation.364 For the 
purpose of this thesis, it is useful to include Elisabeth’s vita alongside the vitae of the 
mulieres religiosae. To begin with, Elisabeth’s religious behaviour offers a curious example 
of spatial transformation through biblical imaginings. Moreover, like the other mulieres 
religiosae, Elisabeth was dedicated to the priesthood and her intercession worked on a local 
level.  
 There are eleven extant manuscripts that contain the vita, half of which can be found 
in England.365 Alongside those of Christina and Marie, there are late medieval vernacular 
translations of the text. Little is known of Elisabeth outside of her vita, although she is 
represented in a late medieval wall painting in Spalbeek’s chapel of Our Lady. There are two 
court documents that include interviews with Elisabeth, recorded in Spalbeek and Sint-
Truiden. In the documents, Elisabeth discloses her vision of the dauphin’s alleged murder.366  
Ida of Louvain was born to wealthy parents at some point in the early thirteenth 
century. Ida spent the early stages of her religious career living in the domestic household, 
where she embraced manual labour, poverty and charity. Ida was clearly influenced by local 
holy women and the Mendicant orders: in her chamber Ida chanted the Hours of the Holy 
Trinity, a Franciscan devotion, and she kept company with beguines in a Dominican 
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church.367 In the mid-thirteenth century Ida took the habit and became a Cistercian nun at the 
monastery of Roosendaal. Here she remained for the rest of her earthly life. Ida died around 
1261. 
   One of the most problematic aspects of Ida’s vita is its authorship and chronology. 
Her biographer refers to himself not as author but collator (me non auctorem esse, sed potius 
collectorem).368 The collator noted that he did not know Ida personally and he did not benefit 
from any oral testimonies. Rather, the vita is the result of his acquisition of notes written by 
Ida’s confessor, to whom the collator refers to as the true author.369 The collator states that 
Ida’s confessor was a Cistercian monk, although he gives no clue to his own identity and at 
no point does he imply the Cistercian Order was his own.370 At some point he had obviously 
met the current Abbess of Roosendaal, who entrusted him with the scattered notes on Ida. 
Ida’s vita was written towards the end of the thirteenth century. For consistency, the 
‘collator’ will be referred to as Ida’s biographer/the author. 
 The composition of the vita makes Ida hard to place. The vita lacks a clear sense of 
chronology and the narrative skips between Ida’s life in the domestic household and 
Roosendaal. The only concrete dating that can be made is that Ida must have been in 
Roosendaal before 1261, as Ida initially had access to the Chalice. Cawley suggests that the 
vita had the aim of putting the convent on the clerical map.371 However, much of the vita 
deals with Ida’s time before taking the habit, particularly her interaction with local beguines, 
suggesting that Ida’s personal devotion and interaction with local religious networks was 
regarded as important. There is a single extant manuscript of Ida’s vita.372 The editors of the 
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Bollandist edition assure their readers that a now-lost manuscript is the only text worth 
examining, since all other editions stem from it.373  
Godfrey the Sacristan’s vita was written soon after Godfrey’s death in 1198. The 
anonymous author of the vita bypassees Godfrey’s childhood and introduces Godfrey as a 
Benedictine monk of St Pantaleon in the diocese of Cologne. Although the author does not 
mention Godfrey’s social status, it is likely that Godfrey’s family were of noble origin as 
they were well connected to the Benedictine monastery.374 The vita Godefridi describes how 
Godfrey’s father was well acquainted with the abbot of St Pantaleon and facilitated 
Godfrey’s entrance.375 Godfrey’s entrance to St Pantaleon presumably strengthened his 
family’s political ties, however Godfrey soon became distressed at some of the practices. 
According to his biographer, the Divine Office was not said with regularity and women had 
been known to sleep in the cloister.376 Following a vision, Godfrey made the decision to 
enter the Cistercian monastery of Villers, whereupon Godfrey became the sacristan and 
cared for the linens, candles and other liturgical necessities of the abbey.377  
 Godfrey’s vita is short, providing just a handful of examples of his sanctity and 
posthumous miracles. Although Godfrey displayed extraordinary piety, the text is didactic 
and practical. In an episode in which Godfrey interacted with Christ in human form, the 
author was keen to present Christ’s recognition of Godfrey’s monastic duties.378 The vita was 
likely intended for the brethren at Villers. That the vita praises Charles of Villers, abbot until 
1209, adds further credence to this suggestion.379 This is not to suggest that Godfrey’s fame 
did not spread beyond Villers’ monastic walls; a nun from La Cambre, to which Alice was 
cloistered, attained Godfrey’s relics.380 Godfrey’s deeds are recounted in Caesarius’ 
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Dialogue and the Chronica Villariensis monasterii.381 Although there is a French translation 
of the vita, Godfrey has received little comment in secondary literature. 382 The vita is 
contained in one fifteenth-century manuscript held in Vienna.383 The manuscript contains the 
vitae of Abundus of Huy and Gobert d’Aspremont.  
Gerlach of Houthem began his life as a knight in Maastricht. Gerlach married, sired 
children and followed what his biographer described as a worldly life.384 Gerlach’s conversio 
occurred after he had been informed of his wife’s death. Renouncing his military splendour, 
Gerlach set off on pilgrimage to Rome and Jerusalem, a feat that lasted seven penitential 
years. Upon his return, Gerlach became a hermit and chose a hollowed oak tree as his cell. 
The bishop of Liège, spurred on by the jealous complaints of monks from a nearby abbey, 
had Gerlach’s tree cut down.385 Gerlach was forced to enter the monastery, although his 
desire for a simple and ascetic lifestyle was maintained throughout his life. He kept contact 
with lay pilgrims, offering intercession and pastoral care, and rejected the comfortable 
lifestyle of monks. Eventually, the bishop of Liège saw the error of his ways and built 
Gerlach a cell from the timber of his original oak tree. Gerlach remained in his new abode 
until his death in 1165. 
 Gerlach’s death in 1165 makes him one of the earliest living saints in the corpus. 
However, a Premonstratensian canon of the Saint Gerlach convent wrote his vita and 
miracula in 1227, some two generations after Gerlach’s death. The author of Gerlach’s vita 
and miracula emphasised the Premonstratensian elements of Gerlach’s piety.386 For example, 
the author described how Gerlach adopted the Premonstratensian habit, a detail that has no 
other historical basis.387 These elements of the vita Gerlaci distort the character of Gerlach’s 
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eremitical life, to which he was clearly dedicated.388 Thematically, Gerlach is connected to 
the other vitae through his status as a penitent knight. The vita Gerlaci has not been 
translated into English and one late-medieval manuscript of his vita survives, which also 
contains Christina’s vita. 
John of Cantimpré was born in 1155 in Cambrai. John’s parents encouraged his 
education and he spent the later years of his adolescence in Paris engaged in study. John’s 
education contributed to his later religious career as a preacher. Although John inspired no 
lasting cult, he was undoubtedly a charismatic and dedicated preacher who converted 
Cathars, fought usurious individuals and converted a number of noblemen to the glory of 
apostolic poverty. Around 1180 John founded the house of canons at Cantimpré and in 1183 
he became abbot. He also secured Cantimpré’s affiliation to Saint Victor, securing the 
religious prosperity of the smaller monastery. John died around 1210. 
 Thomas of Cantimpré did not know John personally but his vita is filled with the 
oral testimonies of those who knew and were even converted by John. Thomas began his 
work on John’s vita in 1223, adding a final chapter in the late 1260s. Thomas’ 
commemoration of John was undoubtedly rooted in his admiration for holy preaching; John 
is a powerful symbol of the evangelical movement of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 
According to Newman, Thomas paints a credible portrait of John, with a vita deeply 
imbedded in the realities of its social milieu.389 Among the miraculous episodes are 
descriptions of John’s interaction with local counts, noblemen and the laity. These titbits 
offer a window into the religious climate of twelfth-and-thirteenth century Low Countries. 
The vita Iohanni is less popular than Thomas’ vitae of mulieres religiosae. The sole extant 
manuscript containing the vita dates from the late fifteenth century and the vita has not been 
edited by the Bollandists.390  
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Charles of Villers was born to noble parents towards the end of the twelfth century. 
Following a visionary experience he converted to the contemplative life in adulthood.391 
Renouncing his military career and the pursuit of women, Charles entered the Cistercian 
monastery of Himmerode. Such was Charles’ influence in the secular world that many of his 
associates joined him.392 Although Charles planned to lead a contemplative life he was soon 
elected prior at Himmerode and he eventually became the eighth abbot of Villers in 1197. 
Under Charles’ leadership Villers grew from a house of twelve men to a community of over 
three hundred.393 The vita Caroli describes how Charles ensured the growth of the monastery 
through the expansion of the grange and replacement of straw buildings with stone.394 
Charles’ success as a military leader served him well at Villers. He maintained prominent 
contacts during his time as abbot and excelled at his administrative duties. Charles 
eventually achieved his contemplative wish and retired to Himmerode in 1209. 
 The vita Caroli was written by an anonymous author sometime after Charles’ death. 
The author’s excellent knowledge of Villers suggests that he was living at Villers at the time 
of Charles’ abbacy although his relationship to Charles is not clear. The vita is as much a 
dedication to Villers as it is to Charles; the growth of Villers under Charles’ successful 
abbacy and the wider Cistercian community take prominence. Testimony to Charles’ 
importance is his appearance in other contemporary Cistercian hagiographies. Charles is 
mentioned repeatedly in the archives of Villers and is also mentioned in the vitae of 
Abundus and Godfrey the Sacristan.395 Charles is mentioned on several occasions in 
Caesarius’ Dialogue and his life is detailed in the Chronica villariensis and the Gesta 
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Sanctorum Villariensium.396 There is a French translation, but the vita has been examined 
infrequently in secondary literature.397 
Walter of Birbech was born in the diocese of Liège and died in the first half of the 
thirteenth century. Like Gobert, Gerlach and Charles, Walter had military training and led a 
secular life before his conversio. Throughout his life Walter was dedicated to the Virgin: he 
fought military tournaments on her behalf and his devotion did not cease once he had entered 
the religious life. Marian devotion is a theme that runs throughout the vitae of men and 
Walter’s devotion to the Virgin is most explicit. Walter became a monk at Himmerode and 
eventually he became the abbot of Birbech. Himmerode was to the west of Germany, but 
close to the Meuse and Walter maintained close ties with Villers. The author of the vita 
Caroli describes Charles’ and Walter’s close friendship and Walter is also eulogised in the 
Dialogus Miraculorum.398 Caesarius emphasises Walter’s intense devotion to the Virgin. 
There are four extant manuscripts that contain a version of Walter’s vita. Two of these 
manuscripts contain the vitae of saints from Villers.399  
Abundus of Huy was born in the late twelfth century in Huy. Abundus’ mother was 
a pious woman and, in compensation for the loss of her virginity, encouraged her children to 
adopt religious lives. Two of Abundus’ brothers and two of his sisters would eventually 
become Cistercians and another sister lived a chaste life within the familial home. Abundus’ 
early years were marked by spiritual constancy. Abundus entered Villers as a novice, 
presumably at the appropriate age of eighteen. From herein, Abundus’ life was dictated by 
his spiritual progression and contemplative manner. Abundus died in 1239. 
 Goswin received abbatial permission to write Abundus’ vita. However, it was 
Goswin’s own deep admiration for his friend that caused him to set down Abundus’ spiritual 
deeds. Goswin states that he asked Abundus to share his knowledge of God so that those 
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living under the Cistercian Order might benefit from his heavenly grace.400 Goswin 
highlights Abundus’ contemplative constancy and close relationship to the divine. As such, 
Abundus is only occasionally located in the lived environment of Villers. The vita was 
written in the 1230s and makes no mention of Abundus’ death. The inclusion of post-
mortem miracles is a primary hagiographic topos and so it can be assumed that Abundus was 
still alive when Goswin began to write the biography. Abundus was commemorated in the 
Gesta Sanctorum and two manuscripts are known to contain Abundus’ vita.401 The earliest 
dates from Goswin’s time and comes from the Villers library, while the second manuscript, 
held in Vienna, seems to have been copied from the first.402  The Brussels manuscript was 
published in Cîteaux in 1959 and Cawley based his translation on this edition.403 Cawley’s 
unpublished Latin edition has been consulted for this thesis.404  
Arnulf of Villers was born in Brussels. Arnulf’s wanton youth can go some way to 
explain his decision to give up the world and enter the Cistercian abbey of Villers as a 
penitent conversus. Arnulf is one of the better-recognised figures to emerge from thirteenth-
century Villers.405 His fame is largely due to extraordinary penitential feats: Arnulf’s 
extreme bodily asceticism dominates the pages of the first book of his vita. His corporeal 
piety provides an interesting comparison with the mulieres religiosae.406 
 Goswin wrote Arnulf’s vita in the 1230s soon after Arnulf’s death in 1231. The 
potential readership of Arnulf’s vita is debatable. Written in Latin, Cawley suggests that the 
vita was presumably not aimed at Arnulf’s fellow conversi.407 There is little evidence that 
friends of Arnulf pressed for his life to be committed to the hagiographic record. Nor does 
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Goswin mention any abbatial mandate or permission for composition, which he had received 
for his lives of Ida and Abundus. Cawley suggests that Abbot William commissioned the 
vita. Cawley states that William was under mounting pressure to allow the brethren of 
Villers a greater supply of consumer goods such as clothing. Arnulf’s example, which 
Goswin repeatedly states was to be admired but not imitated, promoted an ideal of 
austerity.408 Alongside Cawley’s suggestion of Abbot William’s call for austerity, the vita 
may have been composed for its entertainment value. Like Christina, Arnulf offered an 
eccentric but memorable example of penance and prayer.    
 The Bollandist editor of Arnulf’s vita notes three manuscripts: one from Villers, one 
from Orval and one in Miraeus’ possession. Cawley’s translation is based on the Acta 
Sanctorum edition, which Cawley states is virtually free of typographical errors.409 
Godfrey Pachomius was born in Louvain and died in 1262. His vita was written 
soon after his death by Thomas, a monk of Villers. Godfrey and his brother Thomas entered 
Villers in 1216. Godfrey’s biographer dedicates an unusually large amount of time 
describing Godfrey’s pious family, with whom Godfrey shared a special bond.410 Like 
Abundus’ mother, Godfrey’s mother Aleidis was concerned that her children receive a 
religious education and like Abundus’ siblings, Godfrey’s three brothers and his father 
entered the Cistercian Order. Aleidis herself joined a religious community soon after. The 
closeness between Godfrey and his family continued after Godfrey’s entrance to Villers. 
Letters exchanged between Thomas and his sister, who joined the house of Parcum 
dominarum, have been edited in the Collectanea Ordinis Cisterciencium.411 Although short, 
Godfrey’s vita provides an interesting example of a male saint whose piety was fostered in a 
domestic context. Only one extant manuscript from the fifteenth century contains Godfrey’s 
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vita, although the manuscript also contains the vita of Abundus.412 Godfrey is also 
commemorated in the Gesta Sanctorum, but has received little attention in academic 
scholarship.413 
Gobert d’Aspremont was born around 1187. The son of Geoffrey d’Aspremont and 
nephew to the Count of Flanders, Gobert’s noble status was first exercised in the secular 
world. The second-born Godfrey was so successful in his military feats that he was made his 
father’s heir.414 Godfrey’s chivalric knighthood is described at length in the first book of his 
vita. Unique to the penitent knights in the selected case studies, Gobert took up the cross in 
1228 and joined Frederick II’s Crusade.415 Gobert’s first personal acts of penance occurred 
when he was still a knight. His biographer describes how Gobert was keen to protect the 
poor, women and orphans, a commitment that continued throughout his life.416 Upon his 
return to Flanders Gobert entered Villers with the support of Abundus and encouragement 
from a local beguine called Emmeloth.417 Archival evidence attests that Gobert married a 
woman called Juliana around the year 1211 and sired eight children.418 However, Gobert’s 
biographer fails to mention Gobert’s wife or children in any capacity. Gobert’s vita was 
written soon after his death in 1263. Gobert was also commemorated in the Chronica 
Villariensis and received a lengthy eulogy in the Gesta Sanctorum.419  
Nicholas of Villers is an elusive character. The little that can be gleaned about 
Nicholas comes from his very short vita, which also discusses Nicholas’ brethren Arnold and 
Herman. The author of the vita reveals nothing about Nicholas’ life before Villers, or the 
date of his birth or death. According to the vita, Nicholas was an incredibly short shepherd 
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who worked on one of Villers’ granges.420 Like Arnulf, Nicholas found ascetic freedom in 
his occupation of space outside of the monastery. His corporeal feats left a permanent mark 
on his body, as his skin turned black.421   
 Nicholas’ vita was composed either at the end of the thirteenth century or the 
beginning of the fourteenth. He is also mentioned in a land transfer deed, held in the Villers 
archive and his life is briefly recounted in the Gesta Sanctorum.422 A manuscript from the 
early fourteenth century contains the vita. The manuscript was dedicated to the Cistercians of 
Villers and also contains the vitae of Beatrice, Christina, Margaret and Alice.423 Although 
few personal details can be gleaned from Nicholas’ vita, it is included as a case study in this 
thesis as it offers a useful comparison with the conversus Arnulf. There are no vernacular 
translations of Nicholas’ vita. 
 
Summary of the vitae 
Carpenter states that the vitae of mulieres religiosae provide some of the earliest 
hagiographic texts to record the lives of “middle class” women.424 However, due to the 
biographer’s tendency to describe saints as ‘middling’, social status is not always easy to 
pinpoint in the vitae. ‘Middle class’ might be somewhat misleading and the majority of the 
saints belonged to the urban gentry. Ida of Léau was minor nobility and Marie, Juliana and 
Juetta were born to exceedingly wealthy parents. Wealth can be ascertained from details in 
their biographies, such as their parents’ profession, household occupants (number of servants 
and guests) and details of material culture such as the ownership of Psalters. Marie, for 
example, had a Psalter nearby when she was weaving.425 A certain level of wealth is 
indicated by vocation: monks and nuns would have needed a dowry to enter their respective 
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monasteries. Some religious communities, such as St Catherine’s and St Pantaleon, 
benefitted from large donations from wealthy benefactors. Christina, Margaret and Odilia are 
the only women who fall easily into the category of urban bourgeois.  
The vitae indicate a fluidity of vocational roles and inhabited spaces. Marie, 
Lutgard, Beatrice, Ida of Nivelles and Juetta all spent their early religious careers living with 
beguines before moving to anchorholds or monasteries. Alice began her religious life in a 
monastery before moving to a secluded cell. Gerlach moved from a cell to a monastery and 
back again. The four penitent knights spent an extended period of time in the world before 
moving to their respective enclosures. Apart from Juliana, Alice and the elusive Nicholas 
and Godfrey the Sacristan, the women and men moved to their final earthly setting relatively 
late in life. Ascetic living in the domestic household before moving to a religious community 
is also prevalent, particularly in the vitae of Ida of Louvain, Godfrey Pachomius, Abundus, 
Odilia and Juetta.  
 The mulieres religiosae tended to have had a closer relationship to their biographers. 
Goswin and Abundus had a close spiritual friendship, but this is an exception. Marie and 
Lutgard had close relationships with their confessors and Philip was a witness to Elisabeth’s 
stigmata. Three of the vitae of mulieres religiosae can be viewed as collaborations between 
the biographer and the saints’ confessor or close friend. Thomas heard about Margaret and 
Christina from Friar Zeger and Jacques, while Juliana’s biographer referenced Eve of St 
Martin’s vernacular account and spoke to Eve directly. Hugh wrote Juetta’s vita with the 
help of John of Floreffe, Juetta’s confessor. The majority of the vitae of men were written as 
a means to bolster their monastic community. The reasons for this are numerous: Charles 
was abbot during a period of exceptional growth at Villers, Gerlach’s vita was written to 
bolster the Premonstratensian foundation and Arnulf’s ascetic rigours presented a humble 
example to Villers’ monastic brethren.  
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Chapter Two  
Space for Solitude 
 
In the vita Mariae, Jacques de Vitry described how Marie would seek physical solitude in 
order to conceal her interior grace:  
 
From her abundant humility she always strove to hide in herself. But when, 
because of the exultation of her heart and from the fullness of her grace, she 
could not hide inside herself she would flee to neighbouring fields and thickets. 
By thus avoiding the eyes of the curious, she was able to keep her privacy to 
herself and keep it in the ark of a pure conscience. 
 
Ex abundanti autem humilitate semper quantum in ipsa erat latere appetebat. 
Unde cum ex cordis jubilo, & ex plenitudine gratiæ intra se occultari non 
posset; [cupiens latere,] quandoque ad vicina rura vel dumeta fugiebat, ut 
humanos devitans oculos, secretum suum sibi & in arca puræ conscientiæ 
conservaret.426 
 
Among the more familiar elements in the passage (Jacques drew on Scripture in his 
description of Marie’s secrecy and pure conscience), the tension between interiority and 
physical solitude is underlined.427 Unable to conceal her inner grace, Marie’s illustriousness 
exuded through the walls of her cell at Willambroux and enticed curious visitors and 
pilgrims. As a result, Marie was forced to seek solitude in nearby fields and thickets. Alone 
again, Marie was free from the gaze of her visitors and consequently she was able to nourish 
her inner grace.  
Humility, a spiritual virtue of abasement, was a prerequisite of sanctity and was not 
unique to Marie. Hugh of Floreffe, who composed the vita Ivettae just fifteen years after 
Jacques wrote the vita Mariae, explained that Juetta wished to keep her revelations secret.428 
Beatrice restrained her outward appearance by reducing her prayer and genuflections.429 At 
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one point she feigned madness in an attempt to deter veneration.430 Marie’s humility is 
unusual because it was marked by a physical as well as mental retreat. That Marie “would 
flee” (fugiebat) highlights that her quest for solitary space was a repeated action.431 Indeed, 
Jacques described another instance when Marie escaped to a nearby field because unwanted 
visitors had interrupted her contemplative sleep.432 Marie’s contemplative slumbers tended to 
consist of rapturous encounters with the divine, in which Marie received inner consolation. 
 Marie has become the emblem of beguine life and her “lifestyle of charitable activity 
and spiritual guidance” has been noted.433 The ubiquity of the vita activa in Marie’s vita, and 
the vitae of mulieres religiosae more generally, has been overstated. Marie’s quest for 
contemplative solitude is a governing theme in her vita, while Jacques’ discussion of Marie’s 
charity and labour is notable for its brevity and elusiveness. Marie’s quest for solitude 
indicates that a saint’s vocation and the place that they inhabited (in Marie’s case a 
beguinage) should not limit how their spiritual behaviour is understood. 
The notion of withdrawing from the world has been associated with monasticism.434 
Monasticism has been regarded as essentially masculine, while female monasticism has been 
prefixed.435 Mulder-Bakker has suggested that those who sought the physical quiet of 
contemplation chose a monastic life in the countryside, while recluses, beguines and holy 
laywomen remained in the town.436 The vitae of the mulieres religiosae suggest that solitude 
remained the fundamental component of religious life and this could be achieved outside of 
the monastic paradigm. Ida of Nivelles lived in a beguinage before she joined the Cistercian 
Order, but it was during her time at Nivelles that she most clearly served Christ through 
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active charity and intercession. On the other hand, Juliana, who began her religious career 
serving in a leprosarium, was unable to engage with most types of physical work due to her 
bodily weakness.437 The independent mulierum religiosa Margaret was dedicated to solitary 
silence and prayer, which she performed within the confines of the domestic household.  
In his Summa Theologiae, Thomas Aquinas reiterated Gregory the Great’s assertion: 
“Of what use is solitude of the body if solitude of the heart be lacking?” (Quid prodest 
solitudo corporis, si solitudo defuerit cordis?)438 Gregory’s location of solitude in the heart 
indicates that solitude was a process that involved both body and mind. Solitude (solitudo) 
denotes a place or a condition and was an active process. Individuals could achieve solitude 
when they were not physically isolated. Monastics were in constant company, thus solitude 
denoted a search for inner peace.439 In the vitae, spiritual isolation was often represented 
through the spatial metaphor of the cloistered heart.440 Thomas compared Margaret’s heart to 
a small and beautiful chapel, while divine grace was stored in the heart of Beatrice.441 The 
biographers also evoked metaphors of bodily fortifications. Alice’s humility was described 
as “the safest of towers” (tamquam turrim tutissimam).442 The association between the 
saintly body and a guarded tower is more common in the vitae of the mulieres religiosae 
than their male contemporaries. Considering that in both courtly and religious literature one 
of the most common iconographic representations of female chastity was the tower, it is 
unsurprising that the biographers identified female bodies with the guarded turrets of 
medieval fortifications.443 However, the hagiographic topos of saint as a passive ‘vessel of 
election’ went across gender lines. When illustrating Arnulf’s spiritual merits, Goswin drew 
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on Song of Songs to describe the flowery cell of Arnulf’s heart (floridam cordis sui 
cellam).444 The spatial imagery is generally indicative of the saints’ interiorised union with 
the divine.  
The concept of solitude is different to that of privacy, although both are fluid 
categories. According to Diana Webb, the adjective privatus denoted withdrawal “from the 
public sphere”.445 Webb states that privacy signified the right or the choice to keep oneself to 
oneself or to select the company of one’s choosing. Privacy was therefore linked to the 
power of choice.446 The notion that privacy was an active escape from the public sphere is 
problematic. To begin with, the public and private spheres have been unsatisfactorily 
gendered: the public with the masculine civic, economic, political and intellectual sphere and 
the private with the feminine domestic, emotional and intimate sphere.447 Moreover, 
medieval space does not fit easily into either the public or private. In contrast to Webb, 
Michelle M. Sauer has suggested that privacy can be understood as a passive escape, akin to 
hiding or secrecy, rather than the active quest for solitude.448 Sauer’s interpretation usefully 
differentiates privacy from solitude and notes that the concept of privacy could have 
negative associations.  
The mistrust held towards women and privacy is indicated in Perniciosam. The decree 
condemned the pernicious customs that had spread among “some women” (quarundam 
mulierum):  
For when, living according to the rule in monasteries, they ought to be in church, 
or in the refectory, or the dormitory in common, they build for themselves their 
own retreats and private dwelling places where, under the guise of hospitality, 
indiscriminately and without any shame, they receive guests and secular persons 
contrary to the sacred canons and good morals.  
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Quum enim, iuxta regulam degentes in coenobiis, tam in ecclesia quam in 
refectorio atque dormitorio communiter esse debeant, propria sibi aedificant 
receptacula et privata domicilia, in quibus sub hospitalitatis velamine passim 
hospites et minus religiosos contra sacros canones et bonos mores suscipere 
nullatenus erubescunt.449 
 
The private dwelling-places (privata domicilia) that the women inhabited were compared 
with the monastic church, refectory and dormitory. A contrast is made between monastic 
place, in which regulated activities defined by the monastic rule (regulam) occurred, and 
undefined and ambiguous place, which defied any stable definition. In the configuration set 
out in Perniciosam, monastic place was comprehensible as it was governed by rules, while 
private as its community was protected from the laity. A contrary model is indicated for the 
privata domicilia, in which communities of women were accused of interacting with 
religious and secular visitors without clerical supervision. Households were ambiguous and 
hidden while religious behaviour was unrestricted. Paradoxically, this subversiveness made 
the women visible to church authorities.450 That the women’s customs were contrary to good 
morals (bonos mores) aligns itself with some of the more misogynistic attitudes held towards 
the mulieres religiosae.451 Marie’s home at Willambroux was a privata domicilia. Solitude 
and privacy were entwined in Jacques’ account, but Jacques was critical neither of Marie nor 
her visitors. However, Jacques does indicate that Marie’s inner and physical solitude could 
be compromised by her physical surroundings.  
The saints were public figures. Their deeds were witnessed and memorialised. 
However, spiritual solitude was an important facet of saintly identity, as represented in the 
vitae. Solitude was possible through saintly exploration of the interior world, the inhabitation 
of solitary spaces and the transformation of place. Exploration of the interior world, which 
facilitated a solitary connection to the divine, falls under the contemplative banner and is the 
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most common form of saintly solitude in the twenty-three vitae. However, solitude was not 
synonymous with contemplation. For example, solitary places could be sought for acts of 
corporeal penance or intercessory prayer. If the meaning of solitude is expanded to include a 
mental and/or physical retreat, then it becomes an inclusive means to examine shared 
devotional behaviour. The remaining analysis will examine how solitude was achieved in the 
church, cell, bed and bedchamber, wilderness and the refectory and hearth.  
 
The church 
Dawn Marie Hayes has argued that communication with God provided the overriding 
purpose of sacred space. Hayes suggests that although prayers could be answered in non-
consecrated space, it was understood that the church facilitated such communication.452 
Prayers, facilitated by liturgical time and daily rituals, were performed in the communal 
space of the church. However, prayers and meditation, as described in the vitae, could 
prompt a solitary connection to the divine without mention of the saints’ fellow congregation 
or clergy. Mystical union with God (unio mystica), ecstasy, rapture and trances (usually all 
described as extasis-is) and visions (visio), could also occur in the church.453 The sight of the 
altar or the mere touch of the church walls or floor could be enough to prompt rapturous 
inebriation, rendering the saint silent and immobile. According to Jacques, Marie’s soul 
clung to the church floor and she could not bear even the smallest of sticks placed between 
her body and the ground. 454 Mystical union climaxed in a synaesthetic transcendence that 
facilitated a solitary connection to the divine. The sacred space of the church engendered 
solitary union, which contributed to the sacralisation of church space in the vitae.  
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  That the church enabled communication with the divine and fostered inner sanctity 
is emphasised in the Vita Idae Lewensis. Ida’s biographer described an incident in which one 
of Ida’s fellow nuns at La Ramée asked her which “places” (loca) in the monastery she 
found most “harmful” (nocua).455 Surely, the nun asked Ida, “not the church?” (numquid 
ecclesia?)456 Ida promptly replied in the negative and stated that meditating, praying and 
reading in the church was more likely to afford her tranquillity and peace of mind.457 
Mistreatment of sacred space was treated as a heinous sin. On two separate occasions Juetta 
received divine knowledge that a priest was having a lascivious affair with one of his 
parishioners. The priests and women rendezvoused in the church, as “there could be no 
place” (locus non esset sibi) that was as “convenient or secret” (aptior secretiorue).458 While 
the women confessed their sins, the priests were incredulous that Juetta knew the specific 
details of their liaisons. Refusing to confess, the priests died soon after their trysts had been 
exposed. The story of the lascivious priests formed part of one of Hugh’s overriding 
narrative purposes: a criticism of negligent clergy and celebration of pastorally dependent 
holy women. These incidents also implied that, while spiritual solitude in the church was 
encouraged, physical secrecy was neither permitted nor possible. Confessors’ manuals 
suggest the clerical fear of temptation in church space. Manuals stipulated that during 
confession the parishioner and priest should be private, but remain visible. The priest was 
instructed to look away from the penitent, particularly the faces of women.459 
The church is the most ubiquitous space in the vitae, regardless of the saints’ 
vocation and gender. Solitary devotion in the church occurs on numerous occasions in 
twenty-two of the twenty-three vitae. Church space was either explicitly named or implied 
through the biographer’s discussion of particular liturgical services. The exception, the 
conversus Nicholas of Villers, did receive divine insight through visionary encounters but 
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the brevity of his vita results in an anecdotal narrative that rarely situated Nicholas outside 
the fields in which he laboured. Nicholas’ visions were often relayed to members of the 
community at Villers.460 The church and cloister were areas where speech was regulated and 
forbidden and, for the Cistercian conversi, physical access was restricted.461 The grange is 
the most likely location for Nicholas’ divine visions.  
The ubiquity of the church in the vitae is indicative of its symbolic power. 
According to Lefebvre, every society produces “its own space”.462 To Lefebvre, the Middle 
Ages produced the church, which inhabited and “haunted” the medieval world.463 The church 
was not a mere manmade structure of bricks and mortar as the heretics of Arras, a group that 
shared the same doctrine with heretics in Liège, allegedly claimed in the eleventh century.464 
The church was imbued with sacredness and its very visibility countered the image of the 
clandestine meeting place where, according to detractors such as the author of the Historia 
Albigensis, the Cathars met for blasphemous and lascivious purposes.465 The church was 
positioned hierarchically, both symbolically and architecturally, in the medieval landscape. 
Its external size and decoration demarcated the church as the beacon of the “cosmic order”; 
the metanarrative of authority, community, birth and death.466 Michel Lauwers’ notion of an 
inecclesiamento has pinpointed the way in which the Church created social space. Lauwers 
argues that territories were extended through rituals and social practices: in the Middle Ages 
the cemetery surrounding the church integrated the dead into the space of the living.467  
Boundaries between the church and outside space fused and areas surrounding the 
church became connected to the holy through sensory indicators such as burning incense and 
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the sound of church bells.468 Liturgical ceremonies such as the Corpus Christi procession 
and even religious plays performed in town squares merged scared space with urban and 
civic space.469 Inside the church, floor plans and internal decoration linked the church and its 
inhabitants with heaven.470 The configuration of the church in Ida of Lèau’s and Juetta’s 
vitae demonstrates how biographers drew on existing concepts of the church as sacred. The 
biographers also stressed the importance of behaviour in maintaining the sanctity of the 
church. Behavioural guidelines for both the clergy and laity and spontaneous moments of 
spiritual zeal merged to demarcate the church as sacred. The medieval church presents the 
interplay of Lefebvre’s tripartite categorisation of ‘perceived’, ‘conceived’ and ‘lived’ space. 
The church functioned according to a set of established codes and represented the ideology 
of those in power.471 This informed how communities were encouraged to behave within 
church space and in the surrounding vicinity. Whether individuals adhered to such codes 
falls under Lefebvre’s conception of ‘lived’ space.   
The type of church that the saints accessed depended on their life stage, gender and 
vocation. ‘Monastic’ complexes, including abbeys, nunneries, beguinages and hospitals and 
the parish church were used in the vitae.472 Not represented is the private household chapel, a 
structure that emerged in late antiquity and was particularly popular among aristocratic 
women. Macrina, Gregory of Nyssa’s sister, famously had a private cursus built in her 
domestic household.473 The presence of private chapels in Low Countries’ vitae prior to the 
thirteenth century is evident in the vita of saint Berlendis, who enjoyed the use of a private 
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chapel in her home in Meerbeek.474 Despite the growing popularity of the household chapel 
in the later Middle Ages, the mulieres religiosae who spent a large proportion of their earthly 
life in the domestic household relied on the parish church. With the exception of the altar, 
the inner structure and materiality of the church is mentioned rarely and the biographers did 
not prefix the church with its type; Hugh did not mention the type of church in which the 
priests conducted their illicit activities and Ida’s emphasis on the tranquillity of the church 
could be applied to any church type. Access patterns, movement and rituals indicate the type 
of church that the saint used. How saints achieved solitude in different church types will be 
discussed before moving on to examine the spiritual quest for solitude in the church.  
Medieval saints’ vitae rarely offered a biologically linear account of a saint’s life. 
Regardless of authorial subjectivities and the political milieu, spiritual progression remained 
at the heart of vitae. The biographers of the vitae who were well versed in theological 
literature (such as Jacques and Thomas) drew on William of St Thierry’s model of beginner, 
progressant and contemplative in order to compartmentalise their narratives.475 The 
beginning of a saint’s journey often began with conversio (turning around), which resulted in 
the saint’s first acts of penance and the beginning of an ongoing process of illumination.476 
Although heavenly witnesses and priests, as well as members of the saint’s wider 
community, observed confession it was a mark of the saint’s withdrawal from the world. In 
the vitae the first act of confession was often represented through physical movement. The 
space could be both geometric and abstract and was influenced by the saint’s gender and 
socio-economic background. In five of the ten vitae dedicated to men and ten of the thirteen 
dedicated to women, the saint displayed constancy and did not waver from his or her 
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religious path.477 In these cases, the church did not feature as a prominent space in the first 
moments of conversion and penance. Instead, the biographers represented a call to 
conversion by the saint making particular choices about his or her spiritual journey.478 For 
example, Ida of Nivelles fled from her familial home to a beguinage in order to avoid 
marriage and Beatrice moved to the monastery of Florival after her “conversion” 
(conversione) was deemed worthy.479 Abundus, Godfrey Pachomius and John enjoyed a 
close relationship with their families and, after receiving a religious education during 
childhood, moved to their respective religious households at the appropriate age of oblation. 
For those saints who had wavered from the religious path or who had spent a 
significant amount of time in the world, the church was a pivotal space for confession and 
contrition. The penitent knights Gerlach, Gobert, Charles and Walter renounced their 
military careers in order to become milites Christi. For the penitent knights conversion was 
marked with a vision. Augustine’s categorisation of visions created a ranking in which 
intellectual visions were placed above the spiritual and corporeal.480 According to Augustine, 
visio corporalis were perceived and presented through the body, while visio spiritualis were 
perceived in visionary experiences and dreams.481 The saintly reception of visio corporalis or 
visio spiritualis, which instigated a change in behaviour, is a common hagiographic topos. 
While he was in the church, Charles became aware of the limitations of the world after a 
vision of a field of flowers. Charles realised that despite their beauty, the flowers would wilt 
and die.482 The flowers served as an allegory for earthly pursuits and Charles entered 
Himmerode soon after. Walter’s call to conversion was confirmed in the church. Walter gave 
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up his military career after a vision of the Virgin, to whom Walter was intensely devoted.483 
Walter marked his conversion inside the Lady Chapel at Himmerode. Wearing just a cloak 
with a rope tied around his neck, Walter prostrated himself at the altar and promised to 
devote himself to Christ and the Virgin.484 Unlike confession in the Cistercian chapter house, 
which was a public act, Charles’ and Walter’s initial act of confession was intimate. These 
episodes were decisive: Charles and Walter subsequently slotted into everyday monastic life.  
Contrasting with the vitae of the penitent knights, if the saint’s escape from the 
socio-economic trappings of his or her community was particularly arduous, the church 
continued to facilitate confession and consolation after the first act of contrition. When 
Margaret was eighteen years old, she was enticed by the romantic gestures of an earthly 
suitor, a local carpenter. According to Thomas, Margaret often “sat alone” (sola sedens) with 
the young man.485 Thomas does not always specify the location of these interactions, 
although on one occasion the couple met in or near the man’s workshop, as Margaret took a 
broken goblet to the man to be fixed.486 Their flirtation was soon curtailed through the 
intervention of Friar Zeger, Margaret’s soon-to-be confessor. Thomas stated that Zeger 
noticed Margaret, who was wearing secular clothing, sitting in church with other women. 
Zeger implored Margaret to reject the secular world. Although Margaret was instantly 
changed from her former state “as heaven is distant from earth” (quantum distat caelum a 
terra), a chance meeting with her suitor reignited her previous passion.487 Margaret ran back 
to the church and confessed before Christ. Clutching a Psalter tightly to her chest and gazing 
at the crucifix, Margaret confirmed her vow of chastity.488  
Thomas’ depiction of Margaret’s earthly dalliance and conversion indicates two 
conflicting images of how parishioners interacted in the church. Prior to her conversion, 
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Margaret wore secular clothing that connected her to the women with whom she was seated. 
Margaret was presumably segregated from the male parishioners, but she was visible to 
Zeger.489 Thomas reveals how the church was utilised as a social space. Considerable social 
interaction was conducted outside the medieval household and the church provided a social 
hub for local parishioners.490 As well as a place for worship, the church was a meeting place 
for everyday life; markets were held, goods were bought and sold and urban officials 
convened.491 Even Cistercian houses, the bastions of thirteenth-century monastic wilderness, 
admitted the laity into the church for burial ceremonies and occasionally liturgical 
meetings.492 Clothing, according to Victor Turner, was a “social skin”, which indicated life 
course, identity and social status.493 Clothing was gendered: marital status was indicated 
through the style and the colour of the fabric.494 Margaret’s secular clothing reinforced her 
status as an unmarried laywoman.   
In Margaret’s subsequent interaction in the church, the sight of the altar and touch of 
the Psalter aided Margaret’s vow of chastity. Constable has outlined how in the twelfth 
century, consecration and a vow bound a monk to a monastery.495 Margaret’s vow of 
chastity, with just Christ as her witness, bound her to the religious life. In Thomas’ depiction 
of Margaret’s conversion, the configuration of the church and Margaret’s spiritual identity 
merge. Pre-conversion, the church and Margaret were visible and defined by communal 
group behaviour. The church became a solitary space following Margaret’s conversion. 
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Thereafter, Margaret not only “took care to never again encounter or to see that young man” 
(nunquam postea dictam Iuvenem vel videre curavit), but rejected all those men who did not 
belong to the church.496 The parish church continued to be the most consolatory space in 
Margaret’s vita. Thomas stated that Margaret could never enter the church early enough or 
leave late enough. After receiving spiritual consolation she could “not bear to hear or see 
anything common or worldly” (nulla etiam mundo communia audire potuit, vel videre).497 
The church acted as a protective barrier, one that Margaret continued to embody after she 
had left its confines. In his description of Margaret’s earthly flirtation, Thomas was clear that 
Margaret’s virginity remained intact; even though she had been left alone with her suitor she 
was without “the stain of mortal sin” (sine labe mortalis peccati).498 Considering Margaret 
lived the entirety of her earthly life in the domestic household, the protection of the church 
proved crucial. Following her conversion Margaret took to passing through the bustling city 
in such a way that she evaded all human contact.499  
The church had an important role in the conversion of the conversus Arnulf. Goswin 
describes how Arnulf had a wanton youth, revelling in the company of undesirables and 
succumbing to the whims of the flesh.500 Arnulf’s call to conversion brought him to the 
church, where he confessed his sins to a priest (Vicarium Christi).501 Thereafter, Arnulf 
abandoned his worldly companions and attended as many masses as he could. According to 
Goswin, “when the bells rang for early morning matins, Arnulf headed straight for the 
church” (pulsatis ad Matutinas campanis, impiger ad ecclesiam convolabat).502 The church 
was also central in the first episodes of the vita Mariae. Jacques describes how Marie’s 
parents forced her to take a husband when she was fourteen years old. Following her 
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marriage, Marie immolated herself with sobs and tears in the church. According to Jacques, 
Marie continued to confess even the smallest of sins to a priest.503  
In Margaret’s, Arnulf’s and Marie’s vitae the act of confession, facilitated by Christ 
or a priest, played a central role in the demarcation of the church. The centrality of the 
church in the initial act of conversion and confession is indicative of the thirteenth-century 
religious milieu. The twenty-first canon of the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 stated that: 
 
All the faithful of either sex, after they have reached the age of discernment, 
should individually confess all their sins in a faithful manner to their own priest 
at least once a year, and let them take care to do what they can to perform the 
penance imposed on them. 
 
Omnis utriusque sexus fidelis, postquam ad annos discretionis pervenerit, 
omnia sua solus peccata confiteatur fideliter, saltem semel in anno proprio 
sacerdoti, et iniunctam sibi poenitentiam studeat pro viribus adimplere.504 
 
Sacramental confession denoted the individuation of the laity in thirteenth-century canonical 
discourse but, as John Arnold points out, this was not tantamount to producing the 
individual.505 The twenty-first canon of the Fourth Lateran Council encouraged a more active 
and public relationship between the laity and local churches.506 The punishment for 
disobedience was social exclusion: individuals would be barred from the church and denied 
a Christian burial if they refused the sacrament without authorisation from their priest.507  
Thomas and Jacques received theological training in Paris, the university central to 
the dissemination of confessional theology. The thirteenth century saw a rise of confessors’ 
summae and manuals, with Alain de Lille, Peter of Poitiers and Thomas of Chobham 
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disseminating important treatises in the first quarter of the century.508 Sometime around 
1220, Paul of Hungary had produced the earliest penitential work written by and for 
Dominicans.509 As the professed activity of the majority of Mendicant friars was hearing 
confession and preaching, it is of little surprise that Zeger, Margaret’s confessor, belonged to 
the Dominican Order. While the canons of the Fourth Lateran Council did not propose 
entirely new traditions but cemented pre-existing ones, ideas about confession did begin to 
penetrate more deeply into the lives of ordinary people.510 Caesarius dedicated two books in 
his Dialogue to contrition and confession and stories about confession are scattered 
throughout Thomas’ Bonum universale.511 According to Peter Biller, Caesarius makes clear 
that “simple” men had at least some conception of the meaning of confession.512 The Low 
Countries’ vitae contributed to a growing tradition of summae, sermons and other didactic 
literature that regularised church attendance and established its rituals. 
In Peter of Poitier’s Summa de confessione, the term mulier appears eleven times, 
with over half of the references made in a single chapter on sin and the flesh.513 Alain de 
Lille similarly discusses women in relation to the sins of fornication, adultery and the loss of 
virginity.514 Confessors’ summae recommended that in order to avoid sexual temptation, a 
priest should hear a woman’s confession in a public place where they were both visible.515 
This is not evident in Margaret and Marie’s vitae. Their confession and contrition was not 
synonymous with a public act, but indicated withdrawal and interior consolation. Margaret, 
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Arnulf and Marie provide extraordinary examples of sanctity. However, they did maintain a 
relationship with the world following their call to conversion. Margaret’s family and, to an 
even greater extent Marie’s, were preoccupied with economic concerns. According to 
Jacques, Marie’s family valued “temporal goods” (bonis temporalibus) more than their 
salvation.516 The vitae of Margaret, Arnulf and Marie do not dichotomise the sacred with the 
secular, but present a continued negotiation and movement between spaces. In the earliest 
stages of conversion the parish church aided confession and contrition was defined in 
opposition to the outside temptations that had lured them from the righteous path.  
Access to the church for the purpose of solitary consolation could vary within the 
same structure. As eight of the saints joined the Cistercian Order and seven entered Villers, 
Villers is an appropriate case study of the monastic complex. The Cistercian monastic 
complex adhered to the claustral plan.  
 
 
Plan 2.1: Claustral plan of Villers abbey in the thirteenth century.517 
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The claustral plan positioned rooms around the central cloister. The monks’ dormitory was 
positioned above the chapter house and a door in the south transept of the church led to 
stairs, giving the monks an access point to night services. Villers’ conversi were not afforded 
the same direct route: their dormitory lay to the west wing of the complex, above the abbey’s 
cellar.518 The church was positioned to the north of the cloister. At Villers, the impressive 
church ruins reveal a church over ninety metres long, with nave vaults of up to twenty 
metres. 
 
Image 2.1: Villers abbey church. 519 
 
In the monastic complex, each physical location had its own practical and liturgical 
purposes, which were in a constant state of flux according to daily rituals. The architectural 
organisation at Villers impacted how its inhabitants used church space. Goswin described 
two occasions when the Virgin Mary visited the monk Abundus while he kept night vigils in 
the church.520 The consolatory experiences provided divine assurance and strengthened 
Abundus in his prayer. Similarly, episodes of the Virgin offering solace during vigils are 
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recounted in the vitae of Gobert and Godfrey the Sacristan.521 Marian devotion was an 
important component of Cistercian spirituality and is prevalent in the Villers’ vitae, 
particularly in the vita Abundi and the vita Walteri.  
The language of bridal mysticism, common in the vitae of women, was not used to 
describe the male saints’ relationship with the Virgin and the consolation that Abundus, 
Gobert and Godfrey received from the Virgin in the church did not culminate in mystical 
transcendence. Rather, as More highlights more generally, the biographers imitated the kind 
of chivalric praise accorded to dominae in courtly love literature. This framed the men as 
milites Christi.522 While Abundus, Gobert and Godfrey were in the presence of their 
unnamed brethren, their vigils in the church allowed them to nurture their personal 
relationship with their domina.  
In contrast to his account of Abundus’ night-time prayers, Goswin described how 
Arnulf’s unceasing vigils were performed in the dormitory of the conversi. According to 
Goswin, when a brother named Baldwin chastised Arnulf for interrupting his sleep, Arnulf 
replied that, as God was busier during the day, his prayers would more likely be answered at 
night.523 While the quietness of the night might have facilitated Arnulf’s peaceful access to 
the divine, the communal space of the dormitory interfered with Arnulf’s channel. As a 
result of their ambiguous institutional status, the conversi are often considered to be marginal 
figures. The Exordium Parvum, composed in the latter half of the twelfth century, described 
the introduction of conversi to the Cistercian Order:  
It was then that they enacted a definition to receive, with their bishop’s 
permission, bearded laybrothers, and to treat them as themselves in life and death 
– except that they may not become monks – and also hired hands; for without the 
assistance of these they did not understand how they could fully observe the 
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Tuncque definierunt se conversos laicos barbatos licentia episcopi sui 
suscepturos, eosque in vita et morte, except monachatu, ut semetipsos 
tractaturos, et homines etiam mercenarios; quia sine adminiculo istorum non 
intelligebant se plenarie die sive nocte praecepta Regule posse servare.524 
 
The passage from the Exordium has been taken as an indication of the servile status of the 
conversi. R.W. Southern described conversi as “second-class monks”, while Jean Leclerq 
has equated their humility with humiliation.525 However, the extract from the Exordium does 
not suggest that the conversi were men from humble backgrounds.526 Moreover, while the 
conversi engaged in manual labour in order that strict observance of the Divine Office could 
be upheld, there is no indication that monks were excused from active labour. Indeed, 
Goswin described how Abundus laboured in the fields with his brethren during the 
harvest.527 As a stricter observance of the Benedictine Rule was a fundamental motive 
behind the foundation of the Cistercian Order, it is unlikely that choir monks would have 
dismissed an ideal as crucial to the Rule as labores.528  
The conversi were religious under vows and the Usus Conversorum written for the 
conversi shows that they were expected to participate in everyday monastic life. The Usus 
stated that at Vigils and the Day Hours, conversi were to say their prayers like monks. 
However, the Usus noted that as the conversi were not to have books, there was a limit to the 
number of prayers that they could recite.529 The Villers’ archive contains a document from 
1184, in which Pope Innocent II gave the abbey and its inhabitants permission to build 
chapels on their granges and to observe the Divine Office in these chapels. The chapels 
provided the conversi with a means to celebrate the Divine Office without entering a 
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church.530 There is evidence that Arnulf and Nicholas used such chapels. Arnulf lived in 
Sart, a grange eight miles away from the main abbey. Nicholas occupied a grange so isolated 
that his biographer compared him to a hermit. However, Nicholas had use of a room 
(camera) where he prayed and received guests.531 Goswin described how Arnulf would take 
to a cell (cellam) on the grange in order to whip himself with a butcher’s broom during the 
liturgical hours.532  
While it was a genuine vocation, the status of conversi is difficult to pinpoint. The 
Usus can be used to evidence the liminality of conversi, or to stress their equality with 
monks. There is little doubt, however, that conversi were more likely to occupy space 
outside the monastery. The physical demarcation between conversi and monks, indicated by 
beard and habit, can be applied to space. The vita Arnulfi reveals a conversus dedicated to 
prayer. Goswin stated repeatedly that prayer followed Arnulf wherever he went: En route to 
the abbey, at the grange or back to the abbey again, prayer accompanied him.533 However, 
while his movement from dormitory to church facilitated Abundus’ solitary night vigils, 
Arnulf’s connection to the divine was, despite the silence of the night, prevented by his lack 
of solitude.  
Holy women and men living in beguinages, leprosaria and private ascetic 
households have been connected by the occupants’ ecclesiastical status, or lack thereof. 
However, the thirteenth-century religious household was a complex and varied structure, 
both in terms of architectural diversity and everyday religious practice. According to 
Simons, ten beguinages were founded in the southern Low Countries before 1240 and a 
further twenty-six between 1241-50.534 In the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, such 
communities did not follow a rule and individuals could retain ownership of property. 
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Consequently, such households were first recognised by civic rather than ecclesiastical 
authorities.535 A ‘rule’ was written for beguines in the diocese of Liège in 1246, but this was 
neither canonical nor necessarily adopted. Women who lived in such households in the first 
half of the thirteenth century are generally known to scholars as individual examples of 
holiness, as recorded in hagiographical literature. Jacques’ prologue to Marie’s vita discusses 
the multitude of holy virgins in Liège but he does not locate them within a beguinage.536  
Jacques and women such as Jeanne and Marguerite of Flanders supported beguines 
with moral and financial protection. The countesses of Flanders offered large donations, 
which in turn contributed to the establishment of larger ‘court’ beguinages.537 The ‘court’ 
beguinage resembled Marie and Juetta’s communities at Willambroux and Huy. 
Communities that consisted of several private households, occupied by individual single 
women and widows, have been labelled ‘convent’ beguinages. ‘Convent’ beguinages were 
more numerous (221 out of 298 beguinages from the southern Low Countries followed this 
arrangement) but left less of a visual impact.538 They were often positioned on the outskirts 
of the town and resembled ordinary streets and houses. Ida of Nivelles lived for several years 
with seven beguines who occupied such private households. Women who lived in ‘convent’ 
beguinages relied on the local church for their spiritual necessities. 
The ‘court’ and ‘convent’ beguinages were architecturally diverse. Their function 
was equally diverse, particularly in the early thirteenth century. The space of the beguinage 
was configured according to how it was regulated, its spatial positioning and the movement 
and interaction within. The beguinages that Marie and Juetta occupied were originally 
constructed to house and care for lepers. Juliana lived in a double monastery that was 
connected to a leprosarium. At Mont-Cornillon, Bishop Robert of Thourotte imposed the 
Augustinian Rule in 1246 and the women and men structured their day according to the 
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canonical hours.539 No such regulation is evident in the early communities at Willambroux 
and Huy. Located on the outskirts of city walls, the inhabitants of the ‘court’ beguinage had 
access to their own church. Architecturally, the ‘court’ beguinage could resemble the 
monastic cloister. A central courtyard offered a space for tranquillity and silence, with 
dormitories surrounding the courtyard. 
 
 
Image 2.2: Wijngaard beguinage founded by the Countesses Margaret and Joan of 
Flanders in 1245.540 
 
Although the architectural layout is rarely alluded to in the vitae, access and movement 
between the church and surrounding complex is implied.  
Marie’s first religious home at Willambroux resembled what would come to be known 
as the ‘court’ beguinage. Marie preferred the space of the church and contemplation to 
conversation. According to Jacques, Marie could not rest until she was inside the church and 
in the company of Christ.541 A recurring theme in the first half of the vita is Marie’s quest for 
solitude. Whenever Marie sensed the arrival of visitors, she would flee from her cell. As well 
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as fields and thickets, Marie would find solace in the church. Although guests could 
apparently approach Marie’s cell with ease, she was never interrupted once she was inside 
the church walls. As in the vita Abundi, Marie was seemingly allowed to devote herself to 
prayer throughout the night. In one episode, Jacques described how Marie refused to leave 
the church after vigils. The following day Marie remained so imbued with divine grace that 
she had to be held up by angels while she was in prayer during vespers.542 In her vita, Marie 
appeared to have unlimited access to the church and, like Abundus, her prayers were centred 
on the liturgical hours. If the fundamental point of the liturgical year was to sanctify time, 
then Marie and Abundus were both active participants in the sanctification of church time 
and space.543   
Abundus’ and Marie’s vigils suggest that communal rituals in the church facilitated 
solitary contemplation and that this could transcend the boundaries of church type. Other 
instances of interior inebriation in different church types corroborate this reading. Beatrice’s 
biographer described how Beatrice would “grow weak with love” (amore languens) while 
listening to sermons in the church.544 Juliana had a vision in church during mass.545 Goswin 
described how Abundus “became drunk” (inebriatus est) with the outpouring of grace he 
received while in prayer at terce.546 While interior responses to the liturgy are ubiquitous in 
the vitae, some gendered analyses of holy women have highlighted that women were more 
likely to be attracted to the ceremony of the liturgy in the public space of the church. For 
example, Veerle Fraeters’ reading of Hadewijch of Brabant’s Book of Visions indicates that 
rather than “naïve renderings of spontaneous experiences”, Hadewijch’s visions and union 
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with God occurred within sacred church space and “within the words and rituals of the 
liturgy”.547  
 Erotic language, mystical union and a rapturous response to the altar have been 
connected to feminine piety. The sensual language of bridal mysticism was rooted in the 
monastic life. Bernard of Clairvaux’s Sermon on the Song of Songs cultivated a tension 
between “imaginative longing” and abstinence and between ascetic ritual and the sensory 
images invoked during the lectio divina.548 The Villers library catalogue of 1309 lists 
manuscripts containing male-authored texts that expressed a passionate union between God 
and the created.549 The acquisition of such manuscripts indicates that the language of eros 
appealed to the clerical reader. The Eucharist has been regarded as a “focal point” of 
medieval visuality and erotic synaesthesia although, as Hamburger stresses, its centrality can 
be exaggerated.550 Peter of Limoges’ De Oculo Morali encouraged spectators (male and 
female) to gaze at the wounds of Christ on the altar.551 Descriptions of the altar were not 
exclusive to the vitae of women. Godfrey the Sacristan saw the beautiful and youthful Christ 
at the altar just before he received the Christ’s body and Caesarius’ Dialogue described an 
incident when a conversus fell into ecstasy at the sight of the altar.552 However, the use of 
erotic language to describe a saint’s relationship with Christ was more common in the vitae 
of the mulieres religiosae. Thomas stated that Lutgard would fall into rapture at the sight of 
Christ on the altar. In moments of ecstasy, Lutgard would press her mouth against the bloody 
wounds on Christ’s sides.553 
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Bynum has argued that women were connected symbolically to the corporeal Christ. 
Through lactation female bodies provided the first nourishment any individual encountered, 
while medieval redemptive theology postulated that Christ gave life to the world through his 
physical body.554 The rise of penitential devotion and the focus on Christ’s Passion placed 
emphasis on the body as a viable route to salvation. Moreover, Richard Kieckhefer has 
suggested that the use of erotic language in women’s hagiographies may have been the result 
of the tensions that arose as a result of women pursuing monastic ideals without the 
separation from lay society.555 Certainly, many of the case studies Bynum used in Holy Feast 
and Holy Fast were holy women who remained in the world. In the thirteen vitae of the 
mulieres religiosae, the unifying connection seems to be gender rather than ecclesiastical 
status. Eucharist devotion was more common in the vitae of women than the vitae of those 
clerics, such as John and Charles, who had liturgical responsibilities.  
Roberta Gilchrist has suggested that the codification of the liturgy that commenced 
from the beginning of the thirteenth century worked to enhance the doctrine of 
transubstantiation.556 In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, screens blocked the view of the 
altar from the congregation, indicating internal differentiation of sacred space.557 The role of 
the clergy, who regulated sacred space, is implicit in the hierarchical organisation of the 
church. In the vitae, the mulieres religiosae were able to perceive the altar when they were 
removed from the church, a skill that is rarely displayed in the vitae of men. Regardless of 
whether Cistercian nun Ida of Nivelles was in the choir, infirmary or field, she could sense 
the presence of Christ on the altar when the priest was saying mass.558 Likewise, Elisabeth of 
Spalbeek could sense the Lord’s body when the priest was saying Mass.559 Margaret was 
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first drawn to the church when she was five years old, after sensing (but not being able to 
fully comprehend) the Eucharist from outside. The sympathetic abbess allowed her to 
receive the Host, despite this violating the Fourth Lateran Council’s decree that forbade 
children under the age of twelve receiving communion.560  
Bynum’s reading of feminine somatic piety has not been without detractors. Elliott 
points out, for example, that the categories woman, flesh and body were fluid, making it 
difficult to attach fixed meaning to either category.561 However, Bynum’s thesis can be 
related to the gendered organisation of the senses. A unifying theme in the descriptions of 
the saints’ solitary devotion in the church is the sensorial perception of the divine. Sensory 
perception in medieval Europe was not just the transmission of data, but perceptions which 
enabled spiritual and “intangible qualities”.562 In Augustine’s Confessions, Augustine 
differentiated between temporal human speech and the eternal divine word. Augustine drew 
on sensorial metaphors as a means to overcome the limitations of human words when 
describing God.563 The sacred space of the church and the divine word encouraged spiritual 
inebriation. To the saintly listener, holy speech was the allegorical and spiritual word of 
God. Sacred words entered the listener’s body and spirit and could have a transcendental 
effect.564 Hamburger has highlighted that sensorial perceptions of the divine not only made 
complex ideas accessible, but also endowed such claims with authenticity.565  
In Beatrice’s, Juliana’s and Abundus’ vitae, the unnamed preacher contrasted with 
the silent and inebriated saint. The Rule of Saint Benedict forbade unnecessary speech and 
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throughout the twenty-three vitae silence is an indication of holiness.566 Speech, silence and 
hearing merged into one synesthetic climax, in which the process of speech fused 
simultaneously with hearing. In contrast, the act of confession and contrition performed in 
the church at the beginning of the saint’s spiritual journey focused on touch. Margaret 
hugged the Psalter to her chest, while Walter tied a rope around his neck. Touch, smell and 
taste were particularly important in prompting the laity’s active participation in religious 
practices and when parishioners entered a church they were immediately met with particular 
colours, light and smells.567 Margaret’s and Walter’s solitary responses to contrition drew on 
familiar sensorial acts. Bridal mysticism, such as Lutgard’s rapturous union with Christ, was 
facilitated by taste and touch, two senses that have been associated particularly with 
femininity in western culture. Ida, Elisabeth and Margaret were able to sense the body of 
Christ when they were outside the church. This indicates the permeability of sacred space 
and also suggests that the women used their ‘outer’ senses to visualise church space.568 The 
ranking of the senses was not consistent in medieval philosophy or theological literature. 
Although sight was often ranked first, Thomas Aquinas posited hearing as the most 
important sense. Thomas’ hierarchical positioning emphasised the importance of 
preaching.569 Interiorised religion could be the result of exclusion as much as 
encouragement.570 As women were unable to participate in certain kinds of religious 
practice, such as public preaching, they were more often positioned as recipients of the 
divine word or found other means to explore their interior worlds.571 
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The cell 
In her study of medieval anchoresses, Mulder-Bakker makes a clear distinction between 
those women who lived under the supervision of an abbot in inclusoria and those women 
who lived in a cell next to the main church of a given town or in a cell next to a 
“strategically located church or chapel”.572 In the following analysis of solitude and the cell, 
the ‘cell’ is used to denote a small, walled structure that could be attached to a church, 
located in the wilderness (or a seemingly open and isolated space) or in the monastic grange. 
The cell is a necessarily broad term that allows for a comparison of the (formal and informal) 
recluses Juetta, Elisabeth, Marie and Odilia, the hermit Gerlach and the transitory ‘recluses’ 
Alice, Juliana and Christina. Bob Hasenfratz notes that in the Ancrene Wisse, a thirteenth-
century guide for recluses, the cell was described as a womb, a besieged castle, a nest, 
Jerusalem and a prison cell.573 The expansive boundaries of the cell will be investigated in 
this analysis, particularly for those saints who, as they lived outside the anchoritic paradigm, 
were not governed by the same set of codes and rules recommended for recluses. 
Juetta entered a cellula attached to the church at Huy and Marie entered a cellula 
“adjacent to the church at Oignies” (juxta ecclesiam apud Oignies).574 Odilia lived in a 
cellulam next to the church of St Severin. Elisabeth occupied a cell attached to the side of 
the chapel in the centre of Spalbeek. Her cell is described as a chamber (camera) in her 
vita.575 Juliana’s close friend Eve of St-Martin lived in a reclusorium while Christina lived 
for nine years with the recluse Jutta of Borgloon.576 Christina’s time with Jutta is mentioned 
fleetingly and Thomas does not discuss Jutta’s cell.577 The biographer of Gerlach’s vita was 
keen to stress the natural origins of Gerlach’s hollowed oak tree. After jealous monks had cut 
down Gerlach’s tree, a new cellam was built for him from its timber. After her contraction of 
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leprosy Alice occupied a domus in the monastic grounds at Schaerbeek. Cawley translates 
domus as hut. As Alice’s domus was isolated and had little in common with communal and 
affective domestic space, it will be translated as cell in this thesis. 
The twelfth-century English vita of Christina of Markyate described the bodily 
torments Christina faced while she was forced to remain hidden in a cell. The space was so 
small that she was unable to move her body. Christina became so thirsty that blood would 
bubble and congeal in her nose and her insides dried up from fasting.578 There is no sense 
that the size or shape of the cell caused physical torments in the vitae. Liz Herbert McAvoy 
notes that anchoritic literature does not tend to discuss the physical dimensions of the cell in 
any great detail.579 Only a general idea of the geometric space of the cell can be discerned 
from the vitae. The biographer of Vita Gerlaci says more about the frozen landscape and 
subsequently cold conditions than the physical dimensions of the hollowed-oak tree.580 The 
kind of corporeal trials associated with Christina’s purgatorial piety are absent in Thomas’ 
short account of her nine-year stay with Jutta.581 Jacques says very little about the physical 
dimensions or materials of Marie’s cell at Oignies.  
Juliana’s friend Eve “entered the narrow cell of a recluse” (Ingressa est igitur 
angustias reclusorii) in order to subjugate the fleshly Eve.582 The size of the cell did not 
cause obvious physical distress; there was an upper room (solario) that Juliana occupied on 
her visits.583 Likewise, Juetta occupied an upper chamber, as a young recluse lived in a cell 
below.584 Eve’s enclosure within her cell and its narrow confines were symbolically 
connected to the control of the female body. The ritual enclosure of recluses connected 
sealed space with sealed bodies. Ordines relating to anchoritic enclosure worked to establish 
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the identity of the anchoress; burial imagery in the Ordo identified the anchoritic life with 
both death and rebirth.585 However, enclosure was in most cases a symbolic (or rhetorical) 
act, as doors remained accessible to servants and visitors and cells could be located in public 
spaces.586  
At various points in their vitae, Gerlach, Marie, Juetta, Elisabeth and Odilia seemed 
to move outside their cells with relative ease. Before the Abbot of Orval ceremoniously 
enclosed Juetta in 1191, she moved around freely. For example, she was once called outside 
of her cell so she could be absolved of her sin under the night sky.587 In the Low Countries, 
reclusion became more regulated in the early thirteenth century. In 1202 the diocesan synod 
in Liège adopted a decree proposed by the papal legate Guido of Preneste. The decree 
proposed that a postulant could be enclosed only after they had received the permission of 
the bishop.588 Eve, born after 1202, lived in a reclusorium. However, Juliana and Eve appear 
to have had little problem fostering a friendship that was independent and genuinely 
affectionate. Spatial restriction might have been an everyday reality for Eve but this was not 
a primary concern for the author of Juliana’s vita. Similarities can be drawn with the vita 
Elisabeth. Philip visited Elisabeth in her cell around 1266, but Elisabeth was not 
permanently enclosed: it is possible that she ended her earthly life at the Cistercian 
monastery of Herkenrode and a charter attests that she testified in a court case in Liège.589  
Marie, Juetta and Odilia entered their respective cells relatively late in their spiritual 
careers. Their desire for the reclusive life is indicative of spiritual progression. Hugh stated 
that Juetta’s move to a cell indicated her transition from Martha to Mary.590 Marie had 
already spent several years at Willambroux before she moved to Oignies and Juetta had built 
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a thriving community at Huy before she entered her cell. Odilia had spent several years 
mourning her lost virginity before she was enclosed. Juetta, Marie and Odilia maintained 
contact with the world once they had entered their respective cells. Juetta’s spiritual maturity 
lay with her intercessory power and her cell became something of a hub for the community 
at Huy. Marie’s move from Willambroux to Oignies was explicitly related to her desire for 
solitude. According to Jacques, Marie “wanted to occupy herself with God alone because she 
could not endure the company of men whose devotion frequently impelled them to visit her” 
(frequentiam hominum, ad eam ex devotione concurrentium, quæ soli Deo vacare cupiebat, 
jam non poterat sustinere).591 Curiously, Marie seemed more content to receive guests in her 
cell at Oignies, particularly younger mulieres religiosae.592 It is possible that Marie might 
have had an issue with the type of guest she received before her move to Oignies. Marie’s 
guests at Willambroux were described as hominum, whereas the guests who came to Marie’s 
cell at Oignies are usually described with feminine pronouns or with gender specific nouns. 
Marie was able to cultivate a community of women religious at Oignies, particularly young 
women (juvencula) who Marie received kindly in her cell (cellam) and heart (corde).593 The 
curious visitors who sought Marie at Willambroux were equally moved by Marie’s religious 
example. However, there were fewer moments of mutual inebriation. For example, Jacques 
stated that a man converted just at the sight of Marie’s face.594 How Marie responded to the 
man is absent from Jacques’ account. 
Marie continued to receive visitors at Oignies, however her cell offered a space for 
solitary contemplation in way that had not been possible at Willambroux. Jacques described 
how Marie would hear the “sweet voice of the Lord” (vocem dulcissimam Domini) when she 
was in her cell and would fall into ecstasy as a result.595 Jacques described another occasion 
in which Marie “had lain continuously in bed for three days…with her Bridegroom” (cum in 
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lecto suo per tres dies continue jacuisset…cum Sponso).596 Although Jacques specified that 
Marie lay with Christ for three days, there is a sense of atemporality: the continuity of 
Marie’s union with the divine transcended the boundaries of earthly time and space. Anna 
McHugh has argued that through bodily performance, the anchoritic cell transformed into a 
space in which the body could become more easily ensouled.597 The space of the cell was 
thus expanded by the anchoress’ relationship with the divine. Marie’s desire for solitude was 
made possible after she had moved to her cell at Oignies, but it was her meditative union 
with Christ that afforded her a physical retreat from the world around her. The configuration 
of Marie’s cell was thus twofold: it was a geometric place in which she welcomed or fled the 
living community. It was also an expansive chamber that facilitated union with the divine. 
The twofold configuration of the recluse’s cell is also described in Caesarius’ Dialogue. 
According to Caesarius, the abbot of Sint Truiden told a recluse to search for the Lord in her 
cell, after the grief-stricken woman had complained that she had lost Him. Taking the 
abbot’s advice literally, the recluse searched every corner of her cell. This was enough to 
prompt some sort of inner consolation and the recluse gleefully informed the abbot that the 
Lord had been found.598 
The negotiation between privacy, solitude and spatial expansion is exhibited most 
clearly in the vita Aleydis. Alice entered the Cistercian monastery of La Cambre when she 
was seven years old. The first half of Alice’s life was, by hagiographical standards, ordinary. 
Alice’s anonymous biographer described how Alice applied herself to “mature stability” 
(maturæ stabilitati).599 Alice’s conformity is articulated by her biographer’s description of 
Alice’s adherence to monastic customs. Her biographer asserted that Alice was restrained in 
the refectory, knew where to sit and read in the cloister, was restful in the dormitory and 
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committed to the Divine Office in the church.600 Adherence to correct monastic behaviour 
was a familiar hagiographic topos and similar spatial and behavioural norms are described in 
the vita Abundi and the Vita Beatricis.601 In Alice’s vita, her orthodoxy in monastic place 
was indicative of her steadfast regularity.  
 After some twenty years living as an exemplary but unspectacular nun, Alice was 
struck down with leprosy. For around ten years until her death in 1250, Alice lived in a cell 
(domus) within the monastic grange. Although few physical specifications are given, the cell 
was isolated and seems to have consisted of just one room. The onset of leprosy demanded 
that Alice was separated from her sisters and denied her many of the devotional practices she 
had previously enjoyed. Alice’s biographer dedicated large sections of the vita to Alice’s 
physical separation from her community. He stated that Alice was particularly disturbed that 
she was unable to participate in liturgical rituals. Although Alice was still able to enter the 
church she was forbidden from approaching the chalice at the altar.602When she was unable 
to join her sisters in the church in any physical capacity, Alice’s biographer described how 
Alice would: 
Rise from sleep for Vigils, in accord with longstanding custom. Upon perceiving 
this signal, she would rise without delay and then, up until the bell went for the 
laysisters, she would either read or pray or make multiple prostrations. 
 
Ut surgeret ad vigilias, per aliquod tempus consuevit eam a somno excitare: 
cujus signum, protinus ut percepit, sine mora surrexit; & usque campanam 
Conversarum vel legit, vel oravit, vel veniam petere non cessavit.603 
 
On another occasion, Alice’s biographer described how Alice was distressed that she was 
unable to participate in the celebrations for the feast of the Eleven Thousand Virgins. From 
the threshold of her cell, Alice faced the church and listened to the voices of those 
celebrating the feast.604  
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Alice’s longing for the church while in her cell draws some similarities with the vita 
Mariae. Jacques stated that when Marie was praying in her cell she would have visions of 
the altar.605 Similarly, Alice’s biographer described an occasion when Alice longed to look 
upon the cross on Good Friday.606 Alice’s longing glances toward the church suggest that her 
biographer was describing Alice’s physical sight, rather than a visionary perception of the 
altar experienced by Marie. Alice’s biographer described Alice’s physical separation as her 
exile (exilio).607 Alice’s exile placed her in a liminal position both in terms of the cell’s 
location on the outskirts of the monastic complex and her marginalised role within everyday 
monastic life. The configuration of marginal place and space is linked to the construction of 
‘low culture’ and otherness.608 Although Bynum has suggested that women were always 
liminal to men and More has argued that religious groups such as beguines and conversi can 
be considered liminal, Alice’s exclusion from the church and the liturgy is indicative of a 
type of marginality rarely exhibited in the Low Countries vitae.609 In medieval discourse, 
leprosy was often given a moral rather than medical definition. Leprosy could be attributed 
to sin and the leper was stigmatised according to both physical and moral attributions. 
Lepers faced a diminishment of civil status and were restricted in all aspects of their 
everyday life.610 According to Hugh of Floreffe, Juetta’s biographer, lepers were the most 
“miserable of all the miserable” (miseriam omnibus miseriis).611 Following the gospel model, 
lepers became objects of divine charity for women and men wishing to follow in the 
footsteps of Christ.612 Far more unusual was the saintly contraction of leprosy.613 
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Alice’s leprosy was, of course, not the result of her own sin but the sins of those 
around her. Suffering from the excruciating torments brought by her disease, Alice was told 
that her suffering was for the deceased (defuncti), and for the freeing (liberari) of souls.614 
Her biographer is explicit that Alice’s marginalisation was a form of lived purgatory. There 
was no uniform theological concept of purgatory in thirteenth-century Christian Europe.615 
Jacques Le Goff has stressed that the ecclesiastical recognition of purgatory as a proper noun 
and a physical place helped to bridge the gap between heaven and hell, particularly for the 
laity.616 Although his thesis has been challenged, particularly the notion that a ternary model 
of the afterlife only emerged in the twelfth century, Le Goff’s emphasis on the palpable 
geography of purgatory is a useful avenue within which to explore the purgatorial piety of 
mulieres religiosae.617 Despite her isolation Alice’s purgatorial suffering was audible: her 
howls of purgatorial suffering could be heard from her cell.618 Alice’s suffering was 
physical, her exile was physical and her purgatorial example was audibly visible and thus 
physically located within the monastic landscape.  
Alice’s biographer insisted that Alice’s leprosy was a gift from God, who wished 
Alice to be removed from “temporal noise” (strepitu temporali) and “defilement from this 
secular world” (inquinamento hujus seculi).619 Although Alice’s leprosy marginalised her 
from her community, it did afford Alice a closer relationship with the divine. Alice’s 
physical solitude translated into spiritual solitude. Alice’s biographer stated: 
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But He [God] did it as might a Bridegroom and minded to pay his bride a visit 
and bring her a token of his perfect love for her. God longed that his bride be 
free, be at leisure for him alone inside the little chamber of her mind; that she 
linger with him in the bridal chamber; that there she be soothingly inebriated 
with a fragrance all his own. 
 
Sed causa visitationis & more sponsi, sponsæ suæ arrham tribuentis in signum 
perfectæ dilectionis; ut soli Deo aliberius posset vacare, [Ut soli Deo vacaret,] 
& intra cubiculum mentis suæ, quasi in thalamo secum morari, & suavitate 
odoris sui sponsam suam cupiens inebriari; morbo incurabili, paucis 
desiderabili, lepra videlicet, ipsam graviter percussit.620 
 
Alice’s biographer described how, before each reception of the Eucharist, Alice would spend 
the whole day “preparing her bridal chamber for her Groom” (thalamum Sponso suo 
præparabat intentione).621 As her biographer had stated that Alice was unable to access the 
chalice at the altar, Alice’s bridal chamber likely refers to her cell. This expansiveness 
counteracted the limitations of Alice’s physical isolation. Sauer suggests that the anchoritic 
cell functioned within a paradox: the anchoritic vocation was built on the idea of solitude, 
but the physical space did not allow for privacy.622 This was particularly the case for urban 
anchorites, who functioned in close cooperation with the secular community. Following 
Lefebvre’s tripartite paradigm, the private cell was differentiated from the representational 
space of solitude. The search for solitude, which worked alongside the recluses’ creation of a 
heavenly space suitable for union with the divine, was an active process of saintly 
performance. While Alice’s exile was not self-enclosed like the anchorites Sauer examines, 
Alice’s cell functioned as both an isolated and solitary space.  
 Alice’s isolation offers some interesting parallels with another marginal figure from 
the twenty-three vitae. Similarly to Alice, Arnulf would retreat to a cell (cellam) on the 
monastic grange in order to enact extreme corporeal penance. Goswin is clear that Arnulf’s 
corporeal suffering was for the benefit of souls. In one episode Goswin described how a 
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monk came to the Villers grange (grangiam) and inquired about Arnulf’s whereabouts.623 A 
brother informed the monk that Arnulf was in his purgatory (eum esse in purgatorio).624 
Arnulf’s ‘purgatory’ was his cell (cellam), from which Arnulf emerged bloody and bruised 
from his flagellations.625 In a similar episode, Arnulf was overheard flagellating his body in 
his cell. The listening brother counted the number of strokes.626 Arnulf’s ascetic rigours were 
connected to both the space of the grange and the cell. Goswin points out that Arnulf 
favoured a cell on the grange because its distance from the monastery allowed him greater 
privacy to inflict more self-suffering.627 However, despite his attempts at secrecy, the sound 
of Arnulf’s flagellations permeated through the walls of his cell and made his actions visible 
to the surrounding community. In her bridal chamber, Alice explored her interior realm 
through her unique relationship with God. As a Cistercian nun, she also longed for the rituals 
enjoyed by the rest of her community and she expanded the limited space of her cell through 
the sensorial memorialisation of church space. Marginalised through her physical 
disfigurement, Alice was separate from her community in body rather than soul. On the 
contrary, Arnulf displayed corporeal suffering as an act of penitential otherness. Arnulf 
sought solitude in his cell but remained under the gaze and occasional scorn of his 
community.  
 
The bed and bedchamber 
The medieval bed was a symbolically charged space that held, contained and repulsed 
bodies. Alongside rest and prayer, the bed provided a site for love, knowledge, birth and 
death and its rituals transgressed the boundaries of public and private. The bed can be 
understood as a place that functioned both within and outside the geometric boundaries of 
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the bedchamber. In gentry households, sumptuous canopies displayed material wealth and 
could cover or reveal the bed’s occupants. Headboard carvings presented familial and 
biblical motifs.628 The bed was the site of reproduction and birth but also prayer and religious 
conformity: at least in theory, married couples were expected to follow the guidelines that 
set out rules for copulation.629 The familial bed was often rejected or transformed into 
something more austere by holy women and men. A common trait in the twenty-three vitae 
and in saints’ vitae more generally, was that the bed became one of the first sites for solitary 
penance. Following his call to conversion, Arnulf replaced his mattress with stones.630 Ida of 
Louvain built a bed out of vines.631 Marie slept on planks, which she had hidden at the foot 
of her bed.632 Such austerities marked the start of the saints’ spiritual journey but could 
continue once they had entered their religious households. Beatrice put sharp yew branches 
in her dormitory bed, which scratched and punctured her flesh. Nicholas slept on a trunk,633 
Gerlach slept on his chainmail in the hollow of his oak tree and Marie had a straw bed in her 
cell.634 
The saints chose to furnish their beds with natural, crude materials such as vines and 
stones. Such materials were presumably brought into the bedchamber from other areas of the 
household or from outside the household. These furnishings not only brought physical 
discomfort but also juxtaposed with the soft furnishings made from human toil and money. 
There was secrecy to these austerities, which is explicit in Marie’s vita. Marie’s relationship 
with her parents was acrimonious. When Marie rejected the worldly clothing her parents 
forced upon her, her family mocked her. Jacques states that because Marie “clearly did not 
have power over her own body” (potestatem proprii corporis aperte non habebat) her only 
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option was to wear a hair shirt, which she concealed under her secular dress.635 Marie was 
married unwillingly when she was fourteen years old, but she persuaded her husband to live 
with her in chastity. Marie’s family seem to have had greater qualms with a public display of 
poverty than an unconsummated marital bed.636 Like Marie’s sumptuous outer clothing, the 
bed continued to display public familial power on its exterior but the hidden planks reflected 
Marie’s secret penance. There is an indication of the uneasy balance between apostolic piety 
lived in a worldly context.  
  The bed provides a springboard to discuss the saintly bedchamber. Although the 
bedchamber was a space that functioned according to its own set of configurations, its 
position within the domestic household means that it cannot be separated from household 
space. Medievalists and modernists alike have challenged the traditional demarcation of the 
domestic household as a private, feminine space.637 This breakdown of the public/private 
binary has allowed medievalists to consider the ways in which the medieval household 
functioned as a social, economic and religious unit. Shannon McSheffrey has stated that the 
model of a private and feminine domestic sphere and a public masculine sphere overlooks 
the point that the household contained the male workplace and denies the centrality of the 
paterfamilias in the governance of the domus.638 Alongside the hearth and areas of food 
preparation, the bedchamber has been demarcated as feminine. This is partly due to the 
tendency to attribute marriage, sexuality and reproduction to the private and feminine 
sphere.639 In Georges Duby’s semantic analysis of the public and private spheres, the private 
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life consisted of the house, women and body. The bedroom was at the heart of privacy.640 
This is problematic, not least because it separates medieval men from the intimacies of love, 
sex and marriage and women from the political sphere. W.M. Ormrod has highlighted the 
‘spatial politics’ of the noblewoman’s bedchamber. Ormrod suggests that the bedchamber 
was a space that carried more than affective connotations.641     
Religious worship within the lay household focused on the bedchamber.642 Medieval 
courtesy books designed for the medieval bourgeoisie recommended particular prayers for 
lay people upon waking and before retiring.643 Courtesy literature became more abundant 
from the fourteenth century onwards, as literacy levels began to rise among the laity. 
However, instructional material is evident prior to the fourteenth century. In one of his 
thirteenth-century sermons Jacques de Vitry advised boys to pray before bedtime in order to 
protect against nightmarish demons. Jacques also informed parents that children who had 
made the sign of the cross before they fell asleep had nothing to fear in the afterlife should 
they die in their sleep.644 The bedchamber was the most obvious space for lay people to 
engage in private prayer, a practice that was enhanced by material culture that included 
prayer books and manuals, crucifixes, images of the virgin and rosaries.645 P.J.P. Goldberg 
has argued that medieval women were particularly responsible for acquiring devotional 
items for the bedchamber, an act of autonomy within the paterfamilias.646  
Glenn Burger’s research into the medieval, bourgeois bedroom as depicted in 
fourteenth-century French literary texts has suggested that the bedchamber was a particularly 
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ambiguous space, which lacked a clear identity even as a geometric place.647 Sleeping space 
was not limited to one particular room in the house, beds could act as public declarations of 
wealth in bourgeois halls or parlours, while peasant households often combined sleeping 
space with the hearth.648 Burger’s analysis adopts de Certeau’s distinctions of ‘place’ and 
‘space’, in which a ‘place’ functions according to a set of proper rules, whereas a ‘space’ is 
composed through movement. According to Burger, the medieval bedchamber struggles to 
register as a ‘place’ as it was defined by its social function. The bedchamber was a practiced 
‘place’, a ‘space’ that lacked any “indication of stability” and was defined by the behaviour 
within.649   
  The characteristic house plan that had emerged by the mid-thirteenth century 
consisted of a tripartite structure of a central hall (aula), chamber (camera) and a room or 
partition devoted to services and storage.650 The hall contained the hearth and was used for 
communal activities such as cooking, eating, leisure and domestic work.651 The chamber, 
sectioned off from the hall, provided sleeping space for the family. Peasant families and 
domestic servants would often sleep in the hall. Second storeys, which provided extra space 
for workshops, were more common in medieval towns.652 A household that boasted several 
chambers and upper storeys was a sign of wealth and status. The saints tended to belong to 
the upper strata of the urban classes and presumably would have lived in households with 
several extra chambers. If privacy is measured by access patterns – quite simply, the number 
of thresholds that are crossed before reaching a room – then the chamber was one of the 
most private rooms in the bourgeois household.653  
In the twenty-three vitae, the bedchamber is discussed only in the vitae of women. 
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This can be attributed to both the gendering of normative texts and saintly life cycle, rather 
than a conceptualisation of the bedchamber as innately feminine space. The spatial 
positioning of the bedchamber is discussed most thoroughly in the vita Margaretae. This is 
unsurprising as Margaret was the only saint, male or female, to spend the entirety of her 
adult life in the domestic household. Margaret’s most recognisable spiritual trait was the 
insistency of her prayer; Margaret’s biographer Thomas of Cantimpré relayed various 
anecdotes of how Margaret struggled to participate in familial conversation, domestic duties 
or share family mealtimes without falling into silent prayer. Thomas described one occasion 
when Margaret, as if overcome by weakness, wavered upon the steps following a meal with 
her family. Margaret’s sisters attributed her weakness to the frailty of her body. Margaret 
soon corrected her sisters’ assumption and asserted that: “when I remember that I should be 
free from those demands that detain me downstairs and unite myself with Christ in 
meditation in my room upstairs, I feel so much inner joy I cannot stand on my feet for a 
while” (sed cum recordor liberam me esse debere [a] necessitatibus quibus inferius 
detinebar & in meditationibus Christo me in solario iungi superius; tantis gaudijs, intus 
afficior, quod in pedibus ad horam stare non possim).654  
Thomas’ description of Margaret’s room upstairs (in solario iungi superius) was not 
the first time in the vita that he had referred to Margaret’s bedchamber. In a preceding 
episode, Thomas stated that Margaret  “had a secret place in an upper room where she rested 
in prayer and meditation at midday” (locum secretum in solario habebat superius et ibi die 
media in orationibus & meditationibus quiescebat).655 At first glance, Margaret’s upper 
room could be understood as metaphorical: Thomas drew on Song of Songs “show 
me…where thou liest in the midday” (indica mihi… ubi pascas ubi cubes in meridie), 
framing Margaret’s meditation in spatial terms.656 However, Thomas’ preoccupation with 
Margaret’s personal space suggests that he was referring to a physical chamber. Thomas was 
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clear to differentiate between the communal space of the house and Margaret’s private room. 
The ‘demands’ that had detained Margaret downstairs, in contrast to the joys brought from 
meditation and prayer, was the midday meal that she shared with her family.  
Prior to Margaret’s escape to her chamber, Thomas had described how Margaret’s 
praiseworthy silence “surpassed even many cloistered monks and nuns” (quod etiam multis 
claustralibus incomparabiliter praeferatur).657 Cistercians encouraged stricter adherence to 
the Rule of Saint Benedict during the twelfth century. Silence, as specified in the Rule, is 
associated particularly with the space of the cloister. It was also requested in other areas of 
the monastery such as the refectory. Although silence was required in a monastic setting, 
Margaret’s refusal to talk was less popular within the domestic household. Margaret’s sisters 
complained to Zeger, Margaret’s confessor. Zeger instructed that Margaret was to converse 
with her family every day at meal times. Margaret complied, but would turn away and fall 
asleep if the conversation moved onto an “ordinary subject or gossip” (communibus, vel 
rumoribus).658 During the thirteenth century sermons and pastoral tracts on virtues and vices 
that listed ‘sins of the tongue’ grew in popularity. Sinful speech was associated particularly 
with women. Images of gossiping women with devils perched on their shoulders were 
depicted in church wall paints.659 Just as holy speech could penetrate the body, so too could 
evil words penetrate and corrupt.  
Thomas confirms his view of secular femininity in an anecdote regarding the 
pregnancy of Margaret’s sister. Thomas contended that “many religious women in our day 
follow the pernicious conduct of the hen: as soon as they produce an egg, they begin to 
cackle” (Multae enim nostri temporis Religiosae perniciosum gallinae habentes modum, 
statim clamore produnt cum ovum ediderunt).660 In the medieval bourgeois household, 
childbirth occurred in the bedchamber. The lying-in ritual and the association of 
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reproduction with the feminine transformed the space of the bedchamber. Margaret’s mother 
criticised Margaret for her absence at her sister’s childbirth but for Thomas, Margaret was 
engaged in a much more crucial task. In her own bedchamber, Margaret prayed that her 
sister would have a safe delivery.661 Margaret asked for the intercession of the Virgin rather 
than Margaret of Antioch, a saint also familiar to the medieval delivery room.662  
The fluidity of the bedchamber and its dual association with both secular and 
religious femininity offered Margaret a means to live religiously at home. Its physical 
segregation allowed for the greatest degree of privacy, a space where Margaret’s silence 
could recreate the space of the cloister. Thomas suggests that Margaret had two means to 
enact solitude. The first was physical: Margaret removed herself from the communal areas of 
the household and retreated to her bedchamber. The second was mental: she fell into silent 
contemplation in order to barricade herself from the words of her mother and sisters. She did 
this in communal areas of the household such as at the kitchen table. 
Margaret’s occasionally tense relationship with her family requires some 
explanation as to why she remained in the familial home and did not join a monastic order or 
beguine community. In her introduction to the critical edition of the vita, Newman has 
suggested that without a father’s income, Margaret may have lacked the sufficient dowry to 
enter a nunnery.663 Moreover, the first archival evidence to confirm the existence of a 
beguine community in Ypres dates from 1240, three years after Margaret’s death.664 
However, despite Thomas’ assertion that Margaret’s dedication to prayer could surpass that 
of cloistered women and men, at no point does he state that Margaret desired to join a 
monastic order. His silence is curious. Desire for enclosure thwarted by an unsympathetic 
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family is a familiar hagiographic topos, particularly for female saints. Umiliana d’Cerchi 
longed to enter the house of Santa Maria of Monticello but was left with no choice but to 
remain in a tower in her domestic household.665 Margaret’s family were at times dubious of 
her spiritual conviction, but they never opposed her vocation.  
Thomas’ allusion to Margaret’s nun-like purity (sanctimonie puritatem) reflects his 
potential misgivings about Margaret’s religious path.666 Unenclosed religious women faced 
hostility from some medieval commentators. Jacques de Vitry stated that preachers 
suspected that “congregations of holy virgins were brothels rather than religious convents” 
(laicorum congregationes potius esse prostibula quam conventus religiosos).667 Jacques is 
referring to private ascetic households, where independent virgins and widows lived in 
households that bore little resemblance to religious complexes. To Jacques, such ascetic 
households offered a welcome counterpoint to communities of Cathar women. Thomas’ 
description of Margaret’s bedchamber raises one of the major difficulties of understanding 
mulieres religiosae through their vitae. Margaret’s bedchamber provided her with a space 
that allowed her privacy from her family and thus uninterrupted access to the divine. Her 
ascension to her upper chamber was both physical and spiritual. However, the bedchamber 
was also a rhetorical device used by Thomas to justify Margaret’s position in the world. The 
bedchamber helped Thomas to tackle a two-fold problem: Margaret’s lack of enclosure in 
the face of hostile religious commentators and her practical separation from the secular 
femininity of her mother and sisters. However, Margaret’s behaviour in the bedchamber 
indicates that it was a space that she valued and which she used to her own spiritual 
advancement. 
Deane suggests that prayer became one of the “most enduring features of medieval 
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Christian domestic devotion”.668 Parents, usually mothers, taught their children to recite Our 
Father and Hail Mary and trained them in the seven sacraments. Rosaries became popular 
devotional tools in the thirteenth century. Rosaries were connected to the Virgin Mary and 
rosary devotion was marked by the repetition of one and fifty Hail Marys.669 It was 
customary for mulieres religiosae to engage in prayer and devotion in their domestic setting 
before joining a religious community. Ida of Louvain’s anonymous biographer described 
how Ida would perform eleven hundred genuflections and recite eleven hundred Hail Marys 
as part of her daily prayer cycle.670 Hugh described how, following Juetta’s conversion, she 
would rise from bed during the night and confess at matins.671 Recitation of the liturgy in 
domestic space was not exclusive to the Low Countries’ mulieres religiosae. Douceline of 
Digne, a French holy woman born soon after 1215, was reported to have divided the night 
into three parts: first prayer, next rest and then she would get up to say her matins.672 Ida’s 
prayer cycles, although excessive, did not go beyond what was expected of the laity in the 
high Middle Ages.  
An exploration of the vitae suggests that liturgical prayer routines appealed to 
women, who were able to explore interiorised devotion in a domestic context. The 
transformation of the bedchamber into a spiritual cloister occurred when devotion went 
beyond the liturgical recitations of the laity. This was more likely to occur when a saint, such 
as Margaret, spent an extended time within the domestic household. Thomas described how 
Margaret recited four hundred Our Father and four Hundred Hail Marys with the same 
number of genuflections every day. She would also recite “fifty psalms” (psalterio 
quinquagenam).673 As well as these devotions, Margaret had been directed by her spiritual 
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father to “observe the canonical hours at the proper time of the day” (Regulares horas 
Secundum horas temporis observaret).674 Gilles-Gérard Meersseman has suggested that since 
the canonical hours included the liturgical psalter, the additional fifty psalms that Margaret 
recited represented the Marian Psalter: fifty Ave Marias interspersed with devotional verses 
to the Virgin.675 In addition to Margaret’s ceaseless hours of prayer, Margaret combined the 
canonical hours of monastics with the numbered devotions of the laity. Newman suggests 
that Margaret’s monastic exercise reflected her early education in a nunnery.676 It seems 
possible that Margaret’s prayer cycles also reflected her position as a holy laywoman. 
Margaret was able to expand her liturgical devotion because she was afforded the space and 
guidance to do so.  
 In her analysis of the medieval life cycle, Gilchrist has highlighted three medieval 
temporalities: everyday time, religious time and generational time. While everyday time is 
rooted in familial ritual and routine, religious time related the individual life cycle to the 
cosmological timescale.677 Margaret’s adherence to the monastic calendar and physical 
segregation from her secular family emulated the life of a monastic. Behavioural guidelines, 
such as liturgical devotion, adhered to a religious rather than secular timescale. Margaret’s 
behaviour transformed her bedchamber into a cloister, a space perfect for prayer and 
contemplation.  In female monastic houses, the celebration of the Divine Office took greater 
precedent than the saying of Mass, which was celebrated once a week or less frequently.678 
Liturgy required the participation of a group but private prayer was influenced by the liturgy. 
Margaret lacked the support of a group of devoted sisters but she was able to take up the type 
of devotion that could function without the presence of a priest. 
Alongside liturgical devotion, Margaret’s contemplative episodes worked to 
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transform the bedchamber. Thomas described how Margaret would become so weary in 
prayer that two angels held her up on either side so she could continue her devotion.679 
Angels had offered Marie similar spiritual support in the church. Thomas is explicit in 
reference to Margaret’s bridal chamber. Margaret’s “secret place” (locum secretum) to which 
she escaped was also called her thalamus.680 Like Alice’s cell, the equation of Margaret’s 
bedchamber with a bridal chamber is indicative of Margaret’s close relationship with Christ. 
Thomas relayed only two occasions in which Margaret received guests in her chamber. The 
first was Marguerite II, sister of the great patron of beguines, Countess Jeanne of Flanders. 
Margaret reproved Marguerite for her high taxations levied upon the poor.681 Margaret also 
received an unnamed religious woman whom Margaret chastised for talking informally of 
Christ.682  
Margaret’s interaction with the community around her was noticeably minimal 
compared to other mulieres religiosae. Ida of Nivelles constantly received religious and lay 
guests at her monastic window, Juetta welcomed religious women into her cell and Marie 
had so many visitors seeking spiritual advice that she felt unable to devote as much time to 
private contemplation as she might hope. Margaret’s lack of intercessory power can be 
attributed partly to her youth. Ida, Juetta and Marie held a spiritual maturity that the young 
Margaret was unable to seize.683 However, Margaret’s very introspective spirituality can also 
be attributed to her physical setting and relationship with Christ. When a very religious 
woman told Margaret in jest that she would not always be resting with Christ in meditation, 
Margaret reacted in horror.684 She proclaimed to her spiritual father that she could not bear to 
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be separated from Christ, even for a moment.685 Secluded in her bedchamber, Margaret’s 
nearest and dearest companion in whom she confided was Christ. It was in her bedchamber 
that Margaret united with her spouse, received visions of her heavenly suitor and received 
His body when she was too weak to go to church. Margaret’s pursuit of solitude and her 
union with her Christ within her thalamus were active. Privacy, which relied on secrecy and 
denial, was physical isolation. Margaret produced a solitary space suitable for her 
bridegroom. It can be of little surprise that this chamber was rarely the site of communal or 
shared activities.  
 Thomas presents the duality of Margaret’s bedchamber in a description of her 
prayer. Margaret “seemed to lie prostrate on the threshold of paradise, half in and half out” 
(nonnunquam vero videbatur illi & hoc frequenter & quasi quotidie quod dimidia intra, 
dimidi extra in limine Paradisi).686 The spatial imagery of Margaret between the threshold of 
heaven and earth suggests Margaret’s immediate position: between world and heaven, 
chamber and cloister. It also reflects the position of the mulieres religiosae more generally. 
The women retreated, but retreated into the world. They thus expanded their milieu in the 
way expressed by Jacques de Vitry’s prologue to the vita Mariae. Laura Saetveit Miles’ 
examination of Julian of Norwich and Bridget of Sweden indicated that their respective 
anchoritic and lay status had a profound impact on the formation of spiritual space within 
sacred vision.687 Miles posits that as Julian did not have to contend with her fellow 
Christians in order to validate her relationship with God, her personal limited space 
contrasted with the infinitely inclusive enclosure of all souls in her visions.688 On the 
contrary, Bridget of Sweden, who longed for enclosure, had visions that suggested the 
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sheltered enclosure of solitary space, thus contrasting with her limited private space.689 
Margaret’s bedchamber fits somewhere the space inhabited by Julian and Bridget. Unlike 
Bridget, Margaret created her own enclosure in the form of her thalamus. However, her 
visions remained narrow and indicative of her solitary piety.  
In order to understand the complexities of Margaret’s bedchamber, it is useful to 
compare it to other familial and religious examples. The bedchamber’s multifunctionality is 
most apparent in the vita of Ida of Louvain. Unlike Margaret, Ida’s time in the domestic 
household was transitory before she joined the community of nuns at the Cistercian abbey of 
Roosendaal. Ida’s vita lacks a clear sense of chronology and the narrative shifts between 
Ida’s life in the domestic household and her entrance to Roosendaal. Unlike Margaret’s more 
sympathetic family, Ida’s family were entwined in worldly affairs. Ida’s father was 
particularly hostile, but Ida managed to follow her early religious calling by occupying a 
single “chamber” (camera) in the household.690 Ida’s anonymous biographer suggests that 
Ida’s occupation of the single chamber allowed Ida to reject her “father’s resources” 
(paternis…facultatibus).691 The chamber also provided her with a private space to carry out 
daily prayers.  
Ida’s biographer describes some of Ida’s spiritual undertakings when in her 
chamber. Ida would engage with the usual ascetic feats for beginner saints. Ida rejected the 
lavish food consumed by her family and would eat mouldy apples instead.692 Rather than 
enjoying the soft furnishings of the bourgeious home, she would sleep on a bed of vines.693 
Ida’s privacy could also be problematic. Her biographer described how, following 
Communion on Pentecost Sunday, Ida fell ill. Ida’s Dominican confessor visited Ida and 
brought with him a junior friar. The junior friar became suspicious about Ida’s locked room, 
shuttered windows and the long private conversations held between Ida and the confessor 
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with no other witness. Fearing the worst, the junior friar informed his elders that he believed 
Ida to be pregnant. The long episode was only concluded once a miracle proved Ida’s 
innocence to the friar physician.694 This episode is reminiscent of the accusations levied 
against independent holy women in Perniciosam and draws on the image of the sexually 
lascivious beguine.695 Although Ida was innocent, the dangers of conversing in private are 
made clear. A monastic dormitory was designed in a way that allowed the abbess to see each 
of the nun’s beds. This ‘panoptic’ structure ensured conformity and good behaviour.696 Ida’s 
bedchamber, with a door and shutters, emulated the aristocratic model and therefore Ida 
could not escape the reproductive connotations of the conjugal bed.  
Sexual trials are not uncommon in the vitae. For Juetta, the household became a 
space of trial and penance, which can be linked to both her family’s prosperity and Juetta’s 
widowhood. The entwinement of Juetta’s domestic household and the town is suggested by 
Hugh’s description of Juetta’s marriage. Juetta was under pressure from her father, friends 
“and the town” (oppidoque) to take a husband.697 After the death of her first husband, Juetta 
was once again under pressure from family and friends to enter a second marriage. The 
strongest candidate was a relative of Juetta’s husband. Hugh tells us that the young man 
attempted to get close to Juetta by assisting her in “domestic affairs” (rebus domesticis).698 
After some time, the man sought an “opportune place” (opportunitatem loci) to confess his 
romantic intentions “privately” (secretius).699 Juetta deterred the man by stating that their 
family and “neighbours” (vicinis) would treat them with scorn if a tryst were discovered.700 
Juetta faced a second attack from the man when they were guests at a friend’s house. The 
man walked up to Juetta’s bed during the night. Fearing rape if she resisted or infamy if she 
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cried out, Juetta was miraculously saved by the Queen of Heaven, whose celestial footsteps 
terrified the young man into submission.701 Similarities can be drawn with Odilia of Liège. 
Like Juetta, Odilia was unable to avoid the marital bed and bore a child. The conjugal bed 
continued to be a threat until Odilia escaped to a cell at St Severin.  
The reconfiguration of the bedchamber from a protective to a threatening space is 
indicative of the interplay of space, gender and life course. The protection of young, female 
saints in the household is synonymous with the protection of virginity. Despite the reforming 
movements that enforced clerical celibacy, the recommendation of virginity and chastity was 
increasingly transferred to maidens after the twelfth century.702 This feminisation of virginity 
reflects the fact that chastity was encouraged for all women, regardless of social status. 
Although virginity could be a moral as well as a physical state, physical virginity, tied to 
inheritance and politics, is particularly apparent in evidence relating to the gentry.703 
Concerns over social status and familial honour required the enforcement of virginity and, 
according to Phillips, the link between property and female sexuality resulted in its 
protection becoming an aspect of masculine identity.704 This coincided with changing 
kinship structures and marriage patterns in the thirteenth century.705 The saintly desire to 
remain tucked within the household suggests seclusion but is more indicative of a public 
display of chastity: a body demarcated as chaste by its absence from the outside community.  
Juetta’s family did not accept her chaste widowhood under any pretext. Juetta’s 
household followed the hegemonic configuration of conjugal and masculine space. 
According to Pierre Bourdieu’s analysis of the Algerian Kabyle household, the physical site 
of the household underpinned social mores and ideas about masculinity.706 As the hegemonic 
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actor in Juetta’s household was her father, her household was configured by his economic 
identity. Juetta’s bed was the marital bed and her rebus domesticis were secular. Her pursuer 
was able to seek an opportunity to interact with her in private and reach the quarters where 
she slept, indicating little control of space that might otherwise have provided a site for 
prayer and solitude. These temptations were of the flesh and of the world and equated with 
the domestic sphere.707 Juetta’s trials were earthly trials, inherently bound up with the 
politics of the conjugal household. Ultimately, these trials in the domestic household 
confirmed her sanctity because she was able to evade the traps set by the devil.  
Arnulf also faced sexual temptation in the domestic context. Before Arnulf had 
entered Villers, he continued to be pursued by secular temptation. After Arnulf had settled 
down in bed, a woman attempted to seduce him. Arnulf only escaped the woman’s advances 
by running from the room.708 The most notable difference in these two accounts is that while 
the unprotected bed put Juetta at risk of rape, the same privacy put Arnulf at the risk of 
temptation. These differences are governed by gendered presumptions: sexual temptation as 
a result of the advances of a lascivious woman is more prominent in the vitae of men. 
 Attacks from demons replaced the human threat in the context of the religious bed. 
Goswin of Bossut described how Ida of Nivelles witnessed a demon enter the dormitory and 
instil fear into the hearts of the sleeping nuns.709 In another episode, Ida witnessed fire run up 
the walls of the dormitory.710 Ida fought the demons with private prayer. The vulnerability of 
sleep is more evident when the saint was male. Caesarius described the fate of an unfortunate 
conversi in his Dialogue. While the brothers rested at midday, a certain brother saw the devil 
in the guise of a Benedictine nun. The nun eventually stopped beside the bed of a sleeping 
brother and placed her arms around his neck, kissed him and vanished. The brother was 
found fast asleep and lying in a position that was “immodest and exposed” (impudice 
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nudatumque).711 He died within three days. Although no such incident occurs in the vitae, it 
is clear that the Villers conversi avoided sleep. Arnulf, who fought both human and demonic 
temptation, avoided sleep through prayer. The theologically troubling problem of night-time 
emissions and its implications for chastity and virginity could explain Arnulf’s resistance to 
sleep.712 Rather than a secure place of protection, the lack of control associated with sleep 
and the ambiguity of the virginal male body could be seen to create a fundamentally 
different place from the female dormitory.713 
 The bed as a dangerous space is indicated in the Rule of St Benedict. The Rule 
specified the ways that monks should sleep. Monks should be in the same room but in 
separate beds, with younger men placed between elders. Furthermore, the monks should be 
fully dressed in robes fastened with belts or cords and a lamp should be kept burning until 
sunrise.714 Nocturnal emissions were a particular issue and were counteracted in the daily 
liturgy. Evening prayers demanded that fantasies were held at bay, with a supplicant’s chaste 
members clean and pure after a night in bed.715 In the context of the rising importance of the 
sacrament, the purity of the clergy was of grave concern. Purity and the dormitory bed are 
configured differently in the female vitae. Thomas of Cantimpré described how the veins of 
Lutgard’s heart burst while she was praying by her bed. Although Lutgard was aged twenty-
eight, the rupture of her heart prevented her from menstruating.716 The purity and cleanliness 
of Lutgard’s body created a bed that lacked the possibility of impure actions.  
Gilchrist has argued that nuns’ dormitories tended to be located in the most 
restricted areas of the monastic complex. Gilchrist suggests that by placing nuns and 
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maidens in the most segregated areas, achieved through the boundaries of height and 
distance, women’s bodies were gendered as chaste and pure.717 Gilchrist’s reading of 
monastic space corresponds with some idealised representations of the female body and 
enclosure. However, the type of solitude needed for prayer was also achieved through 
behaviour.718 Hamburger has indicated that claustration did not equate to strict enclosure. 
The convent walls were a symbolic boundary between the secular world and the interior 
world of the nuns.719 Els de Paermentier has argued that access to the demarcated territory of 
the convent meant entering into a world in which there were specific rules and governance, 
as well as obedience to the higher authorities of abbess, pope and God.720 Paermentier argues 
that in this respect, the nun’s living quarters were public. Only in their spiritual relationship 
with God could nuns isolate themselves from their public community.721 
The variety of religious behaviours created a fluid and malleable religious space that 
could be transformed according to use. Margaret’s bedchamber most obviously reflects 
Gilchrist’s understanding of enclosure. Positioned at the highest point in the house, her 
bedchamber was physically segregated. Margaret’s dalliance in earthly romance and her 
young age also meant that Thomas went to greater lengths to emphasise Margaret’s chastity. 
This was done through her de facto enclosure. Ida’s chamber was fluid. Though separate 
from the domestic household, Ida’s chamber remained open to religious guests and created a 
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Wilderness 
Scholarship on the religious milieu of the thirteenth-century Low Countries has tended to 
focus on urban spaces rather than uninhabited or uncultivated land such as forests or 
woods.722 When wilderness or the ‘desert’ is mentioned, it is more often in relation to mental 
space and the creation of a spiritual desert and inner solitude. Margot H. King’s pioneering 
scholarship on beguine spirituality used the term ‘desert mothers’ to describe the mulieres 
religosae, but this was as much a homage to female religious movements and the continuity 
of religious trends than a comment on spiritual space.723 The focus on urban space is 
understandable. Following the Merovingian and Carolingian periods, the preference for a 
hermitage in the wilderness was increasingly replaced with the urban reclusorium. In the 
twenty-three vitae, only Gerlach can be seen to follow the eremitical model. Eremitus 
derives from eremus, the Latin word for desert. The hermit is intrinsically linked to the space 
of withdrawal and exile, while recluses and anchorites can be seen to occupy space that was 
at least geometrically fixed.724 The creation of heaven on earth has a long monastic history. 
In McAvoy’s reading of the writings of fifth-century monk and theologian John Cassian, the 
barren desert was transformed by the activity of the male anchorite. In a feat of heroic 
masculinity, the feminine desert was to be penetrated and defeated by the anchorite and thus 
transformed into a fertile garden.725 Ida of Léau’s anonymous biographer associated Ida’s 
body with a receptacle ready for the grace of God. Ida’s biographer remarked that Ida was 
the Lord’s “precious field” (agrum pretiosissimum), ready for him to harvest.726 Ida was 
fertile but passive terrain imbued with God-given holiness. Whereas the holy virgins 
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described in Jacques’ prologue to the vita Mariae were collectively imbued by the grace of 
God, John Cassian presents an active battle between the anchorite and wilderness. 
Simons’ lucid synthesis of beguine spirituality has challenged the notion that 
beguine life was ‘in-between’. Simons posits that the Low Countries’ mulieres religiosae 
exhibited a mental retreat from the world through their active apostolate and work, which 
can also be understood as a spiritual retreat into the world.727 However, the vitae indicate that 
saintly women and men maintained a strong relationship with the ‘natural’ world. This was 
displayed through movement and interaction in forests or woods. Over eighty years ago 
Marc Bloch drew attention to the dual understanding of the medieval forest: its density was 
both attractive and repellent.728 The forest could provide a space for solitude and 
contemplation or solitude and penance, or indeed it could be used for both purposes at once. 
Thomas of Celano gave one of the earliest accounts of how Francis of Assisi, the urban face 
of thirteenth-century penance, received his stigmata in the mountains of La Verna.729 This 
was both penitential imitatio Christi and a sign of spiritual advancement.    
Five of the saints fled into the forest for the purpose of solitary penance. This 
occurred either during childhood or adolescence or soon into the saints’ spiritual journey. 
Goswin of Bossut described how Arnulf went into the forest (silvis) in order to gather 
branches to beat himself.730 Ida of Léau sought solitary retreats (solitarios secretius) in order 
to strike her body.731 Margaret entered a forest (silva), stripped naked and scourged her body 
with branches and thorns. Margaret would press nettles into her bosom in order to imitate the 
wounds of Christ.732 Jacques described how Marie would escape into woods (nemora).733 
Christina was situated in the forest on several occasions in her vita. During one episode, 
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Christina ran through the forest, her body lacerated by thorns and brambles in the process.734 
Arnulf, Margaret and Christina explicitly chose objects from nature to lacerate their bodies. 
Thorns were symbolically connected to Christ’s crown and make an obvious comparison 
with Christ’s Passion.  
 Flight into the forest for the purpose of corporeal penance is more common in the 
vitae of women. More generally, asceticism that focused on the punishment of the body has 
been connected to representations of feminine piety. It has been suggested that clerical 
authors were more likely to somaticise female spirituality.735 Due to misogynist 
understandings of the female body and women’s exclusion from clerical endeavours such as 
preaching, biographers focused on women’s affective relationship to the divine. While it is 
certainly the case that women’s vitae tend to have more incidents of bodily penance and 
physical infirmity, the connection between femininity and somatic piety has been 
exaggerated. Both female and male saints used their physical flesh as a tool that could 
facilitate their relationship with the divine. Moreover, both women and men used physical 
asceticism as atonement for their transgressions and the transgressions of others. However, 
such behaviour is less common in the vitae of the clergy. Cases of corporeal punishment are 
absent in John’s vita and scarce in the vitae of Abundus, Godfrey Pachomius and Godfrey 
the Sacristan.  
Despite the designation of Marie as ‘proto-beguine’ and her frequent spiritual 
interactions, at times Marie appears to have resented the communality of beguine life. 
Jacques stated that “sometimes (Marie) knew about someone’s arrival beforehand through a 
revelation of the Holy Spirit even when they were a long way distant. She would then flee to 
a field or a nearby forest” (Quandoque tamen, cum Spiritu sancto revelante aliquorum, licet 
adhuc longe existentium, prænovisset adventum; ad rura vel propinqua nemora fugien).736 
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Escape to the forest was not a single occurrence; Jacques cites three instances of Marie’s 
escape to the wilderness. Jacques’ connection between escape and wilderness perhaps 
influenced Thomas in his vitae of Margaret and Christina. Both holy women would rush to 
the forest in order to avoid the interaction of everyday life.737 The peripheral and solitary 
forest acted as an antithesis to the urban town. Jacques leaves his audience in little doubt that 
Marie’s eventual move to Oignies was the direct result of her lack of solitude at 
Williambroux.738 
Apart from the nun Ida of Lèau, the women and men who fled to the forest 
maintained a strong bond with the world. Interestingly, it is in Ida’s vita that space is 
unspecified: she simply opted for solitary retreats. Arnulf’s, Margaret’s, Marie’s and 
Christina’s flight into the forest could be a means of emphasising their liminality. The 
traditional picture of the conversi as belonging to a lower social status than choir monks has 
been challenged. However, because of their economic responsibilities they were closer to the 
lay world than their monastic brethren. Although the idea of flight, specifically to the 
‘desert’, retained popularity throughout the Middle Ages, it is particularly associated with 
the period between the fourth and seventh centuries. However, abandonment of the world 
regained some of its popularity between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries in reaction to 
urban growth. According to one of Peter Damian’s eleventh-century sermons, abandonment 
of the world had led to forests filling with anchorites.739 Bernard of Clairvaux informed 
young scholars that they would learn more from the forest than the books found in their 
urban schools.740 
Foucault has argued that in the medieval period space was a “hierarchic ensemble” 
of place: the open and protected, and rural and urban.741 Although the forest was not entirely 
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isolated, it did represent the fringes of society. Jacques Le Goff has suggested that in the 
Middle Ages, it was not the contrast between city and country that was emphasised but the 
contrast between nature and culture. The built, cultivated and inhabited environment was 
distinguished from wild landscape such as oceans and forests.742 Howell has pointed out that 
in medieval images cities were depicted as bound and distinct space; they often looked like 
floating islands. In contrast, rural areas were empty and uninhabited.743 According to Le 
Goff, the popularity of the allegorical desert, represented as the forest in the cited vitae, was 
a reaction against urban growth.744 Arnulf’s, Margaret’s, Christina’s and Marie’s flight was a 
temporary act but one that contrasted the inhabited space of the town with the secluded 
landscape. In this natural environment the saints found solitude and the space to enact 
penance without the derision or scorn of their community. 
 Gerlach is the only saint in the twenty-three vitae who built a cell in the forest. 
Although his biographer describes the surrounding landscape as inhospitable and 
impenetrable, Gerlach’s oak tree received a steady stream of pilgrims. Gerlach’s Miracula, 
composed before his vita was written in the late 1220s, stated that the oak tree was 
considered a sacred space prior to Gerlach’s habitation. Healing power was attributed to the 
timber of the oak and this interwined with Gerlach’s sanctity.745 Gerlach was the recipient of 
a popular cult, which had its roots in the tree itself and grew as local pilgrims observed 
Gerlach’s ascetic lifestyle.746 Gerlach’s position in the rural landscape was public: his 
penitential example was observed and he is the only saint in the twenty-three vitae to have a 
lasting cult. 
In comparison to Gerlach, Christina was afforded isolation when she escaped to her 
allegorical desert. Despite Christina’s explicit purgatorial mission and the emphasis on 
bodily suffering and conversion, the first narrative episode that followed her resurrection 
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dealt with Christina’s quest for solitude. Thomas described how “Christina fled the presence 
of men with wondrous horror into deserted places, to trees, or the tops of castle or church 
towers, or any lofty structure” (Christina hominum praesentias miro horrore fugeret in 
desertis, in aboribus, in summitatibus turrim vel templorum vel quarumlibet rerum 
sublimium).747 As Christina’s sisters believed her to be under the control of demons, she was 
captured and returned home. With God’s assistance Christina managed to escape, whereupon 
she “fled into remote, deserted forests and there lived in trees after the manner of birds” 
(fugitque in remotis deserti silvis, et ubi in arboribus avium more vivebat).748 Although 
isolated and in desperate need of food, Christina was determined to remain “alone with God 
in her hiding place in the desert” (sola cum Domino in deserti secreto manere) and she 
begged for the Lord’s intercession.749  In answer to Christina’s prayers her virginal breasts 
miraculously filled with milk. The liquid that dripped from her breasts provided sustenance 
for nine weeks, which allowed her to remain within the depths of the forest.750  
Following de Certeau’s notion of spatial transformation, saintly behaviour, such as 
the process of flight and heroic asceticism, could transform the forest into the western 
equivalent of the eastern desert. Thomas makes this connection clear in his description of 
Christina’s “hiding place in the desert” (deserti secreto manere), a transformation made 
possible by Christina’s contemplation and miraculous nourishment.751 The desert functioned 
as both a symbolic and a geographical reality. The forest was situated at the fringes of 
cultivated land. It was a boundary that represented both a geographic and symbolic break 
with the town. Throughout the vita, Thomas uses Christina’s purgatorial role to critique 
usury and material excess. Christina’s habitation of the forest marked a contrast with 
populated areas. It allowed her to atone for others’ transgressions without their presence 
infringing on her own quest for solitude. 
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Alongside the broader depiction of wilderness and the desert, Thomas also 
emphasised the structures that Christina chose to inhabit. Similar to Christina’s initial search 
for “deserted places” (in desertis), in a subsequent episode Thomas stated that “when 
Christina wanted to pray, she had to flee to treetops or towers or any lofty space so that, 
remote from everyone, she might find rest for her spirit” (cum orare vellet, in summitatibus 
arborum vel turrim vel quarumsibet rerum sublimium fugere cogebatur, ut ibi remota ab 
amnibus, sui spiritus requiem inveniret).752 Although, as indicated in Marie’s vita, self-
imposed isolation in fields and forests was not uncommon in thirteenth-century vitae, 
Christina’s penchant for lofty structures is unique in the corpus of vitae under examination. 
Newman suggests that like the ancient stylites and dendrites who preferred unsteady treetops 
to pillars, Christina attempted to separate herself from the material world.753 Her precarious 
balancing act between heaven and earth, indicated by her desire for lofty heights, symbolised 
her resurrected body. 
Similar to her configuration of nunneries and enclosure, Gilchrist has argued that 
structures such as the tower reinforced the gendering of women’s bodies as chaste and pure. 
It is of little surprise, suggests Gilchrist, that the iconographic representation of chastity was 
the tower and that that the tower was central in the narratives of the virgin martyrs.754 
Thomas does not appear to connect Christina’s occupation of church and castle towers (in 
summitatibus turrim vel templorum) with her chastity but with her marginalisation.755 This 
marginalisation was not the result of exclusion, but emphasised the transcendental nature of 
Christina’s spirituality. It is possible that Thomas stressed Christina’s quest for lofty 
structures as a means to emphasise her primary role as purgatorial saint. Christina’s 
enactment of purgatory posited suffering as the primary imagining of purgatory. Her 
purgatory was to be lived out on earth. Like a relic from a saint’s body, her death and 
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resurrection connected Christina’s body to both the present and the future. As such, Thomas 
suggests that Christina’s corporeal self was no longer constrained by the limits of ordinary 
human flesh and bones. Nor was it constrained by geographical boundaries. 
Solitude in the forest was sought for three overriding purposes. The first was an 
enactment of penance, which occurred when the saint was a child or still living in the 
domestic context. The second, as Marie exhibited, was in order to avoid the demands of 
communal interaction. Marie fled to the forest in an active pursuit of solitude because the 
constant stream of visitors to Willambroux interrupted her contemplation. The openness of 
Marie’s household and her frequent journeys to the neighbouring churches meant that Marie 
would have had a visible presence within and outside her community. Christina’s interaction 
in the wilderness was both an example of purgatorial suffering and her desire for 
contemplative prayer, a feature of her vita that is often overlooked.  
 
The refectory and hearth 
According to the Rule of St Benedict, “the disciple is to be silent and listen” (tacere et audire 
discipulum convenit).756 In the refectory, monks were expected to be silent. According to the 
late thirteenth-century French text La Sainte Abbaye, preaching should occur in the refectory 
because it fed the soul.757 The Consuetudines Fratrum Predicatorum, regulations for 
Dominican friars composed in the mid-thirteenth century, stipulated that silence was 
expected in both the cloister and the refectory.758 Convent rules for Rich Clares in Medieval 
Ghent stipulated that absolute silence was expected in the church and the refectory.759 The 
religious refectory was shared space: rules specified when daily meals were to be eaten, the 
quantity and type of food and the observation of fasts. Similarly, the familial hearth was a 
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site to which all members of the household had access. In the vitae, both the religious and 
domestic household was a space for silence, restraint and inner solitude.  
All of the twenty-three vitae mention food consumption, whether in relation to feast 
days, fasting or sharing food. Eight of the biographers specify space in their discussion of the 
saints’ food practices. Goswin described how Ida entered the refectory with the other nuns. 
Once Ida was in the refectory, a visitation from Christ prevented her from consuming any 
food. Goswin is clear that this visitation differentiated Ida from her sisters: while the other 
nuns ate, Ida was nourished by Christ.760 Similarly, Jacques described how John the 
Evangelist would visit Marie during mealtimes. When this happened, Marie refused to eat 
with her sisters.761 Margaret was instructed to sit at the familial table during mealtimes. To 
the exasperation of her mother, Margaret would refuse to eat.762 When the conversation fell 
into gossip, Margaret would fall into a rapturous sleep. Some saints avoided the refectory or 
communal food areas altogether. While she still lived in her father’s home, Ida of Louvain 
stayed in her chamber (camera) and avoided the feasts of her wealthy family and kin.763 
Beatrice of Nazareth would retrieve small bits of stale bread from the kitchen and would take 
them back to her bed rather than eat with her fellow nuns. As a result her sisters accused her 
of excessive solitude.764 Goswin stated that while the other monks ate in the refectory, 
Abundus fattened himself with heavenly food in the chapter room.765 Ida of Léau disliked the 
refectory because she found it a burden to sit at the table with her sisters.766 She avoided the 
refectory altogether.  
 The saintly rejection of food has been well explored. Drawing on vitae 
predominantly from the fourteenth century, Bynum has suggested that, for medieval women, 
the control of food acted as a control of circumstance. Through fasting and food distribution, 
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Bynum suggests that women had a means of criticising, manipulating or even converting the 
family with whom they ate.767 Recent research has expanded Bynum’s hypothesis and 
scholars have noted that male saints also engaged in rigorous fasting, Eucharist devotion and 
food distribution.768 In the cited examples the common trend is both the rejection of food and 
the rejection of communal space. Although the medieval household was not principally a 
female space, Goldberg, amongst others, has argued that in many medieval households the 
hearth, kitchen and other areas of food preparation would have constituted the woman’s 
domain.769 In Margaret’s vita the table was a site of worldly femininity, gendered as such by 
Thomas’ depiction of idle chatter and gossip. Margaret’s refusal to eat was not just a mark of 
saintly restraint and corporeal control but also a rejection of the ‘place’ of the familial 
kitchen. Margaret separated herself from her family by falling into rapture. Marie and Ida of 
Nivelles similarly excused themselves from the table by retreating into themselves. Ida of 
Louvain, who had seemingly less power to display piety in front of her kin, avoided the table 
completely.  
  According to Lefebvre’s tripartite construction, ‘lived’ space was the space that “the 
imagination seeks to change and appropriate”.770 It both overlaid physical space and made 
“symbolic use of its objects”.771 The ‘conceived’ space of the religious refectory and familial 
hearth emerged from different ideological constructions; they functioned according to a 
different set of abstract rules. Unlike Bynum’s paradigm, the saints had little control over the 
hegemonic construction of these spaces. Physical rejection, as is the case with Ida of Léau, 
Beatrice, Ida of Louvain and Abundus, and mental rejection, exhibited by Marie, Margaret 
and Ida of Nivelles, allowed them to retreat from space but did not alter its configuration. 
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The main familial actors defined the kitchen and the refectory was understood according to 
established rules and customs.  
 
Conclusion 
An analysis of space for solitude has concentrated on the vitae of five women: Marie, 
Margaret, Juetta, Alice and Christina. This focus was unintentional. Although Beatrice was a 
prioress, she is arguably the most solitary and contemplative of the thirteen mulieres 
religiosae. According to her biographer, Beatrice’s mind was always in heaven and therefore 
she was oblivious to the world around her. Her sisters mocked Beatrice’s solitude but, of 
course, she did not notice.772 Place is mentioned rarely in Beatrice’s vita; her solitude was 
metaphorical. In the ten vitae dedicated to men, the biographers of the monks Abundus, 
Godfrey the Sacristan and Godfrey Pachomius spent a significant amount dedicated to the 
saints’ inner solitude and contemplation. Although place can be deduced when the Divine 
Office is mentioned, the contemplative episodes tend to be discussed abstractly.  
 Place is mentioned more frequently in the vitae of women, particularly those who 
lived outside the monastic paradigm. This is both a sign of their spatial freedom and their 
biographers’ preoccupation with such freedom. Marie, Margaret, Juetta and Christina were 
more ingrained in their material world and their quest for solitude was more likely to be both 
a physical and a mental escape. Alice is something of an anomaly. Although she was the 
most isolated, Alice longed for the communal rituals enjoyed by her sisters. The claustrum, 
segregated from the outside world, provided monastics with an opening to heaven.773 The 
sanctification of the claustrum created symbolic boundaries most apparent in access rights – 
guests, the infirm and some members of the congregation were excluded from particular 
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rituals.774 The monastic topography was sanctified through bodily performance. Liturgical 
enactments that moved from the church to the cloister created biblical space and imbued the 
cloister and its participants with the heavenly. Alice was denied this heavenly space. Her 
exile meant she had more reason to explore her interior world. 
 Despite their configuration as ‘conceived place’, the church, cell and bedchamber 
could be transformed into a heavenly thalamus. This connected women who were 
vocationally diverse and suggests the power of mental solitude. Wilderness was often sought 
in order for the saints to escape from their material world. Curiously, they enacted corporeal 
punishment once isolated. The link between the wilderness and penance indicates that the 
saints were responding to their built environment which, ideologically at least, contrasted 
with the uninhabited world. The saintly retreat from the refectory and hearth, whether 
physical or mental, moved across gendered and spatial boundaries.  
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Chapter Three 
Space for Communality 
 
 
You saw many holy virgins in the lily gardens of the Lord and you rejoiced. 
You saw crowds of them in different places, where they scorned carnal 
enticements for Christ, despised the riches of this world for the love of the 
heavenly kingdom, clung to their heavenly Bridegroom in poverty and 
humility, and earned a sparse meal with their hands although their families 
abounded in riches. 
 
Vidisti enim (& gavisus es) in hortis liliorum Domini multas sanctarum 
Virginum in diversis locis catervas, quæ spretis pro Christo carnalibus 
illecebris, contemptis etiam amore regni cælestis hujus mundi divitiis, in 
paupertate & humilitate Sponso cælesti adhærentes, labore manuum tenuem 
victum quærebant, licet parentes earum multis divitiis abundarent.775 
 
 
Jacques de Vitry’s prologue to the vita Mariae has become an inventory of thirteenth-
century feminine devotional traits. King describes the vita Mariae as “one of the most 
important documents in the history of thirteenth-century spirituality”.776 The prologue, and 
particularly Jacques’ allegory of the lily garden, is oft cited in scholarly literature.777 Jacques 
dedicated the vita Mariae to Fulk, the Bishop of Toulouse. Jacques explained that heretics 
had expelled Fulk from his own diocese. Consequently, Fulk sought refuge in modern-day 
northern France and Belgium, whereupon he came across the wondrous holy virgins of 
Liège.778 Jacques created the image of a fertile garden; the holy virgins were God’s seeds, 
planted and sown in order to create paradise on earth.779 This contrasted with the heretical 
strongholds in Toulouse. According to Jacques, Fulk was delighted that the virgins venerated 
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the Church and the sacramental orders.780 Jacques presented the virgins’ devotion to the 
corporeal Christ as an antidote to the Cathar heretics, whose alleged dualism stressed the 
innate evil of the flesh. At the time of Marie’s death in 1213, Catharism was a serious 
concern to orthodox religious officials. In 1213 a papal legate had commissioned Jacques to 
preach the crusade against the Cathars in regions of France and Lotharingia. He preached the 
crusade again in 1214.781  
Jacques’ prologue highlighted how mulieres religiosae rejected earthly suitors for 
their celestial Bridegroom and eschewed the worldly riches of their families.782 The virgins 
devoted themselves to Christ through their apostolic poverty (paupertate), humility 
(humilitate) and labour (labore).783 Throughout the prologue, Jacques continued to address 
Fulk and introduce the virgins of Liège with “you saw” (vidisti enim) and “you have seen” 
(vidisti etiam).784 Jacques eventually positioned himself as the central witness with “I saw” 
(vidi) and, on one occasion, “I knew” (novi).785 Jacques indicates the women’s visibility in 
the urban town but also stresses his and Fulk’s role as observers.  
 The vita Mariae emerged at a time when ascetic households were becoming 
increasingly palpable in the urban landscape; St Francis of Assisi, the eventual 
personification of thirteenth-century apostolicism, had visited beguinages on a pilgrimage to 
Liège in 1217.786 Jacques was one of the foremost champions of the mulieres religiosae but 
his vision of the religious milieu of Liège and the visible presence of mulieres religiosae was 
not shared with some thirteenth-century commentators. Gilbert of Tournai had, for example, 
accused mulieres religiosae of copying Scripture into French and reading their copies aloud 
in small rooms, workshops and squares (in conventiculis, in ergastulis, in plateis).787 
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Gilbert’s statement suggests a fear of women’s encroachment into the clerical, public and 
intellectual domain.    
 This chapter considers the visibility of the saints described in the twenty-three vitae. 
It does so through an investigation of space for communality. Emphasis on the noun (rather 
than the adjective ‘communal’) stresses the importance of human behaviour in determining 
place; it does not assume that such places can be categorised easily as ‘public’ or that the 
inhabitants of such places shared a communal ethos. Michel Foucault’s notion of a 
“hierarchic ensemble of place” specifies that intersections of oppositional place, such as the 
urban and rural and the protected and open, constituted medieval space.788 Foucault’s 
concept of intersecting hierarchies assists with the conceptualisation of communality. 
Communality does not suggest social cohesion, even in the clerically-authored vitae. 
Geometric place, such as the household, cell or church, could have thresholds and zones of 
inclusion and exclusion. To assume that the presence of bodies in one place is indicative of a 
group identity overlooks the construction of hierarchic ensembles. In this analysis, 
‘communality’ incorporates saintly actions and interactions that were witnessed or had 
multiple participants. The response to the saintly action could be positive, as displayed in 
Jacques’ prologue, or negative, as indicated by Gilbert’s comments to Pope Gregory X. 
 Communality, or communal piety, has been connected to the vita activa. With the 
growth of individual religious communities and households in the expanding market 
economy, the meaning of vita activa widened to include the broader ‘apostolic’ activities 
indicated in Jacques’ prologue: domestic labour, charity, renunciation of material wealth and 
praying for the dead. This chapter will also include discussion of acts of mutual edification, 
miracles, hospitality, holy conversation, preaching and teaching. Public displays of imitatio 
Christi, saintly ‘madness’, begging and penance could also be actions that required an 
audience. Such displays of sanctity were often contentious, particularly for mulieres 
religiosae. While place remains the organising principle, it is important to note that the 
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spatial categories overlap and intersect. The domestic household was, for example, emulated 
in the recluse’s cell and the site of Christ’s Passion transferred to the streets.  
 
The domestic household 
The domestic household was an economic unit and an affective space.789 The economic and 
affective were neither mutually exclusive nor synonymous with the public and private 
spheres. Recent scholarship has challenged the notion that the medieval, or indeed the 
modern, bourgeois household was a feminine or private space.790 Goldberg has questioned 
the concept of gendered spheres in the peasant household, a notion posited by Barbara A. 
Hanawalt.791 The elite household could symbolise a model of institutional power or it could 
provide a pedagogical tool for moral policing, particularly in terms of maintaining gendered 
and economic hierarchies.792 For example De Doctrina Cordis, a thirteenth-century Latin 
treatise, allegorised inner devotion with domestic tasks. Denis Renevey connects this 
metaphor to control of the female body.793 Part of the problem lies with oversimplification: 
medieval household structures varied. There is a paucity of archaeological evidence dating 
from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, as sturdier timber-framed houses became more 
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widespread in northern parts of Europe from the fourteenth century onwards.794 Much of the 
earlier medieval literary evidence focuses on the aristocratic model, which replicated the 
royal household.795 The structure of the artisan household, with workshop, wife and 
apprentice, has been questioned by Heather Swanson. Swanson has suggested that in 
England medieval authorities disseminated this image, as it promulgated a recognisable, 
masculine order.796 Howell indicates that the household was the “centre of economic 
production” in the medieval Low Countries, but also notes the variations of household 
production.797 In their examination of late medieval Douai, Ellen Kittell and Kurt Queller 
suggest that gender-specific language in civic records indicates that the city did not begin to 
refer to a patriarchal head of household until the fourteenth century, denoting new forms of 
social control in the household structure in the later Middle Ages.798  
The thirteen vitae dedicated to women suggest some variation to the patriarchal and 
bourgeois household model. Margaret and Christina lived in households run by women and 
were involved in the household’s economic upkeep. Thomas described how Christina was 
instructed to watch the herds in the pasture while her older sister took the mantle of 
household upkeep.799 Areas of the household were defined and produced by the collective 
identity of its occupants. Certain members of the household were excluded from or 
connected to particular areas according to their status, age and gender. Christina’s humble 
positioning, reminiscent of St Margaret of Antioch, is indicative of her economic status and 
her penitential role. 
Mulder-Bakker has noted that scholarship on private ascetic households is limited in 
comparison to monastic households.800 A similar suggestion can be made for mulieres 
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religiosae who remained at home. It is difficult to differentiate holy women who remained in 
the household from single women or widows, as both groups engaged in similar domestic 
labour such as spinning or weaving.801 Women who lived in domestic households remained 
anonymous unless contemporaries perceived their example as worthy of commemoration. 
One useful avenue that can be used to explore holy women’s (and men’s) lives is to consider 
the formation of their piety within shared household space. Juetta’s first acts of charity took 
place in her father’s household and her cell attached to the church of Sainte Marie Madeleine 
emulated the affective household unit. Godfrey Pachomius’ strong familial bond contributed 
to his intercessory piety at Villers. The household could also provide a stage for saintly 
trials, in which saints differentiated themselves from the hegemonic identity of the 
paterfamilias.  
The saint’s early life in the household was determined by gender and medieval life 
stages. Weinstein and Bell’s suggestion that male saints underwent an abrupt conversion 
during adolescence, while female saints displayed undeviating piety from childhood, has 
been maintained in more recent historiography.802 Abrupt conversion can be linked to wider 
conceptualisations of gendered life course. A number of competing age schemes, deriving 
from the classical era, noted between four and seven (male) life stages. However, variations 
could occur within seemingly stable models.803 Age was biologically and socially 
determined: physical changes to the body served as indicators for transition but rites de 
passage such as possession of a household after marriage determined new social status.804 
The acquisition of new status has been associated with constructions of masculinity; 
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masculine status was acquired and could be lost.805 For some moral commentators, 
adolescence was deemed a “contested territory”.806 At a point of crucial transformation, 
behaving in a way that was considered deviant to expected societal norms could be 
punishable.807 Arnulf most obviously identifies with the saintly conversion model. Goswin 
described how, in the first flower of his youth, Arnulf “paid no heed to Solomon’s word 
about how vain is youth and its wanton revelry” (nequaquam advertens quod ait Salomon, 
adolescentia et voluptas vana sunt).808 The domestic household does not feature in Arnulf’s 
vita and Arnulf moved to Villers soon after his initial act of contrition.  
Abundus, Godfrey Pachomius and John counter the masculine conversion paradigm. 
Curiously, the biographers of the vitae of Abundus, Godfrey and John framed the 
prospective saints’ youthful sanctity within the context of the domestic household. Of 
course, Abundus’, Godfrey’s and John’s prolonged period in the household was presumably 
due to twelfth-century changes to the child oblate system. In 1157 the Cistercians raised the 
minimum age of oblate from sixteen to nineteen. According to Constable, by the thirteenth 
century child oblation had nearly disappeared.809 These changes were intended to ensure that 
those individuals drawn to a religious life made the decision to enter a traditional order of 
their own accord. Regardless of the changes to child oblation, the household proved a 
formative space to the male saints’ spiritual identity. 
For the three prospective saints, the household mirrored the occupational household, 
which Davis suggests is often overshadowed by the conjugal model in scholarship.810 
Abundus, Godfrey and John were encouraged in their religious education prior to their vow. 
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Abundus’ mother encouraged his faith and ensured that he became learned in letters at the 
largest church in the town.811 John was also encouraged by his family and received his 
religious training in Paris.812 Godfrey’s mother was devoted to the Virgin and was concerned 
that her children should receive a religious education. The antipathy often expressed towards 
biological family is absent in Godfrey’s vita and the first episodes of his short vita are 
dedicated to the mutual edification Godfrey shared with his family.813 All three men 
maintained contact with their family after they had entered their prospective religious 
households. Abundus received the abbot’s permission to return home in order to persuade his 
sister to enter La Ramée rather than take an earthly husband.814 Abundus’ intercession 
extended beyond the walls of Villers and he maintained an active interest in the salvation of 
his family. 
The image of the puella/puer senex is a common topos in medieval hagiography and 
is prominent in the vitae of the mulieres religiosae. Ida of Léau’s anonymous biographer 
describes how the young Ida had “grey-haired maturity” (matura canitie) and Jacques 
describes how Marie “foreshadowed in her youth what...she would be in the future in her old 
age” (auspicio præsignans in pueritia, qualis futura esset in provecta ætate).815 Jacques’ 
statement was clearly rhetorical; Marie died aged thirty-six. Voaden and Volf argue that 
hagiographers represented female saints as precociously pious as a means to differentiate 
women from a culture that associated them with the corporeal and emotional. Allegedly 
more prone to sexual deviancy and easy prey to the devil, women and their biographers 
disassociated themselves from their essential nature by stressing that they were vessels of 
election from birth.816 Jacques explained that Marie and John were unlike other young people 
(juvenes) their age because they had managed to overcome the adolescent (adolescentiæ) 
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penchant for carnal desire and lust.817 Accordingly, Marie was promised that she would be 
rewarded one hundred fold in heaven.818 Jacques’ attribution was influenced by Marie’s 
gender and her age. 
In the thirteen vitae dedicated to holy women, only Philip, the biographer of the vita 
Elisabeth sanctimonialis, remained silent on the saints’ domestic household. This omission 
is likely the result of the textual, as opposed to biographical, peculiarities of the vita. 
Biographers allegorised the domestic household as the protector of saintly girls. The 
anonymous biographer of vita Aleydis described how the young Alice followed the model of 
the Virgin and lingered at home, remaining “inside her room” (intra cubiculū).819 Alice’s 
biographer compares Alice with the ill-fated Dinah, who went out “into the streets” (in 
eplateas) in order to concern herself with the “beauty of other women” (aliarum feminarum 
pulchritudinem).820 Similarly to Alice’s biographer, the author of Vita Beatricis stated that 
Beatrice “rarely could be seen by anyone outside the walls of her house” (siquidem extra 
limites domus sue raro quidem ab aliquo videri potuit) and Goswin described how Ida of 
Nivelles “lingered at home with her mother” (domi cum matre sua morabatur) in order to 
avoid the bad influence of her worldly and wanton peers.821 This kind of imagery is not 
evident in Abundus’, Godfrey’s and John’s vitae. The household functioned as a symbolic 
barrier between a pious girl and the outside world, while the male saints were allowed 
relative spatial freedom, particularly in order to gain a religious education. Abundus was 
educated at the local church while his sister Walburgis was “so enlightened by the Holy 
Spirit” (Spiritu Sancto mentem ejus interius illustrante) that she lived a virginal life in “the 
parental home” (in domo parentum).822  
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The biographer of Ida of Louvain’s vita stated that before Ida had reached the age of 
eighteen her virginity was under the paternal protection of hearth and home.823 The hearth 
was the symbolic and often physical centre of the medieval household.824 Concerns over 
social status, family structure and honour played a significant role in enforcing virginity and 
constructing female sexuality.825 While spatial metaphors were used to describe the 
cloistered hearts of the adult saints, the young saints’ bodies were guarded by the geometric 
structure of the household. The girls’ rejection of the street in favour of the household was 
appropriate for their age, status and early pious inclination. However, the saints’ enclosure 
within the domestic household was not a literal imprisonment. In their vitae, the young 
saints’ physical absence from the streets and enclosure in the home rendered them visible.  
Ida of Léau’s biographer stated that Ida kept away from worldly crowds on feast days.826 
Much of medieval people’s social life was organised around seasonal festivities outside the 
household and, according to Gilchrist, social life was structured according to age cohorts.827 
Ida’s absence from communal festivities would have been a noted symbol of differentiation. 
In the context of thirteenth-century apostolicism and the renunciation of material 
wealth, charity and labour are two components of the vita activa particularly emphasised in 
studies on ascetic households. Margaret spent the entirety of her life in the household before 
her premature death aged twenty-one. Margaret’s family belonged to the urban bourgeoisie: 
Margaret’s household had an upper storey and the family could afford a child servant until 
Margaret, fearful of any male contact, asked her mother to remove him from the house.828 
However, Margaret’s and her sister’s participation in household labour (laboraret) suggests 
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that the family did not have a surplus of material wealth.829 When Margaret carelessly broke 
a wooden goblet that belonged to her mother, she took it to a nearby carpenter (her one-time 
suitor) to be fixed. In another episode of domestic ineptitude, Margaret returned home from 
church inebriated and, as a result, threw away some eggs that were intended for her family’s 
dinner. Thomas stated that Margaret felt guilty because the eggs were all the family had left 
to eat.830 Margaret’s prayers miraculously repaired the eggshells but rather than join her 
family to eat, Margaret hid in her room (inclusa) and went without food.831 
In her vita, Margaret’s bedchamber was transformed into a space suitable for solitary 
devotion. Ritual performance and physical withdrawal from communal space in the 
household equated the bedchamber with a heavenly thalamus. Interior withdrawal could be 
achieved in communal space: self-regulated silence mirrored the space of the cloister and 
allowed Margaret a sensory retreat from the noise and activity of communal gossip at the 
familial table. This was also the case when Margaret was implored to assist her family with 
housework. Thomas described how Margaret’s mother insisted that Margaret help her sisters 
with domestic chores. Margaret grabbed a distaff but would soon fall into rapture.832 
Following Margaret’s lacklustre performance at spinning, Margaret’s mother “gave Christ’s 
beloved fawn her freedom” (dilectam, humilem Christi tribuit liberati).833 Margaret’s success 
at living at home can be attributed partly to the affective support she received from her 
family members. Margaret was allowed to remove the male servant from the household, 
indicating some control over household space. Moreover, her family eventually recognised 
her sanctity: Thomas described how a bright star appeared on Margaret’s shoulder while she 
sat with her mother and aunt at home.834 The appearance of the star was a visual 
confirmation of Margaret’s holiness.  
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Sealing the body from the sensorial sphere of communal household space is an 
unusual feat in the vitae. The household was more often presented as a space in which the 
saint displayed acts of charity as a means to differentiate themselves from the worldly 
identity of their kin. Ida of Louvain lived religiously in her father’s household before 
entering Roosendaal during adulthood. As Ida had long resented her father’s secular wealth, 
she occupied a single room (camera) in his household, which allowed her some freedom to 
live piously. Ida’s biographer described how Ida’s father refused a pauper hospitality after 
the man had stopped off at the threshold of the house.835 Ida stood at her father’s doorway 
and interceded on the man’s behalf. On a separate occasion a pauper came to Ida’s room 
directly. Ida welcomed the man and attended to his needs, like a “second Martha” 
(alteram…martham).836 Juetta also used the household as a base for active charity. 
Following the death of her husband, Juetta stripped her household of its possessions and 
gave them to the poor. According to Hugh, Juetta “opened her gate to the wayfarer, receiving 
guests and pilgrims with hospitality” (deinde ostium suum aperuit viatori, peregrinos 
hospitio receipiendo et hospites).837 Juetta’s father was furious that she was squandering her 
sons’ inheritance and persuaded her to invest some of her income.838 This act of usury would 
drive Juetta’s later penitential asceticism.  
 Corresponding with Bynum’s analysis of the significance of food to religious 
women, the distribution of familial wealth and welcoming the poor into the domestic 
household can be seen as an extension of female control of circumstance. Thomas suggested 
that Christina fasted because she had nothing else to give up.839 From wealthier backgrounds, 
Ida and Juetta were able to surpass Christina’s renunciation; their charity was linked to the 
mercantile wealth from which they emerged. Parallels can be drawn with Italian male saints, 
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such as Homobonus and Raimondo, who similarly opened their households to the needy.840 
However, while the male saints maintained autonomy over their charitable distribution, Ida 
and Juetta still had to contend with hostile family members. Clerics encouraged medieval 
wives to implore their husbands for benefit of the church and Queen Esther, in many ways 
the proto-intercessor, negotiated with her husband in domestic space.841 Even as a widow, 
Juetta’s charitable actions were limited. The domestic household remained defined by the 
saints’ fathers and, unlike Esther, the saints’ communal charity was directed towards guests 
and travellers rather than the household’s permanent occupants.  
The domestic household as a hostile space has a long hagiographic history. The 
virgin martyrs experienced violence within a domestic context.842 Trials in domestic space 
provided biographers with a means to articulate saintly identity in the first stages of 
conversio. In the vitae of Ida of Louvain and Christina, the household was reconfigured as a 
quasi-prison, terrain so hostile that it became a site for penance. Similar to the early acts of 
contrition in the church, the juxtaposition of space is central to this configuration. 
Symbolically rejecting the wealth of her father, Ida walked along busy streets and squares 
wearing a cheap rag. While Ida’s biographer stated that Ida’s spectacle was the result of a 
divine vision, he acknowledged that it did look as if she had gone mad.843 Ida’s family shared 
the latter opinion and had Ida strapped down at home. Ida’s biographer noted that, although 
Ida’s body was shackled, her heart was free.844 Nancy Caciola has highlighted the ambiguity 
of Ida’s actions; her behaviour could be perceived as saintly, demonic or simply peculiar.845 
Ida’s public behaviour differed from her interiorised vision. Her vision gave her inner 
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freedom, while her frenzied outer display resulted in her physical confinement. Although 
Ida’s act was confrontational, she indicated an otherness that her biographer suggests was 
intentional. Her ragged clothes displayed poverty while her incarceration was an act of 
imitatio Christi.      
A similar but more extreme example is exhibited in the Vita Christinae. Following 
several demonstrations of excessive public penance including jumping into icy rivers and 
hanging on gallows, Christina’s family had Christina captured and returned home. Thomas 
stated that her sisters were embarrassed and believed that Christina was possessed by 
demons.846 Following her capture, Christina was strapped “firmly to a pillar in a cellar where 
the chains hung on all the walls” (eam in cellario ex omni parte munito vinculis sortiter 
constrictam & ad columnam ligatam).847 Christina’s sisters ensured the doors were locked 
and only released her once they had witnessed Christina’s breasts miraculously lactate oil.848 
The binding of Christina to a pillar in the cellar was reminiscent of Christ’s scourging during 
the Passion and her numerous escapes from the locked cellar mirrored Peter’s and Paul’s 
prison escapes.849  
In the twenty-three vitae, reference to a household ‘cellar’ occurs only in Christina’s 
vita. The cellar, positioned at the bottom point of the household, was reminiscent of a prison 
and symbolised Christina’s purgatorial piety. Thomas was explicit that Christina was a 
purgatorial saint: her trials were for the benefit of souls.850 Alan Bernstein has argued that 
there was not a ‘top down’ concept of purgatory and there were differences according to 
“personal, psychological, theological and dogmatic” understandings.851 In its theological 
configuration, purgatory was the punitive and redemptive suffering undergone by elect souls 
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between the moment of death and their movement to heaven.852 After Christina’s sisters 
witnessed Christina’s miraculous lactation, the affective configuration of the household 
returned. 
Christina’s purgatorial piety is indicated in some of her other actions in domestic 
space. Thomas stated that Christina would leap into fiery ovens in people’s homes (domibus 
hominum) while bread baked.853 Ordinary acts of domestic devotion, rather than 
extraordinary feats of corporeal devotion, have been highlighted in recent historiography.854 
Women would bake bread marked with crosses, give out food as charity and govern their 
families’ fasting practices.855 Christina’s audience was described in gender-neutral terms. 
However, if the domestic hearth was a largely female space, it seems likely that women 
cared for the ovens into which Christina leapt. Thomas stated that after she had jumped into 
the ovens, Christina howled in pain as if she were in the throngs of childbirth.856 Although 
Thomas used this proverbial phrase frequently, the language could be an indication of 
Christina’s female audience. It is curious that Thomas also used lactation as a symbol of 
Christina’s sanctity. In this case, her sisters were witness to the miracle and were finally 
persuaded that Christina was godly rather than demonic. Although male saints made public 
declarations of penance and embraced somatic piety, such extraordinary acts of purgatorial 
penance are absent from the male vitae apart from the vita Arnulfi. Christina, whose public 
behaviour had caused embarrassment and shame to her family, was perhaps afforded more 
autonomy of action because the witnesses were female. 
Many of the saints’ actions in the domestic context can be aligned to long-standing 
hagiographic traditions. However, it does seem that communal actions in domestic space 
were reflective of a saint’s later piety. Margaret, who lived her entire life at home, managed 
to find some sort of balance between solitude and sharing household space. Juetta attempted 
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to carve a religious life at home and became dedicated to charity, a characteristic that would 
continue once she began to serve lepers. Christina balanced between heaven and earth. Her 
extraordinary example of purgatorial piety offered a pastoral image that was directed toward 
women. Abundus and Godfrey displayed contemplative constancy throughout their lives. 
This journey began at home.   
 
The church  
An interiorised response to the liturgy has indicated that church rituals could prompt solitary 
devotion in public space. In these episodes, biographers described the saints’ personal 
responses to the divine without mention of a community being present. The church could 
also provide a space for communality. Suydam has noted that in the vitae of the mulieres 
religiosae, spiritual phenomena tended to occur with most frequency in the public space of 
the church during Mass.857 In the twenty-three vitae, biographers rarely depicted 
conversations in the church unless they were between the saint and a priest or, more usually, 
the saint and God. Miracles in the church, witnessed by the saint’s community, are the most 
ubiquitous form of communal edification in the vitae. These miracles often worked to 
validate the saint in his or her community and are prevalent in the vitae of women and men.  
Biographers had propagandist motivations for their depictions of public miracles. 
Most obviously, the sanctity of the saint was established when miracles were witnessed. 
Miracles often marked a transition in the saint’s spiritual journey or demonstrated a saint’s 
sanctity in the face of detractors. The anonymous biographer of the vita Caroli described an 
incident that occurred at the beginning of Charles’ monastic career. Charles’ biographer 
described how during the Divine Office, a conversus witnessed a white dove descend from 
heaven and hover above Charles’ head. The dove remained in the church until after the Te 
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Deum had been sung.858 The miracle is also described in the Gesta Sanctorum and Caesarius 
retells a similar story in his Dialogue.859 Much of the vita Caroli is concerned with Charles’ 
administrative and intercessory power. The biographer describes how the abbey grew under 
Charles’ abbacy; a house of twelve monks grew to a house of one hundred monks and more 
than three hundred conversi.860 Reminiscent of the vita of Bernard of Clairvaux, Charles’ 
biographer stressed that many of these acquaintances followed in Charles’ footsteps and 
made their profession to the Cistercian Order.861 
The biographer is clear that the growth of Villers under Charles’ abbacy was made 
possible by the skills that Charles had cultivated prior to his religious career: Charles put 
down his sword but “took up the weapons of the sacred army” (arma assumit sacrae 
militia).862 While the growth of Villers under Charles’ abbacy emphasised his extensive 
political and economic power, this was not tantamount to spiritual power. The incident in the 
church confirmed Charles’ spiritual authority and the image of the dove descending from 
heaven drew parallels with Christ’s baptism.863 As Charles maintained powerful contacts 
during his abbacy, it is significant that a conversus witnessed and confirmed the miracle. The 
Cistercian conversi, in the vitae and in Caesarius’ Dialogue, represent humility and austerity. 
Charles’ own humility was connected to the conversus who confirmed the miracle. While the 
vita Caroli did not enjoy a huge success in terms of manuscript transmission, the Dialogue 
and the Gesta Sanctorum had a wide circulation among religious communities and Cistercian 
houses.864 The authors chose to emphasise the story of Charles and the dove as a means to 
connect the memory of Charles with the humble growth of Villers.  
  A similar confirmation of piety occurs in the vita Odiliae. Before Odilia became a 
recluse at St Severin, she would attend Mass held in the church of St Denis. Her biographer 
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described how, during Mass, a recluse attached to a cell at the church observed Odilia’s holy 
aura and demanded that Odilia be brought to her cell. Although the recluse later became 
jealous of Odilia’s popularity with the religious community, this fateful meeting resulted in 
Odilia receiving support from John of Liroux.865 John was an important supporter of holy 
women and had attempted to obtain papal support for beguines in 1216. Recognition of 
Odilia’s holiness was particularly important in the context of Odilia’s previous sexual 
transgressions, in which she had not only conceived a son but also taken a second husband. 
The church juxtaposed with the household she had shared with her husband, while her 
holiness was recognised by established members of the church. 
 In Lefebvre’s paradigm, the church was the centre of the medieval social world. As 
the dominant medieval space, it was a zone in which individuals passed tests in order to 
prove that they belonged to that particular space.866 Social tests occurred in the everyday 
spatial positioning of the church. Women entered the church through certain entrances and 
were seated in particular areas. Their gaze, bodily gestures and clothes were controlled.867 
The Cistercian conversi were separated from their monastic brethren and although they were 
sometimes permitted to listen to the sermon read to the monks in the chapter house, they 
were made to stand outside the building in the cloister and listen through the window if there 
was insufficient space inside.868 Charles and Odilia passed tests in church space in order to 
assert their holiness. For Charles, this involved recognition from a humble member of the 
congregation and for Odilia, recognition from established religious.  
 Miracles in the church could also provide moments of mutual inebriation between 
saint and witness. According to Thomas Aquinas, there were two types of alterations 
involved in sensory perception: natural and spiritual. The spiritual was exemplified in 
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colours and light.869 Light was an important visual indication of sanctity in the vitae, as 
suggested by the star on Margaret’s shoulder. Thomas described how a nun saw light coming 
out of Lutgard’s mouth during vespers.870 This had a transformative effect on the nun, who 
bathed in Lutgard’s divine grace. Ida of Louvain’s anonymous biographer described how a 
friend of Ida’s saw Ida become illuminated in the church.871 Biological linearity in the vita 
Idae is unclear, but it seems likely that this event occurred in the parish church rather than 
the church at Roosendaal. The witness to the miracle was a beguine with whom Ida was 
acquainted.872 Although the woman was the only witness to Ida’s divine radiation, she shared 
the miracle afterwards. Like Charles’ textual example, the memory of Ida’s illumination 
continued after the initial event. Lutgard’s and Ida’s illumination proved their sanctity in 
church space but the miracles went further; they had a transformative effect on the women 
who witnessed them, as the light emanated from the saints’ bodies to the witness’ eye.  
 
The dormitory 
Gilchrist’s archaeological investigation of monastic space has indicated that nuns were 
placed (through boundaries of distance and height) in the most concealed areas of the 
monastic complex.873 Inside the dormitory, nuns’ cells did not tend to have the shape of fully 
enclosed rooms. The dormitory was partitioned, with the abbess’ quarters placed in a way 
that allowed her to view all the beds. There was limited possibility for seclusion in the 
dormitory.874 Monastic rules and the positioning of nuns’ space contributed to the ideological 
constriction of communal space, particularly in relation to order and power. However, rules 
and materiality do not necessarily represent the everyday reality of nuns’ lived experience. 
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Hamburger points out that the nuns’ option for a partial withdrawal during the night was a 
welcome indulgence.875 He also notes that the negative connotations of strict enclosure were 
not necessarily held by the nuns; literal imprisonment was rarely a physical or perceived 
reality.876 
 Strict segregation and control are not exhibited in the vitae. The dormitory was more 
often a space for prayer or edification. In the vitae of women and men, vigils were held 
throughout the night, as the majority of the saints avoided sleep in order to pray. Miracles 
involving light, similar to those in the church, occurred in the dormitory in the vitae of the 
mulieres religiosae. Thomas stated that while Lutgard kept vigils during the night, her fellow 
nuns were comforted by the spectacle of light emanating from her body.877 Suydam has 
explored the themes of textual communities, saintly performance and mutual transformation 
and cites Lutgard’s illumination in the dormitory. According to Suydam’s reading, Lutgard’s 
public performance resulted in the transformation of herself and of her fellow nuns who also 
received an “augmenting of the Grace”.878 The transmission of the vita continued to have a 
transformative effect on the audience, in what Suydam describes as an “ongoing collectivity 
of production and reception”.879  
The dormitory was compartmentalised in a way that encouraged communication 
and, as exhibited in Lutgard’s vita, comfort. In the vitae of Ida of Louvain and Ida of 
Nivelles the dormitory became a space that allowed women to share stories of God.880 
Goswin described how, following an administrative trip to Liège, Ida of Nivelles and a 
fellow nun lodged for a night at a beguinage. In the dormitory, the women shared stories of 
God and, miraculously, a small candle provided the women with a flickering light 
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throughout the night.881 In Thomas’ vita of John, Thomas relayed a miracle which involved 
mutual edification as a result of light witnessed in the dormitory.882 Thomas’ anecdote did 
not relate to his own saintly subject but to some sisters with whom John was acquainted. The 
dormitory is only mentioned once in relation to John himself. In this incident, John 
demanded to be carried to the church rather than linger in bed with dropsy.883 The dormitory 
was equated with inactivity, unlike Thomas’ depiction of Lutgard’s communal night-time 
vigils.  
This type of mutual transformation was not exclusive to the place of the dormitory. 
Ida of Louvain was in regular contact with local beguines she had met in a Dominican 
church. These beguines formed part of Ida’s first spiritual networks and she welcomed such 
religious women into her chamber. Ida’s biographer describes an incident in which one of 
Ida’s friends was staying with her overnight. Ida’s friend requested that she and Ida sleep on 
the balcony (solario) so they could pass the night together in vigils and prayer.884 Ida was at 
first reluctant as she was not used to “letting mortal witnesses...observe her at her secret 
devotions” (secretorum suorum testem & conscium hominem mortalem admittere non 
consueverat).885 However, she eventually acquiesced and spent the night with her friend on 
the balcony where they engaged in prayer and godly conversation. Ida’s biographer 
described how at one point Ida and the woman looked up towards the night sky and saw the 
heavens split open. Sunbeams bathed Ida in light and Ida’s friend was a witness to the 
miracle.886 
The duality of Ida’s bedchamber is apparent in its function as a solitary and shared 
space. In prayer, ascetic feats and liturgical devotion, Ida’s chamber was separated from the 
secular affairs of the domestic household. It offered the tranquillity and peace of the cloister 
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and was an appropriate space for Ida to engage in private devotion. Ida’s shift to the balcony 
transformed her space. Balconies could act as a channel between the interior and exterior 
worlds of the house and street. For example, Charles Burroughs has investigated the ways in 
which marriage contracts of the Italian nobility were announced on porticos.887 In full view 
of the public, the ritual served to create a social memory of the alliance between two 
houses.888 Ida’s prayer with her friend on her balcony was not public beyond the scope of her 
small religious community. In this regard, Ida’s bedchamber resembled the religious 
dormitory.  
Episodes of illumination and mutual edification occurred across the boundaries of 
place. The church, dormitory and household were joined through their connection to the 
heavenly realm, emphasised through the sensory perception of illumination. The saints were 
sometimes unaware of their illuminated bodies, however such miracles were always 
witnessed. In such cases, women’s connection to the divine was visualised through light 
rather than vocalised. The saintly body acted as a passive receptacle of the divine and the 
women’s obliviousness to their illumination was a mark of feminine modesty. Ida of 
Louvain, however, had been aware of her own illumination, as her biographer explained that 
Ida saw the sunbeams with her corporeal eyes.889 Visions were particularly central to female 
spirituality, however the ascent towards spiritual perfection was a steeper climb for women 
religious than for their male contemporaries.890 Augustine’s categorisation of visions created 
a ranking in which intellectual visions were placed above the spiritual and corporeal.891 The 
perceived corporeality of women positioned female visionaries at the bottom of the visionary 
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ladder. As Voaden and Volf point out, the mystical experience of women replicated the 
hegemonic gender paradigm, in which men were believed to be capable of higher spiritual 
achievement based on their inherent intellectual capacity.892 Women religious, subject to the 
authority of a spiritual director or confessor, required validation for their visionary 
encounters. Coakley has argued that the very power of religious women, as indicated by their 
biographers, derived from their revelatory powers.893 Through their bodily otherness, the 
women signified to male clerics the presence of the divine.894 However, while the 
biographers might have validated the miracles, the witnesses were women. The oral 
tradition, at least, derived initially from the mouths of women.   
 
The grange 
The ‘grange’ tends to be associated with the Cistercian model, not least because the 
Cistercian Order had such a strong connection to the abbey’s surrounding landscape. In this 
analysis, grange will be taken to mean the land contained within the wider religious 
complex. As such, it will include the Cistercian farms and granges (and the buildings within) 
as well as the land and workshops attached to ‘convent’ beguinages and independent 
religious households. Miller has argued that the vita mixta is representative of a specifically 
beguine life.895 However, Miller’s comment can be expanded to include many of the 
monastic and anchoritic women and men discussed in the vitae. Before the middle of the 
twelfth century the monastery was the principle space that women and men enacted the vita 
mixta. Its fundamentals were structured around the Rule of St Benedict and the components 
of ora et laboras.896 As such, the activities carried out on the religious grange, particularly 
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labour and charity, can be expected in all of the vitae regardless of the guidelines set out in 
rules.  
The communality of the beguine life is one of its lasting legacies: charters from the 
Begijnhof Ter Hooie in Ghent attest that the combination of work and prayer remained 
fundamental to the beguine life well into the twentieth century.897 It is harder to determine 
the daily life of beguines in the early thirteenth century. There are statutes for individual 
beguine houses but no definitive beguine rule exists. The Règle des fins Amans, a document 
from Northern France, is more of a codification of beguine life than a standard document 
stipulating daily activities.898 Beguines did not take a vow of poverty and, in order to 
survive, they maintained their property rights and practised a craft so they could earn an 
income. This differentiated beguines from nuns, who lived in institutions that depended on 
revenues from estates cultivated by conversi and labourers.899  
Contemporary supporters such as Jacques stressed that women such as Marie lived 
hand by mouth in order to survive: begging was a transitory action for mulieres religiosae. 
There was a diversity of beguine work but the bulk of evidence suggests that women who 
lived in both the ‘court’ and ‘convent’ structures worked in the textile industry. Urban 
decrees that pertained to beguine work had several clauses on the production, treatment and 
surplus of cloth.900 Simons suggests that beguines’ involvement in the textile industry far 
surpassed the activities of cloistered nuns and bore more of a resemblance to the professional 
activities of the Umiliati.901 Both beguines and the Umiliati sought to find a balance between 
apostolic piety and the world of commerce. The manual labour that took place in religious 
households cannot be separated from charity. Larger beguinages supported smaller 
households and excess surplus was donated to the poor and needy.902 Ida of Nivelles lived 
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with seven beguines before she entered the Cistercian monastery of La Ramée. Goswin 
explained that Ida was always compassionate towards her needier comrades and, like a 
second Martha, would distribute clothing and food to infirm sisters.903  
The architectural structure of Marie’s community at Willambroux is difficult to 
ascertain. Founded before 1200, it was one of the earliest ‘beguine’ houses. Marie left for 
Oignies in 1207 and there is little to indicate its original size. Jacques discussed the church, 
Marie’s cell and refectory but rarely alluded to other buildings within the complex. On one 
occasion Jacques mentioned that Marie would gather wild plants and herbs that grew in the 
grounds of Willambroux in order to avoid produce that had been sown from the alms of 
usurious donations made to the leprosarium.904 Jacques’ discussions of Marie’s active piety 
provide some of the most generic passages in her vita. Jacques described how Marie’s labour 
outstripped that of her companions and how she would eat only the bread that she had won 
with her own hands.905 However, the single episode devoted to Marie’s manual labour 
largely consisted of references to Scripture. Jacques placed Marie’s labour in the wider 
theological context, rather than the wider context of her lived milieu. Jacques does not allude 
to place. Nor does he discuss Marie’s care for lepers. Indicating Marie’s real calling, Jacques 
stated that when Marie was “freed from all manual labour” (ab omni manuum operatione 
libera) she would return to her contemplative devotion.906 This draws similarities with 
Marie’s acts of intercession, in which she was a reluctant participant. Jacques dedicated 
numerous passages of the vita to Marie’s mental and physical escape when she sensed the 
presence of guests or visitors at her cell at Willambroux. Marie’s reluctance to join her 
community reveals more about Jacques’ emphasis on Marie’s contemplative power than the 
inner mechanisms of beguine communality.  
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 The biographer of the vita Julianae is equally elusive about Juliana’s participation in 
labour and charity. At the age of five Juliana and her sister lived in a small farm next to the 
canonry at Mont-Cornillon. Aged thirteen Juliana entered the order. Mont-Cornillon was a 
double monastery, built beside a leprosarium, situated on the right bank of the river Meuse 
just outside Liège. The abbey housed women and men before it moved grounds in 1288. 
Juliana’s biographer explained that she combined the roles of Mary and Martha for as long 
as she could. Somewhat apologetically, her biographer describes that the adult Juliana had to 
give up labour on account of her physical weakness.907 While those around her worked, 
Sapientia, Juliana’s spiritual mother, had an oratory built for Juliana on the farm ground. In 
her oratory Juliana would remain silent for days.908 Similar to Alice, Juliana was separated 
physically from the rest of her community and unable to engage in communal work. 
Juliana’s differentiation is palpable throughout her vita. As an endorsement of the feast of 
the Corpus Christi, Juliana’s vita was politically charged. Juliana had enemies, not least from 
her own community who disputed Juliana’s rigorous asceticism. Her occupation of her 
oratory rather than the communal grange illustrates her preference for physical privacy and 
spiritual solitude. 
The activity of work, encompassing manual labour and prayer, was key to the 
monastic life. The notion of the Opus Dei derived from Pauline texts and the work of the 
early church fathers. Bernard of Clairvaux encouraged the Pauline model by emphasising 
self-denial and patronage.909 The genesis of the Cistercian Order was built around self-
sufficiency and reliance on its own labour force. The consolidation and expansion of 
monastic estates resulted in accusations of excess wealth.910 The biographers of the 
Cistercian vitae make some allusion to acts of charity. The vast majority of these assertions 
are generic and very few make reference to place. The author of vita Aleydis stated that Alice 
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gave herself to charity as if she were another Martha.911 The author does not allude to what 
Alice did or where. Similarly, Beatrice’s biographer described how Beatrice increased her 
charity. However, her biographer does not expand on this point.912 Physical acts of labour are 
not mentioned in either vita. There are specific reasons why Alice’s and Beatrice’s 
biographers might dedicate little time to the saints’ charitable acts and labour. After 
contracting leprosy, Alice’s illness removed her from the communal aspects of daily life and 
it is unlikely that she would have had the strength for physical work. The biographer of 
Beatrice’s vita bases his work on Beatrice’s own mystical treatise. Hollywood has argued 
that the biographer bowdlerised Beatrice’s treatise and highlighted Beatrice’s external 
manifestations of holiness.913 However, Beatrice’s biographer spent more time on Beatrice’s 
introspective contemplation than the other biographers of female vitae. Beatrice’s 
contemplative mental space is explicit but geometric space is implicit. Her biographer rarely 
alluded to the physical boundaries of the monastery or Beatrice’s active service, despite her 
role as prioress. Alice’s and Beatrice’s biographers’ brief discussion of charity reflects the 
trope of spiritual progression without compromising the specific identity of the saint in 
question.   
There are two instances when a saint resented physical labour because it removed 
them from prayer. Goswin described how the nuns at La Ramée worked in the fields during 
the harvest. During one harvest, Ida of Nivelles became perturbed that her time-consuming 
labour removed her from the Eucharist. The sound of the church bells exacerbated her 
grief.914 Goswin juxtaposed the solace of the altar with the monastic fields. The desire for 
solitude is similarly an issue in Goswin’s vita Abundi. Goswin described how, during the 
harvest, the monks laboured in the field as stipulated by the Rule. According to Goswin, the 
heat became so excruciating that the prior allowed the monks to rest for a while. Rather than 
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sit with his brothers, Abundus set himself apart so he could pray to the Lord.915 Although 
Abundus willingly participated in manual labour, Goswin indicates that Abundus removed 
himself physically and mentally as soon as the opportunity arose. In Goswin’s depiction, 
gender does not appear to play a part in the saints’ reluctance to work during the harvest. 
Rather, in the vitae of his monastic subjects, the solitude of the church is favoured over 
communal labour in the field.  
 The Villers’ vitae and the Villers’ chronicles stress that produce cultivated on the 
granges should be distributed to the poor and needy in neighbouring communities. Goswin’s 
vita Arnulfi and the biographer of the Vita Nicolae more readily place their saintly subjects 
in the context of the grange. Cistercian abbeys were protected with a screen of wilderness. In 
the thirteenth century, Villers abbey was thought to own roughly 10,000 hectares.916 The 
abbey was located in a valley, surrounded by thick forests.  
 
 
Map 3.1: The landscape surrounding Villers abbey. 917 
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This allowed the abbey’s inhabitants, at least in theory, to live in isolation. Villers had 
around eighty farms to manage the 10,000 hectares.918 The cultivation of land surrounding 
the abbey is a Cistercian phenomenon. It allowed Cistercian abbeys to grow in size and 
wealth, but also provided the abbey with a means to remain isolated. Cistercian abbeys 
consist of concentric zones, with each zone achieving a higher spiritual level than the 
previous one. The central cloister and the church were given the most structural protection 
and were surrounded by the Inner and Outer Courts.  
 
 
Plan 3:1: Reconstruction of Villers abbey in the thirteenth century. 919 
A: Large enclosure 
B: Small enclosure 
C: Robermont border 
D: Hypothetical site of Villers II 
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3: Monks’ quarters 
4: Refectory 
5: Conversi salon 
6: Conversi quarters 
7: Conversi latrines 
8: Conversi infirmary 
9: Monks’ and novices latrines 
10: Abbot’s lodge 
11: Monks’ infirmary 
12: Prisons 
13: Prisons and unkown area 
14: Visitors’ lodge 
15: Seculars’ infirmary 
16: Internal gatehouse 
17: External gatehouse 




The Inner Court contained the abbot’s guest lodgings, the dormitory for novices, the 
infirmary, guesthouses and the cemetery. In the early thirteenth century, Villers had two 
main gates on the south and west sides of the court. The gate to the west provided the closest 
access to the outside world. The gatehouse provided a distribution point for charity to the 
poor. The farm gate was located to the south and opened onto the abbey farm. The Outer 
Court provided access to the monastic estates and the granges that surrounded the abbey. 
The Inner Court, the land between the main cloister and gatehouse, would have been an area 
that was used frequently by the abbey’s inhabitants.  
In Villers’ vitae, such space is mentioned infrequently. When place outside the 
central cloister is mentioned, it is more common in the vitae of the conversi and in relation to 
penitential activities or labour. Cistercian conversi were a diverse group and, although not 
necessarily of low or peasant status, they were typically associated with physical labour.920 
The conversi took on the main responsibility of caring for the Cistercian granges and farms. 
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As a result of their ambiguous institutional status, particularly in relation to their access to 
the liturgy and monastic space, the conversi are often considered as marginal.921 Conversi 
wore black habits rather than the white wool habits worn by choir monks. While choir 
monks occupied the east end of the Cistercian church, conversi were segregated from the 
choir by a screen. Their work and living quarters placed conversi further away from the 
church.922 
 Nicholas’ vita is the shortest of the twenty-three. The author of the vita states that 
Nicholas was a shepherd, although the specific land he worked on is not mentioned. 
According to his vita, Nicholas worked his body so hard that his skin turned black.923 
Nicholas’ biographer likened Nicholas’ asceticism to that of the desert fathers, thus 
positioning Nicholas, at least symbolically, in the most isolated areas of the monastic 
grange.924 The grange is mentioned frequently in the vita Arnulfi. Arnulf’s main ascetic 
activities, from corporeal penance to private prayer, occurred in the space of the grange. 
Goswin was keen to point out that when Arnulf was on the grange or en route to the abbey, 
prayer accompanied him.925 Arnulf even occupied a cell, where he would self-flagellate 
without the gaze of his brethren.  
While Arnulf’s somatic piety dominates the first half of the vita, the second half 
outlines Arnulf’s extensive acts of charity and intercession. Caesarius praised the grange 
master Simon of Aulne’s contribution to his abbey’s economy and Goswin dedicates several 
passages of the vita to Arnulf’s movement between the abbey and its granges.926 Religious 
networks and the exchange between Villers and the neighbouring communities are palpable 
in Goswin’s description of Arnulf’s charitable acts. Arnulf received numerous guests at the 
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grange and they would ask for Arnulf’s prayers and intercession.927 Arnulf also carted grain 
and livestock between granges and handed out bread to his brothers.928 Arnulf’s living 
quarters were in Sart, some eight miles from the abbey but close enough that Arnulf could 
travel between the two in a day. Arnulf was enlisted to load harvest sacks onto a cart and 
drive it to the monastery, returning with enough grain to supply the grange brothers with 
bread for a week. Goswin described how on one occasion Arnulf set off towards the grange 
of La Neuve Cour, seven miles from the main abbey. Here he was given the prelate’s 
permission to take two pigs and give them to the poor outside the monastery gate.929   
Goswin described how Arnulf asked Abbot William for permission to distribute 
loaves of bread to the needy. The abbot agreed but asked that Arnulf distribute the bread 
secretly, as unauthorised almsgiving could compromise the fairness of the abbey’s official 
aid to the poor.930 Arnulf’s bread distribution was observed and the abbot received reports of 
Arnulf’s secret almsgiving. William had no choice but to punish Arnulf. France has 
suggested that because conversi such as Arnulf and Simon of Aulne had more contact with 
the outside world, it was easier for them than it was for cloistered monks to act as apostolates 
to the laity. France compares Arnulf with the contemplative Abundus.931 However Gobert, 
who is not mentioned in France’s monograph, also delivered food and clothing to the poor at 
the gates of Villers. Gobert’s active piety is in keeping with the piety of the penitent knights. 
The vitae of Gobert, Charles and Walter emphasised the men’s interactions in the physical 
world rather than the contemplative: the men cared for the physical maintenance of their 
communities.932 Gobert was particularly dedicated to charity and his biographer compared 
him to the model of Martha.933 Archival evidence attests that Gobert gave generous 
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donations to Villers before he embarked on his religious career.934 On crusade, Gobert sold 
his possessions and gave the proceeds to the poor.935 His biographer also described how 
Gobert’s charitable acts continued once he had entered Villers. In one instance Gobert met a 
poor beguine at unnamed abbey gates and presented her with some shoes.936 Gobert also 
gave food to an orphan and a cloak to a widow.937  
A.P. Cohen has argued that communities were established through symbolic actions 
and physical boundaries.938 Material boundaries do not necessarily have to exist, but the 
shared values of a community distinguish it from other group identities. Community is 
established according to group commonality. The boundaries of the Cistercian abbey have 
symbolic and physical components, which are mapped verbally by rules. Lefebvre’s three 
categories of perceived, conceived and lived space interplay in the spatial practices in the 
monastic grange and gate. The abbey gates facilitated communication between Villers’ 
inhabitants and neighbouring communities. There is no indication that Gobert’s small 
charitable deeds caused discord within his community. His biographer celebrated Gobert’s 
humility. In contrast, as Arnulf’s almsgiving was secret, it caused discord with his brothers.  
Due to their ambiguous institutional status and their biographers’ emphasis on somatic 
piety, the vitae of the conversi have been linked to the vitae of the mulieres religiosae. 
Martha G. Newman has suggested that women and conversi were linked because both 
groups tended to be illiterate and were removed from the Divine Office. Although Newman 
examines some of the Low Countries’ vitae, her sample does not include the illiterate monk 
Gobert or the nun Beatrice, who copied manuscripts at Nivelles.939 An analysis of charity 
and labour in space outside the church and cloister but within the religious complex has 
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indicated that in the majority of the vitae, saints were ambivalent towards the activities of 
labour and physical charity. Arnulf and Nicholas are tied to the land, which can be expected 
considering their vocation. More surprising is the relative absence of charity and labour in 
the vitae of Marie and Juliana. Both women were removed from the communal labours of 
their household and were rarely situated outside the church or their cells. 
 
Hospitals and the leprosarium 
In their care for the poor and infirm, thirteenth-century religious women and men responded 
to a social need. However, caring for the poor and sick was often dangerous work and 
risking one’s earthly life for heavenly rewards was a sign of humility and a rejection of 
vanity. It is unsurprising that such humble acts of piety are common in the vitae of saintly 
kings and queens. In the vita of the thirteenth-century queen and saint Elisabeth of Hungary, 
Elisabeth’s biographer described how, on Maundy Thursday, Elisabeth would wash the 
hands and feet of twelve lepers and kiss their sores. On one occasion, Elisabeth washed and 
dressed the wounds of a poor leper before laying him on her luxurious marital bed.940 
Likewise, Caesarius records several episodes of religious men presenting their own humility 
by caring for or interacting with lepers. Count Theobald washed the feet of a leper (who 
turned out to be Christ), one bishop touched the nose of a leper with his tongue while another 
consumed the sacrament after it had been vomited on by a leper.941 A unifying theme in 
Caesarius’ account (other than the gruesome details) is the high status of the men involved. 
There are general references to caring for the infirm in the twenty-three vitae. 
Thomas described how Christina cared for those on their deathbed.942 This is apt, 
considering Christina’s status as a purgatorial saint. Godfrey Pachomius and Gobert were 
dedicated to the care of the infirm. Gobert was particularly generous towards women and 
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orphans and tended to the poor while on Crusade. These individual acts of saintly generosity 
traversed spatial boundaries; Christina sat beside beds and Gobert served the poor en route to 
Jerusalem. Beds and streets were fluid spatial categories; neither had a dominant 
configuration (as place) of containing infirm bodies. On the contrary, hospitals had the 
primary function of containing the sick.  
 In the vita Gerlaci, Gerlach’s call to conversion was marked by immediate penance. 
This is generally characteristic of the penitent knights. Gerlach, Gobert, Charles and Walter 
all marked their conversion with symbolic penitential acts such as the renunciation of 
property, wearing ragged clothing and making confession. Gerlach’s conversion continued 
with a pilgrimage to Rome. From Rome he journeyed to Jerusalem, where he served “the 
poor and infirm” (pauperes & infirmi).943 Although Gerlach served in the hospital for seven 
years, his biographer’s discussion of Gerlach’s hospital service is brief. The hospital was 
inhabited by fratres and, as Gerlach assisted with farm labour, an independent community is 
indicated. Gerlach’s biographer does not elucidate further. Following seven years of 
penance, Gerlach returned to Rome.944 The vita Gerlachi was composed in 1227 while 
Gerlach died in 1165. More akin to the eremitical model of sanctity, Gerlach’s charity and 
labour in Jerusalem bears little resemblance to the ascetic households in the thirteenth-
century Low Countries.  
 In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, population increase and higher concentrations 
of people living in less than salubrious conditions contrasted with the visible growth of 
wealth among a mercantile elite. Caring for the poor and sick, including the poor and sick 
within one’s own religious community, was a major facet of thirteenth-century sanctity. As 
the population grew in areas of the southern Low Countries, hospitals emerged in important 
towns and cities. By 1200 St Omer, Arras, Tournai, Bruges, Liège, Huy, Brussels, Tongeren, 
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Cambrai, Ypres, Ghent and Mons had a minimum of one hospital.945 In his Historia 
Occidentalis Jacques de Vitry noted the connection between “hospices of piety” (hospitalia 
pietatis) and religious renewal.946 Communities of women and men grew around these 
hospitals and became bases for active piety. Juetta, Ida of Louvain, Ida of Nivelles, Juliana 
and Marie all served lepers at some point during their earthly lives. 
The foundation of independent religious households that grew from leper 
communities and hospitals increased in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.947 Marie, Juliana 
and Juetta all lived in communities attached to a leprosarium. Despite Marie’s fame for her 
apostolic charity, the housing of lepers at Willambroux is mentioned just twice in her vita.948  
Marie’s care of lepers is not discussed. Juliana’s biographer is similarly elusive. The 
penitential aspects associated with caring for lepers are most obvious in Juetta’s vita and a 
discussion of place is more explicit. Following an unsuccessful attempt to live religiously in 
the world, Juetta moved to a small community that housed and cared for lepers. Although 
she spent several years serving the poor within the domestic household, Hugh explained that 
Juetta was unable to “live at ease for long among seculars” (de facili id non posse fieri 
quamdiu inter seculares viueret).949 For Juetta, leaving her familial home meant leaving 
behind the temptations of the city: her family, social connections and the world of commerce 
and investment. Hugh has already stated that Juetta’s mother “had some time earlier gone to 
a religious life” (quia mater iam dudem eius religiosa vita discesserat) and Juetta’s father 
and her two surviving sons eventually joined the Cistercians at Villers, Trois-Fontaines and 
Orval.950 As a nunnery would have been an entirely fitting place for the wealthy Juetta to live 
out her widowhood, her move to a leprosarium seems to be for genuinely penitential 
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reasons. Against the will of her friends and family, Juetta moved “outside the city walls” 
(eiusdem villæ...extra muros) to a miserable and desolate leper community.951  
 Once she had joined the leper community, Juetta’s actions were penitential. 
According to Hugh, Juetta wished to share the lepers’ suffering.952 The gruesome tales of 
Juetta’s care for the lepers provide some of the more memorable episodes of her vita. Hugh 
described how Juetta wished to become a leper, so she too would be low (vilis) and 
contemptible (despecta).953 She shared their food, immersed herself in their infected bath 
water and mixed her blood with their own. Juetta’s efforts lasted for eleven years. Such 
embodiment of the leprous body is not emphasised in the vitae of Marie, Juliana or Gerlach. 
Hugh described Juetta’s embodiment of the leprous body as a rejection of her weaker sex. 
According to Hugh, Juetta was able to overcome her feminine flaws so that her body became 
viriliter.954 This was not the first time that Hugh had described Juetta’s behaviour as manly 
in order to emphasise her spiritual growth.955 Hagiographic literature often represented holy 
womens’ spiritual progression as a transition from feminine weakness to manly virility.956 
Saint Perpetua, whose passio remained popular throughout the Middle Ages, was a holy 
woman who became male both physically and symbolically. This gender fluidity is less 
surprising when considered alongside the notion of the female body as an underdeveloped or 
‘inverted’ male.957  
Juetta’s time in the world had left her with much to atone for. Juetta’s act of usury 
was her most heinous crime. Thirteenth-century confessors’ summae indicate the growing 
centrality of avarice as the principal sin of laypeople.958 As a woman (and a woman who had 
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committed usury), Juetta’s extraordinary measures of penance are reflective of the severity 
of her crime. Medieval leprosy was often accorded a moral rather than clinical definition. 
Many commentators believed leprosy to be a punishment for sexual sin or earthly 
transgressions.959 The positioning of the leper colony ‘outside the city walls’ coincided with 
Juetta’s own penitential marginality. According to Gilchrist, the stigmatised body took on a 
transitional identity and was positioned in a liminal space used to control stigmatised 
groups.960 Juetta’s habitation with the lepers and her active pursuit of the disease equated her 
own body with transitional stigma. 
The space of the margins played an important role in the religious movements of the 
thirteenth century. The margins were often suburban spaces, on the outskirts of the city and 
beyond its walls. Leper communities, hospices and pilgrim chapels grew along these 
marginal fringes. According to Anne E. Lester, hospitals were often positioned near 
roadways and gates, emphasising transition and movement rather than permanent 
settlement.961 Such spaces were associated with the social outcast. Marginal space such as 
hospitals had a different function from the communal space of the town square and the 
market place; although inner-city space was transitional, it had the stability of the everyday 
activities of church and commerce.962 
  According to Hugh, the community at Huy was barely hospitable when Juetta 
joined. The nearby church was structurally dangerous and priests rarely said Mass.963 Juetta’s 
longer lasting and most transformative acts of charity and labour were the ones she 
implemented for the benefit and growth of the community around her. Hugh describes how 
Juetta’s piety, exhibited through her charitable devotion, transformed the surrounding 
landscape. Such was her example that her fame attracted both wealthy patrons and a 
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following of penitential women and men grew around her. Hugh states that old buildings 
were torn down for new ones and priests celebrated divine services at the new church.964 
Juetta also had two cells built outside the walls of the church, one of which Juetta would 
occupy in the final stage of her earthly life.965 Through her reformation of the leper colony at 
Huy, Juetta brought a new meaning to the suburban space.  
The transformation of the community at Huy presents two configurations of the 
leprosarium. While Gilchrist has identified its symbolic marginality, there is evidence that 
the pastoral care of lepers was important to ecclesiastical authorities. The twenty-third canon 
of the Third Lateran Council of 1179 provided support for leper communities. The members 
of these communities, under Mosaic Law, already lived apart from the able bodied.966 Canon 
twenty-three outlined the Church’s apostolic care for the sick and disapproved of the fact 
that lepers had been deprived of proper care as a result of the lack of chapels, burial grounds 
and ordained clergymen.967 Juetta built the community around her, providing a church, burial 
ground and priests who said Mass. Simons notes that Hugh’s account served to legitimise 
Floreffe’s control of the hospital against other ecclesiastical and civic authorities.968 This 
may be the case, but Juetta’s example still presents a specifically female apostolic mission 
orientated towards charity and penitential piety. At the margins, her community was a 
reminder of penance and charity, while its transformation was indicative of apostolic 
development and the very strength of its female participants. The spatial development of the 
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The cell 
According to Goswin, recluses who were faithful to their vocation shut themselves off from 
the world.969 The orthodox reclusive life centred on enclosure, solitude and chastity and had 
its roots in the early eremitical tradition. However, the patristic understanding of eremitism, 
which idealised the reclusive life as separate from worldly living, cannot be applied as easily 
to later medieval trends.970 Diverging from Merovingian and Carolingian eremitism, twelfth-
century recluses began to opt for the urban reclusorium as opposed to the hermitage in the 
wilderness.971 Mulder-Bakker suggests that as a hermitage in the forest was not an option for 
women, the rise of the urban recluse can be attributed largely to the increase in women 
opting for an anchoritic life.972 Wills from the southern Low Countries record numerous gifts 
to local female recluses but rarely to male recluses.973 The vitae also support Mulder-
Bakker’s assessment. While Odilia, Juetta, Marie, Elisabeth, Christina and Juliana all spent 
time living as or with recluses, the male saint Gerlach followed the eremitical model. 
Gerlach died in 1165 and most of the known hermits of the twelfth century were men.974 
Gerlach’s self-imposed exile, his hair shirt under chainmail and the physical challenges of 
the wilderness are indicative of penitential eremitism.975 Although Gerlach’s biographer 
described the landscape surrounding Gerlach’s hollow oak tree as impenetrable and 
unforgiving, he still received numerous guests and pilgrims.976 Gerlach was not a desert 
hermit. 
In the vitae, women and men of different vocational backgrounds occupied small 
cells. Arnulf’s and Alice’s cells were on the grounds of their abbey. Neither Alice nor Arnulf 
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was enclosed, informally or formally. Alice’s cell was representative of exile and solitude 
and Arnulf used his cell for private prayer and corporeal punishment. Both cells were 
indicative of their earthly liminality. For Odilia, who faced sexual temptation before she was 
enclosed at St Severin, her cell became a space for inner peace and physical safety. The cell 
was articulated as a space for communal devotion in the vitae of Juetta, Marie, Elisabeth and 
Gerlach. Although the formality of their enclosure varied, all four saints opted for a religious 
life that assigned them with a more traditional form of reclusion.  
McAvoy has stressed that the reclusive life was one with a central paradox: the 
solitary life required a withdrawal from the world. However, a society’s desire for a recluse 
within its religious system and the public function of the recluse presented a continuous 
negotiation between communal and solitary devotion.977 Recent research has indicated that 
the idea of the recluse as separate from the world was symbolic.978 Regardless of the rhetoric 
that sealed and concealed their bodies, recluses had a palpable presence within their 
communities. Archival records, particularly for female anchorites, are more detailed in the 
fourteenth century.979 Allison Clark’s investigation of later medieval Italian recluses found 
that cities often had financial investment in the reclusorium.980 Urban towns and cities 
provided recluses with financial support in return for teachings and edification. Recluses 
were more likely to live with or near others and, like Juetta’s cell, were located at points of 
ingress and egress within and outside the city walls.981 In the vitae, female recluses had an 
important role as intercessors and confidents. Before Abundus entered Villers, he sought 
spiritual advice from a local recluse. The recluse was likely to have been Juetta, who 
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encouraged him to join the Cistercian community at Villers. Ida of Louvain visited 
neighbouring recluses before she entered Roosendaal. Christina took refuge with the recluse 
Jutta and Juliana with Eve of St Martin. Jutta and Eve provided their friends with both 
physical shelter and spiritual solace. There is no indication of symbolic or visual barriers 
between the saints and the recluses with whom they interacted. 
After serving lepers for eleven years Juetta entered a cell built next to the church of 
Sainte Marie Madeleine. This was her final earthly transition. Juetta’s cell had originally 
been intended for her father, prior to his decision to enter the Cistercian Order. The 
community at Huy had grown under Juetta’s supervision and Juetta had already built up 
networks and friendships before her enclosure. Marilyn Oliva has argued that the prayers and 
services of recluses were highly valued. Communities benefitted from recluses and they 
were enlisted to help the souls of the living and the dead.982 Recluses were fundamental to 
the memory of the dead and their heavenly afterlife. Within her cell Juetta received the gift 
of spiritual prophecy, which informed her of the deeds of the local religious and lay 
community. Hugh was clear on Juetta’s role within the wider community: God revealed 
secrets to Juetta for the “edification of the pious mind and the correction of others” (menti 
piæ isti ad ædificationem quorumdam correctionemque eorum).983 Despite the presumed 
physical limitations of her cell, there is little indication that the walls prevented Juetta from 
seeing those around her. Hugh stated that nothing could be kept from Juetta, as she read their 
secrets through their eyes. Consequently, sinners avoided her gaze lest their hearts be made 
public.984 Hugh need not be taken literally; Juetta’s mind’s eye allowed her to penetrate the 
souls around her. Such was Juetta’s influence that Duby has characterised her as a spider, 
whose power emanated from the centre of her web (in this case, her cell).985  
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Juetta’s fame grew to such an extent that women and men flocked from 
neighbouring towns and villages in order to serve alongside her. Juetta welcomed young 
virgins into her cell as if they were her own daughters. There was one young virgin to whom 
Juetta was so close that she adopted her during infancy and referred to her as her “special 
daughter” (specialem filiam).986 Juetta’s biological sons, who were generally absent in the 
first section of the vita, also benefitted from Juetta’s maternal care once she was enclosed. 
Carpenter and Mulder-Bakker have stressed that the social role of motherhood informed 
Juetta’s piety once she had joined the community at Huy. From the reluctant wife and 
mother at the beginning of the vita, Juetta embraced spiritual maternity once she was in her 
cell.987 Curiously, the Christocentric piety displayed in the vitae of the mulieres religiosae 
was replaced with devotion to the Virgin in the vita Ivettae. Juetta’s vita presents the 
multifaceted construction of medieval motherhood; while childbirth and the care of the 
domestic household was a burden, spiritual motherhood in the model of the Virgin was 
highly praised. According to Mulder-Bakker, Hugh indicated that Juetta possessed qualities 
that were expected of the ideal mother and wife.988 She was humble and modest and took 
care of the community around her. She oversaw the spiritual education of her followers and 
nurtured her spiritual daughters. Juetta’s cell, rather than a restricted space, was transformed 
into a spiritual household.  
The remodelling of Juetta’s cell into a domestic space is better understood when her 
cell is compared with her domestic household, which Hugh discusses in detail. Hugh 
explained that Juetta:  
 
Shrank from the burden of the womb, the dangers of birth, and the raising of children. 
And beyond all this [she thought of] the dubious fortunes of men, care of a household 
and servants with all their attendant daily labour and care, and she would have 
declined all marriage.  
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Fastidiosa onera ventris, pericula partus, educationes liberorum; & præter haec 
omnia, casus virorū dubios, curam familiæ reique familiaris, insuper & laborem 
quotidianæ sollicitudinis attendens renuebat omne coniugium.989  
 
With little hope of resisting, Juetta was betrothed at the age of thirteen years and within five 
years had given birth to three sons. Somewhat unusually for the hagiographic genre, Hugh 
describes Juetta’s commitment to virginity in pragmatic, as opposed to religious, terms. In 
the twelfth century, Huy was a thriving commercial centre and the household unit, in terms 
of family and property, was the cornerstone of society.990 As the single living heir of one of 
the most economically powerful families in Huy, Juetta’s marriage was under the 
jurisdiction of both her father and the townspeople, as matters of birth and marriage were 
clearly tied to the wellbeing and status of the wider community. Firmly under the authority 
of her kin, Juetta’s entry into marriage was a seemingly inevitable and public transaction. 
Mulder-Bakker suggests that Hugh’s honesty, although unusual, was a prelude to the later 
narrative in which transformation and repentance became central to Juetta’s saintly 
identity.991 
In comparison to Juetta’s aversion to the conjugal debt, her pejorative feelings 
towards the household have received less scrutiny. Hugh was clear that Juetta resisted 
marriage because she begrudged the domestic responsibilities of household care and upkeep. 
During her widowhood Juetta was once again scuppered by household burdens when a suitor 
attempted to get close to her by assisting her with domestic affairs (rebus domesticis).992 
Once she was widowed, Juetta attempted to live religiously at home and opened her doors to 
the poor and needy. Notably, Hugh stated that she “communicated her bread to the 
hungering poor” (communicabatque panem suum esurientibus egenis).993 Mulder-Bakker 
suggests that Hugh’s employment of liturgical language underlines his juxtaposition of 
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Juetta with the malfeasant priests who appear later in the narrative.994 It is also possible that 
Juetta’s distribution of bread, like her welcoming of the poor, was an attempt to sanctify her 
household space. 
Juetta’s charity went beyond the distribution of food: Hugh explained that Juetta also 
gave up her furniture and possessions, piece by piece. Hugh stated that before she moved to 
the leper community, Juetta “disposed of everything, her house and children” (dispositis 
ergo, domo & filiis).995 Once she was enclosed in her cell, Juetta nurtured her numerous filias 
and rebuilt her relationship with her biological sons. Hugh described how Juetta became 
particularly concerned that her youngest son was following a path towards damnation. Juetta 
demanded that her son should be brought to her cell window where she admonished him to 
abandon his worldly ways. Overjoyed at his conversion, Juetta kept her son with her for 
several days. Together they gave thanks and shared bread.996  
Christopher Roman has identified the everyday domestic possibilities of the 
anchoritic life as expressed in the Ancrene Wisse. Roman highlights that the anchorhold was 
a dynamic space that encompassed the spiritual and domestic. Despite the author’s warning 
that the anchorhold should not be treated like a domestic household, the author advised 
anchorites how to treat guests and servants.997 De Doctrina Cordis, a thirteenth-century text 
used by beguines in the Low Countries, presented the domestic household as an allegory of 
inner devotion.998 Salih suggests that conduct literature worked on multiple levels to contain 
women within household space. Women were contained literally and were also encouraged 
to interiorise the values of the household, which they carried from place to place.999 Juetta 
clearly resented the tasks associated with the economic household, such as the care of 
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servants. The household as an affective unit only came to fruition once Juetta had entered her 
cell. 
In the twenty-three vitae, communal edification could occur from public saintly 
performance, teaching and preaching. The public performance of sanctity has a long 
hagiographic history. One of the most enduring legends and, according to manuscript 
culture, one of the most popular hagiographic texts in the later medieval period was The Life 
of Saint Katherine of Antioch.1000 Katherine’s passio was adapted for its specific patron and 
audience but the legend remained centred on Katherine’s public rejection of her pagan suitor, 
her public debates with pagan philosophers and her gruesome torture. In Jacobus de 
Voragine’s version of the passio, Katherine’s martyrdom resulted in the conversion of two 
hundred knights.1001 In the most explicit act of imitatio Christi, Katherine’s public execution 
benefitted the souls and salvation of her audiences. The patristic-era martyrs eclipsed the 
fame of the twenty-three saints under examination by a considerable margin. Their stories 
were immortalised not just in their passiones but also through oral tradition, church names, 
guild dedications and their enduring legacy as patron saints. For the Low Countries’ ‘living 
saints’, public displays of sanctity were smaller affairs. Outward displays of sanctity 
benefitted small communities of religious or individuals who needed spiritual guidance. 
Elisabeth of Spalbeek provides a fascinating example of a public performance of imitatio 
Christi.  
Elisabeth lived in a cell (cameram) attached to the church at Spalbeek. Elisabeth’s 
cell is rarely treated as a space for solitude or direct intercession.1002 The demarcation of 
Elisabeth’s cell as a household is apparent in a rare discussion of its materiality and 
Elisabeth’s relationship with her family. Philip described an episode in which Elisabeth 
looked upon an image of the Lord, which she kissed. Elisabeth then put down the diptych 
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and opened her arms to her mother and sister, who took Elisabeth to bed.1003 Oliva has 
suggested that by bringing domestic furnishings into their dormitories, nuns were able to 
create interiors similar to the gentry households to which most of them had belonged.1004 In 
this case, Elisabeth’s cell contained materials associated with the domestic sphere. In the 
brief interlude of her performance of Christ’s Passion, Philip also revealed a moment of 
tenderness. Displaying none of the common antagonisms customary to the saint and his or 
her secular family, Elisabeth and her family enjoyed an intimate relationship and her mother 
and sister seem to have had constant access to her cell. On three occasions Philip described 
Elisabeth’s cell as a domum when her mother and sisters were present.1005 The episode 
perhaps reveals more about Elisabeth’s own affective understanding of her cell, furnished 
with table and bed, than Philip’s gruesome and abstract configuration of the cell as a stage 
for Christ’s Passion. 
Elisabeth’s vita was divided according to the hours of the liturgical office and was 
structured as if Philip were describing Elisabeth’s actions in a single day. The vita is 
reminiscent of a nine-act play, with Elisabeth’s cell transformed into a stage. The audience 
contained Elisabeth’s family members and the clerical observers within and outside the text. 
Philip described how, during matins, Elisabeth would strike herself across the face. Her slaps 
were audible from outside her cell.1006 At prime, she would walk with her arms contorted 
behind her back, reminiscent of Pilate’s seizure of Christ.1007 At terce Elisabeth imitated 
Christ bound at the pillar.1008 This was not dissimilar to Christina’s imitatio Christi in the 
cellar. Elisabeth’s audience stood inside her cell and watched these enactments as they 
unfolded and thus became participants in the staging of the re-enactment. Philip himself was 
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an active observer. The naming of spectators was particularly important to Philip, as this was 
evidence of the reliability of his sources. Elisabeth’s vita can be situated outside the 
boundaries of chronological time and concrete place. If medieval Christians understood 
Christ’s Passion as occurring within and outside history, the construction of Elisabeth’s re-
enactment within one liturgical day posited a sacred time that went further than Elisabeth’s 
own life course.1009 Elisabeth’s cell was a stage for Elisabeth’s performance but also became 
the historical and sacred sites of Gethsemane, the Crucifix and Christ’s Tomb. A sense of 
chronological time is less obvious in the vita as the Crucifixion of Christ occurred both 
inside and beyond history.1010  
 
Windows, gates and doorways 
Peter Stallybrass has suggested that the surveillance of women concentrated upon the 
mouth, their chastity and the threshold of the house. The three categories frequently 
merged into one another through the connection to enclosure. While Stallybrass 
suggests that entrances and interiors were feminine, Michael Camille has argued that 
unexplored streets were masculine. Camille attributes this to the connection between 
streets, business and masculinity, which formed a “network of phallic 
significations”.1011 According to Camille, in medieval Paris the only women who could 
roam the streets were prostitutes. The reading of the feminine interior and masculine 
exterior relies on the gendered binaries of the public and private spheres. There are 
limitations to this configuration: bedchambers, one of the most architecturally 
segregated spaces in the bourgeois home, belie any static gendered definition such was 
the diversity of their use. On the contrary, windows that led out onto balconies could 
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be the stage for familial politics and power, blurring the boundaries between private 
interior and public exterior.1012 During the thirteenth century and in more urbanised 
regions, upper windows that looked out onto streets became larger and more 
decorative. The larger windows became a space where familial promotion and 
matrimonial alliances intersected between public streets and private interior.1013 
Windows, gates and doors provide a fascinating insight into how holy women and men 
behaved at the threshold of different spaces. 
Windows and balconies provided a channel between the occupants and the activity 
on the street. Lefebvre notes that the window was a transitional object, with two orientations. 
Windows were framed differently on the inside and outside, but both carried the sign of the 
other.1014 According to many medieval moralists, the window was a potential site for 
unregulated contact and was therefore a dangerous threshold. Diane Wolfthal’s examination 
of the medieval window largely considered its two main configurations: a site of chastity and 
a site of transgression.1015 Visibility, solicited and unsolicited, denoted the erotic potential of 
the window. In Jean de Meun’s additions to the Roman de la Rose, he described how an old 
woman advised in jest that the window, rather than the more conveniently placed door, 
should be used to admit the girls’ lovers.1016 The author of the French fourteenth-century text 
Le Ménagier de Paris instructed his wife that their younger maidservants should be lodged 
as far away from the window as possible, lest their form attract the surreptitious gaze of 
men.1017 Women’s presence at the window indicated sexual availability and the window was 
a boundary that could be penetrated visually and physically.  
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In literary and material imagery, men appeared at the window with less regularity 
than women.1018 When men were situated at the window they tended to maintain possession 
of the gaze. The biblical narrative of King David, who spied on the bathing Bathseba outside 
his palace window, filtered into medieval imaginings of the sexual potential of the male 
gaze. In Chaucer’s The Knight’s Tale Emelye became the object, rather than the subject, of 
Palamon and Arcite’s desire after she was spied through the window.1019 In Gregory the 
Great’s second Book of Dialogues, a jealous monk called Florentius tried to tempt St 
Benedict’s followers by sending seven naked women to dance around the grounds of the 
monastery. In later medieval interpretations, the women were observed through the window 
in the monk’s cell.1020 Although the women were sent to tempt the unsuspecting monks, they 
remained a passive spectacle to the monks’ active gaze. 
In didactic texts or rules for enclosed women, the window was regulated. Rules, by 
their nature, defined space and the behaviours appropriate to that space. Thirteenth-century 
institutiones formulated for Dominican nuns during the thirteenth century shaped and 
monitored behaviour in order to ensure that nuns maintained physical and mental enclosure. 
Institutiones specified the arrangements for nuns speaking at the window.1021 Dominic also 
specified the behaviours that would threaten enclosure: nuns leaving the community, 
outsiders entering the nunnery and speech between nuns and outsiders.1022 The parlour 
window became a potentially transgressive space. In some reformed nunneries in the later 
medieval Low Countries it was stipulated that all the contact women had with the world 
beyond the walls of their enclosure should take place through a screened window.1023 The 
window was secured by a grille and did not allow for sight. The author of the thirteenth-
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century text the Ancrene Wisse told recluses to love their windows as little as possible. The 
author advised that windows should be small, covered with black cloth and fastened. Here 
the enclosure of the recluse was connected to the enclosure of her heart. The body, like the 
cell, was enclosed and impenetrable.1024  
 The Ancrene Wisse indicated the connection between enclosure and sight. Sight was 
entwined with medieval social and moral codes. Bartholomaeus Anglicus’ De proprietatibus 
rerum, compiled around 1230, suggested that because eyes occupied a space that was closest 
to the soul, they were crucial in moral development.1025 Peter of Limoges’ De Oculo Morali 
stated that eyes should be averted from sinful objects lest the objects penetrate the 
observer.1026 Bartholomaeus posited that sight was more important than the other senses. 
Indeed, sight was often placed at the top of the sensory hierarchy. However, the hierarchical 
positioning of sight is also a reflection of the zenith of optic studies in the thirteenth 
century.1027 From Bartholomaeus’ and Peter’s treatises, it is evident that sight was not 
considered a passive process. Roger Bacon’s thirteenth-century Opus majus, which drew on 
Aristotelian work on vision, stressed that active vision connected to the embodied soul. 
According to Roger, the eye passed over visible objects and contained the objects: the eye 
could penetrate and be penetrated.1028 
 In the twenty-three vitae, descriptions of the material window are scarce. There is no 
mention of shutters, grilles or curtains at the recluse’s window. However, it is evident that 
recluses could see outside their windows into the church. Elisabeth and Marie were able to 
see the altar from their cells and a recluse spotted Odilia amongst the crowds of women that 
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had gathered in the church. There is one case when the corporeal form of the saint was 
clearly visible to the outside eye. Juliana had been forced to flee Mont-Cornillon in 1248 
after a hostile prior had been reinstated to his former position. Juliana seemed to be at the 
mercy of the entire surrounding community. Her biographer stated that citizens and members 
of her household destroyed Juliana’s oratory.1029 Juliana was forced to seek refuge in various 
communities for the next several years. One such sanctuary was Eve’s cell. Eve warned 
Juliana that she should cover her head with a black veil in case the prior’s supporters saw her 
through the window. Juliana refused, as she was unwilling to be seen other than as her true 
self.1030   
 Juliana’s public act of defiance was specific to her own peculiar context. More often, 
communal uses of the saintly window were for the purposes of intercession and mutual 
edification. Juetta appeared to benefit from the gift of prophecy, which she used to keep a 
close eye on the neighbouring community. Juetta had consolatory experiences at her 
window. It was here that she met her son and, overjoyed at his conversion, welcomed him 
into her cell.1031 Juetta also used the window to reprimand the local clergy. In her mind’s 
eye, Juetta was privy to the misdeeds of those around her. On one occasion she summoned a 
powerful dean to her window and chastised him for his usurious practices. He refused to 
admit his guilt and came to an unsurprisingly miserable end.1032 Juetta also received 
knowledge that the priest-sacristan of the collegiate church of Our Lady was embroiled in a 
sexual affair. He too, was called to her window where he was reprimanded.1033  
Similarities can be drawn with Ida of Nivelles. Goswin described how a man was 
called to Ida of Nivelles’ window in order to observe her religiosity.1034 In a separate 
episode, Goswin explained that while Ida was in church she had received a vision that 
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revealed that a man of her acquaintance had committed incest. Ida demanded that the man 
should be brought to the parlour window. Goswin does not mention the window’s materiality 
and there is no indication that Ida and the man were able to see each other. Ida and the man 
spoke and Ida’s words pierced his heart like a sword. According to Goswin, the physical 
impact of Ida’s words caused tears to stream from the man’s eyes.1035  
 The window was not just a space that allowed saintly women to chastise priests’ 
sexual transgressions. It was also a point for edification. Goswin explained that women and 
men visited Ida in order to receive spiritual consolation. For example, a young girl who had 
been leading an informal religious life visited Ida’s window to receive advice.1036 Similarly, 
Ida of Léau’s biographer described an incident when Ida became physically inebriated while 
she gazed at the ciborium. Ida was then called away from the church to the window in order 
to meet a guest. Still physically inebriated, Ida sat in silence for some time before she spoke 
a few spiritually nourishing words to her visitor.1037  
  Minnis has highlighted that there was no formal injunction against women teaching 
other women in the domestic sphere or in nunneries.1038 Contrary to the paradigm of the 
window as a dangerous threshold, the sinful behaviour of the men did not permeate through 
the window and reach the saints. The physical visibility of Juetta, Ida of Nivelles and Ida of 
Léau is not clear in the descriptions. While it seems likely that the window hid the corporeal 
shape of the women, they were rendered visible through holy speech. In the church, women 
were recipients of the divine word. In Ida of Léau’s case, her physical inebriation moved 
from the church to the window and had an edifying effect on her listener. Likewise, Ida of 
Nivelles’ words permeated the window and struck through her listener’s heart. According to 
de Certeau’s configuration of place and space, movement can be translated as speech. The 
window provided a channel between the sacred inner and outside space. The permeability of 
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the window extended outwards, but does not appear to have filtered back through. The 
mulieres religiosae maintained control of the ‘vocal gaze’.  
While Juetta, Ida of Nivelles and Ida of Léau communicated with visitors at the 
window, the monastery gate is an important threshold in two of the vitae of men. Gobert 
used the gate at Villers in order to provide charitable intercession. His biographer explained 
that Gobert would walk to the gate in order to distribute food and clothing to the outside 
community.1039 The people who received his charitable donations were specifically from 
outside Villers. For example, an impoverished local beguine was the recipient of Gobert’s 
charitable services.1040 In Gobert’s case, the monastery gate provided an entry point between 
the neighbouring communities and the occupants at Villers. The Exordium Cistercii stated 
that women were not allowed to be lodged within the grange or to enter the monastery 
gate.1041 Such caution is not evident in Gobert’s vita. Communal interaction at the gate 
supports the growing body of work that has highlighted the significant bonds that formed 
between Cistercian abbeys and the wider familia.1042  
Arnulf’s penitential role is explicit in an episode involving the entire community of 
Villers. Goswin explained that Arnulf asked his abbot if he would be able to distribute some 
extra bread to the poor and needy. The abbot was a compassionate man and agreed, although 
he requested that Arnulf distribute the bread secretly. Despite Arnulf’s discretion, the 
brothers at Villers discovered his covert almsgiving. As unauthorized almsgiving could 
jeopardise fairness and pilfered goods could be bartered for dubious purposes, the abbot was 
forced to punish Arnulf in order to avoid scandal. Goswin stated that the abbot “ordered that 
Arnulf be put at the monastery gate as an outcast” (ad monasterii portam virum Dei ejici 
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præcepit).1043 Lodged in a cell at the gate, Arnulf not only “willingly bore his embarrassment 
in the view of all” (ubi in conspectu omnium confusionem voluntarie sustinens) but 
expressed gladness at his castigation: “Oh how well off I am and lucky! Now I’m even a 
gatekeeper, just like Saint Peter!” (O quam felix sum ego; quam bene mecum agitur, pro eo 
quod cum B. Petro portarius factus sum!).1044 
A consistent feature of Cistercian punishment was its public nature. In confessions 
made in private, subjects for correction were often wrongful thoughts and were typically 
dealt with by extra liturgical responsibilities. Accusations made in the chapter house were 
more likely to concern the breaking of institutional rules and were immediately public.1045 
Punishment focused on the correction of the body, through fasting or the removal of the 
body from certain areas of the abbey. For example, an abbot might be absent from his usual 
seat or a monk might lie prostrate at the presbytery steps.1046 In an investigation of the 
architecture of Villers, Thomas Coomans describes in detail a pair of prison cells.1047 
Although it cannot be certain whether one of these cells belonged to Arnulf, their proximity 
to the main gate corresponds with Goswin’s description. If this location was where Arnulf 
was placed, he was at a distance from the busy south and west gates of the abbey.1048 
Therefore, the ‘all’ who were able to see Arnulf were most likely his brethren, rather than 
external neighbours or visitors who would be received at the west gates of the abbey.  
 The purpose behind Goswin’s hagiographical composition may further elucidate on 
Arnulf’s spatial positioning. It is not clear from the prologue why Arnulf’s vita was written. 
There is no mention of abbatial intervention and, as the text was written in Latin, it was 
unlikely to have been written for the exclusive benefit of the Villers’ conversi. Although 
Goswin stated that he simply admired Arnulf’s ascetic rigour, Cawley’s suggestion that the 
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vita promoted the ideal of austerity to the choir monks themselves is convincing.1049 The 
Chronica Villariensis notes that the abbot who succeeded abbot William yielded to the 
brethren’s demand for material goods such as new clothing.1050 Through his simple but 
rigorous asceticism, Arnulf provided an antidote to such excessiveness. His punishment at 
the gate offered a visual display of penance and humility.  Moreover, Arnulf’s association 
with St Peter linked Villers abbey with heaven.   
 Gates and doors are also described in the vitae of women. After her father had 
refused to let a pauper take refuge in his household, Ida of Louvain stood at the doorway of 
her father’s home and invited the man in herself.1051 Similarly, the widowed Juetta “opened 
her door” (ostium suum aperuit) to travellers and pilgrims, welcoming them into her home 
and supplying them with food and gifts.1052 Marie attempted to use the door as an entry point 
to charitable giving. Jacques stated that Marie wished to beg from door to door in order to 
assist the poor. Marie’s aspirations were unrealised. Firstly, Marie’s companions would have 
found her absence intolerable and so they implored her to remain with them. Secondly, 
Jacques stated that Marie “did what she was permitted to do” (fecit ergo quod potuit).1053 It is 
debatable how literally Jacques’ statement that Marie wished to beg from door to door 
should be taken. However, it is curious that Ida and Juetta maintained an interior position, 
remaining within the threshold of the house, when they welcomed the poor into their homes. 
Alongside the public act of begging, Marie’s exterior positioning was perhaps what was 
untenable to Jacques. Juetta’s, Ida of Nivelles’ and Ida of Lèau’s communication through the 
cell and parlour window concentrated on the area of the mouth. Their visibility and 
movement was the result of divine revelation, translated through speech. At the monastic and 
familial gate, women and men served Christ through their bodies. They were visible through 
their corporeal form, which only became problematic once boundaries were transgressed.   
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Streets and open space 
In vitae, textual witnesses verified a saint’s sanctity and, according to Suydam’s paradigm, 
continued to have an edifying effect on the textual audience. Enclosed space became visible 
when the saint was observed. Suydam’s assertion that “where there is audience, there is 
performance” can be applied to space outside the church and dormitory.1054 In the thirteenth-
century southern Low Countries, a “complex system of rules and behaviour” controlled how 
urban spaces such as streets, market places and town walls were produced.1055 Neither the 
use nor perception of space was constant. Public space is often taken to mean space that was 
accessible to all, particularly those zones that were outside buildings that had personal or 
institutional restrictions.1056 Medieval space and its regulation was far more complex than 
this configuration, and the gender system in cities was defined by intersecting social, legal, 
religious and cultural forces. The process of gendering space male was “dialectically linked” 
to gendering space female.1057 Sarah Rees Jones points out that the development of the 
sacrament of marriage following the Fourth Lateran Council promoted moral policing of 
conduct in spaces where women and men interacted. This, points out Jones, applied to 
interior and exterior spaces.1058    
Francis of Assisi’s public shedding of his mercantile wealth and his subsequent 
dedication to poverty is one of the most arresting images of thirteenth-century apostolicism. 
Visible signs of apostolic poverty in streets and squares have been connected to the 
Mendicant orders. The apostolic message fell on open ears in urbanised areas: in towns and 
cities the merchant classes listened to friars’ sermons, while the friars could more easily 
maintain themselves by begging.1059 In the first stages of their conversio women and men, 
like St Francis, often marked their contrition through clothing. In the vitae space is not 
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usually mentioned, although it is clear that a saint’s adoption of humble clothing and modest 
bodily gestures were a means to differentiate them from the worldly identities of their 
families or previous professions. Ida of Lèau’s biographer stated that Ida “never put forward 
any note or observable sign of the pertness common to seculars in either her facial 
expression or her grooming” (ut nunquam petulantiæ sæcularis in se vultu vel cultu 
præferens notam vel signum aliquod posse legi).1060 The penitent knights wore hair shirts 
under their armour and Gerlach walked with bare feet.1061  
Ida of Louvain symbolically rejected her father’s wealth by replacing her previously 
sumptuous clothing with a cheap sheet. Ida publicised her conversion by walking through 
crowded streets and squares (vicos & plateas).1062 Interestingly, Ida’s biographer stated that 
Ida made sure that she walked through the same areas where she had previously drawn the 
public gaze (populares aspectus) in her fashionable and worldly apparel.1063 Ida’s biographer 
was clearly critical of Ida’s preceding worldly display. Her behaviour was exhibitionist 
(ostensionem) and indicative of feminine immodesty.1064 However, Ida’s biographer referred 
to Ida’s apostolic display as a “monstrous spectacle” (monstruosum… spectaculum).1065 Ida 
continued to walk the streets for days until her family, who were convinced that she had 
gone insane, captured her and returned her to the house. Ida’s biographer appears somewhat 
sympathetic with Ida’s family; he alleged that Ida walked around like a fool who had lost her 
mind. Although Ida, as both a worldly and religious woman, had access to busy streets and 
squares, her behaviour went beyond what was expected for women in public space.   
A cross-examination with Ida of Nivelles’ vita suggests that audience and behaviour 
determined how holy women were perceived in the streets. Before she joined Nivelles, 
Goswin described how Ida “like some new Martha” (quasi nova quaedam Martha) showed 
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compassion towards the needy.1066 Ida would walk the “streets and lanes of the town” (vicos 
et plateas oppidi) begging for various items in order to distribute them to the less 
fortunate.1067 Goswin stated that even after she had returned home, if Ida heard that a sister 
was in need, she would return to the streets in order to beg for the necessary items. Women 
appear to be the main recipients of Ida’s charity, as Goswin noted that Ida would return to 
the street in order to care for her sisters. Goswin explained that Ida would beg for food and 
drink for the bedbound women at the hospital at St Nicholas. Goswin’s account of Ida’s 
begging drew heavily on scripture: the streets and alleys where Ida searched for food evoked 
Solomon’s Canticles.1068 Goswin’s account of Ida’s active service might be driven by topoi, 
but it is important that the concept of women enacting public apostolicism be presented as 
feasible.  
  In her analysis of the thirteenth-century Italian saint Umiliana d’Cerchi, Anne M. 
Schuchman suggests that Umiliana’s status as a lay religious allowed her to interact in a 
broader range of spaces in comparison to enclosed or straightforward laywomen. Schuchman 
suggests that Umiliana moved in space that was marginal to the city, such as the edge of the 
town walls or areas occupied by marginal people such as prostitutes or the sick and 
destitute.1069  Although Umiliana interacted with prostitutes, place is not always apparent in 
her vita. Clearly, Umiliana was outside the household and this is also apparent in some of the 
vitae of mulieres religiosae who were not attached to a religious household. Thomas 
described an occasion when Margaret interacted with lepers. Wearing “contemptible and 
humble” clothing (despectum & humilem) Margaret fled from her home in order to beg on 
the streets.1070 When lepers sat in the middle of the road, Margaret would kneel on the 
ground beside them and implore passers-by for a small amount of money. Out of pity and as 
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a result of his own charitable conscience, the priest of the church would hand Margaret a 
small coin to pass on to the needy. Margaret’s begging is one of the few occasions when 
Margaret was situated outside her home or the parish church. The space in which she 
interacted does not appear to be positioned marginally: the parish church was nearby, 
possibly within sight, and Margaret sat in a spot that was frequented by unnamed 
townspeople. Regardless, Margaret’s spiritual father Zeger would demand that Margaret 
return home to her mother.1071  
Christina and John interacted in streets more frequently than any other saint described 
in twenty-three vitae. Their behaviour was linked to penance and involved not only 
individual witnesses, but large groups of spectators. Thomas described how, following her 
flight to the forest, Christina’s sisters enlisted a man to capture her and return her to the 
house. After pursuing her through the wilderness, the man finally managed to restrain 
Christina by breaking her leg with a cudgel. He then wheeled her “through Liège in a cart” 
(apud Leodium in curru) and eventually bound her to a pillar in the cellar of her familial 
home.1072 As the chief mode of transport for criminals en route to punishment, the cart was a 
particularly shameful mode of transportation.1073 In Chrétien de Troyes’s Lancelot, a 
romance contemporary to Christina’s vita, the hero was so desperate to rescue Guinevere 
that he rode in a cart after his horse was slain. Lancelot was humiliated by the townspeople 
and by the chatelaine of the castle.1074 ‘Carting’ was a punishment often associated with 
sexual transgressions. Jenny Kermode and Garthine Walker’s analysis of early modern 
English punishment rituals has shown that women found guilty of whoredom or bawdry 
were often carted through specific neighbourhoods as punishment.1075 The visibility of such 
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a humiliation ensured that the woman provided a memorable example to the townspeople.1076 
In Lancelot, the news of Lancelot’s carting spread and he continued to be reminded of his 
humiliation.  
Christina’s public transportation was a purgatorial act: alongside the physical pain of a 
broken leg, the carting emphasised her humility. Christina emulated Christ’s journey prior to 
crucifixion. Bound to a pillar, Thomas also recreated one of the torments of Christ’s Passion. 
The sacralisation of ‘everyday’ space has a long liturgical history. For example, on Psalm 
Sunday the biblical entry of Christ into Jerusalem was re-enacted in thirteenth-century St 
Omer, thus identifying the earthly town with heavenly Jerusalem.1077 Christina’s carting, like 
a liturgical procession, offered a public example of the Passion and connected Christina to 
Christ’s suffering.  
Thomas’ account offers a multi-layered depiction of Christina’s public devotion. For 
the townspeople of Liège who witnessed the spectacle, Christina might have been regarded 
as a criminal or possibly demonic. On the other hand, Thomas presented Christina’s carting 
as a sign of imitatio Christi. This is presumably for the textual audience. The reforms 
promulgated by the Fourth Lateran council have been regarded as a turning point in the 
development of individualism and pious interiority, as annual confession and the sacrament 
established the primacy of private penance.1078 Christina’s carting corresponds with Mary 
Mansfield’s assessment that public humiliation and community punishment continued to be 
imposed on sinners throughout the thirteenth century.1079 In another example of public 
humiliation, Christina hung herself from the gallows among thieves and criminals.1080 Elodie 
Lecuppre-Desjardin has argued that although the locations in which public punishment 
occurred varied, gallows and chains were more often situated at the gates of the city or 
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outside the walls. Hung bodies at the entrance point of city walls were a visible act of civic 
intimidation.1081 Christina’s hanging was a public message of salvation, which she enacted 
through her body. Sweetman has suggested that Christina’s mission was an act of correctio 
and this could be enacted through words and deeds.1082 Thomas is explicit in his conclusion 
that his readers should do penance and Christina’s example was intentionally exceptional as 
she exhorted the reader towards this penance.1083 However, Thomas would not have been 
blind to the offence that might have been caused by Christina’s excessive idiosyncrasies: her 
example was that of admiranda sed non imitanda. 
In Thomas Aquinas’ Summae Theologicae, a sharp distinction was drawn between the 
public performance of male speech and the private performance of female conversation. 
According to Thomas, speech could be employed in two ways. The first type of speech was 
conversational and private, between two people or a small group. In these cases, wise and 
scientific speech could be appropriate to women. The second type was public, in front of a 
congregation in a church. This kind of speech was not permitted to women. 1084 The size of 
the group as well as the place where speech was performed indicated privacy. As the sole 
preacher in the twenty-three vitae, John most obviously belongs to the group to which 
Thomas Aquinas would believe suitable to preach in the church and on the streets. This is 
confirmed in his vita. Thomas is explicit that John’s preaching mission was to convert 
heretics who had submerged the city of Cambrai in corruption and sin. Immediately after his 
ordination to the diaconate Thomas stated: 
Strengthened by the exercise of preaching, John confounded the heretics by 
whom the city of Cambrai was foully defiled at that time. He called publicans 
and sinners entangled in vices back to the practice of virtues and true 
worship. It is hard to believe how effectively he sowed the seed of the divine 
word and bore fruit among the people. 
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Inde predicationis exercitio roboratus, confundebat hereticos, quibus tunc 
ipsa Cameracensis ciuitas satis improbe fedabatur. Publicanos et peccatores 
diueris uiciis irretitos ad exercitia uirtutam et cultum reuocabat. Nec facile 
credi potest quanta efficatia diuini per eum uerbi semen fructificauit in 
populis.1085 
 
The heretics to whom Thomas refers are the so-called Cathars. Although few traces of the 
Cathars’ activity in the city of Cambrai can be identified before Robert le Bougre’s 
repression in 1236, their presence is documented in the diocese before the thirteenth 
century.1086 To churchmen such as Thomas, heretical groups constituted an extraordinary 
crisis for Latin Christendom. The Cathars could embody the parable of the wolf in sheep’s 
clothing. Hidden under a cloak of false godliness, their very danger lay in their similarity to 
true Christians. Rooting out heretics from their homes and churches became a pressing 
concern for the church hierarchy.   
  Thomas described how John travelled from town to town and from pulpit to pulpit 
in order to root out and convert sinners. In contrast to Christina’s personal embodiment of 
the penitent, John was active in the sinners’ conversion. Likewise, while the mulieres 
religiosae presented their modesty through humble clothing, John provoked modesty in his 
listeners. Thomas described how “some [heretics] were so conscious-stricken at his 
preaching, knowing there was no justice in them, that they publicly stripped off their clothes 
down to their bare shame” (unde accidit ut nonnulli, nichil iusti sibi conscii erant, ad 
predicationem illius palam in populo usque ad uerenda ipsa nature uestibus denudati).1087 
Despite his active role in guiding conversion, John also emphasised his own humility 
through public actions. Thomas described how the sickly and weak John was carried on the 
back of his servant for two miles in order to reach the village of Fontaine-Notre-Dame and 
continue his preaching mission.1088 Thomas returned to the image of heavenly seed in sinful 
soil. According to Thomas “no matter where he sowed the seeds of the divine word, a joyful, 
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evergreen crop always sprang up” (in quacumque regione uel populo per se diuini uerbi 
semina detulisset).1089  
John’s preaching conquest of sinful terrain contrasts with Marie’s interaction in 
ambiguous space. Jacques stated that when Marie was travelling between Oignies and 
Willambroux in order to visit friends, she passed through Nivelles on her return home. In 
Nivelles, she remembered the terrible sins that worldly people had committed in the 
town.1090 When she returned to Oignies, Marie asked for a knife so that she could remove the 
skin from the bottom of her feet because she had “travelled through places”(per loca 
transierat) that sinful people (homines) had passed.1091 The removal of the skin from her 
soles was the only way that Marie could detach herself from the land imbued with sinful 
people.  
 
Journeys and pilgrimage 
The narrative structure of vitae, despite the numerous contextual differences, was 
fundamentally Augustinian. Saints were in a constant state of forward motion as they 
travelled from the City of Man to the City of God.1092 Regardless of moments of conversion 
and contrition, at their heart, vitae represented a pilgrimage. Physical movement, with the 
saint moving from one space to another, often marked symbolic moments of his or her larger 
spiritual journey. Charles’ move from Himmerode to Villers, Marie’s decision to leave 
Willambroux for a cell at Oignies and Godfrey the Sacristan’s and Lutgard’s move from 
Benedictine to Cistercian monasteries were depicted as both physical and spiritual 
progression. Thomas described Lutgard’s move to Aywières as a progression (profecit) and 
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passing over (transeundo).1093 Newman notes that Thomas almost always used transeundo to 
indicate the passage of the soul to paradise and the rejection of worldly entanglements.1094 
Although it is unlikely that Thomas considered the Benedictines to be spiritually inferior to 
the Cistercian Order, his emphasis on Lutgard’s spiritual progression implies his preference 
for the new orders and their emphasis on ascetic vigour, poverty and manual labour. 
Newman’s reading of the vita Lutgardis suggests that Thomas of Cantimpré drew on 
William of Saint-Thierry’s Exposition on the Song of Songs.1095 In his twelfth-century 
treatise, William describes the soul’s advance from its ‘animal’ stage, to a ‘rational’ stage, 
before finally reaching the ‘spiritual’ stage of perfection.1096 Thomas divides Lutgard’s vita 
into a tripartite structure that represents Lutgard’s time as a beginner (inchoans) as a youth at 
St Catherine’s, an advanced contemplative (proficiens) as a Cistercian nun at St Aywières 
and a perfected saint (perfecta) at the time of her death and posthumous miracles.1097 That 
Lutgard embraced intercessory action during her contemplative stage indicates that, despite 
the overarching narrative structure, action and contemplation were never entirely separate. 
Individual instances of movement, such as undertaking pilgrimage or travelling from home 
to church, often had a specific penitential mission. Pilgrimage was linked to atonement and 
often undertaken with a specific sin in mind. Pilgrimage could also act as a symbolic break 
from a previous lifestyle.  
 It is impossible to isolate individual vitae or view them from outside their 
hagiographic framework. However, despite their generic tendencies, the specific religious 
milieu from which the texts emerged influenced the portrayal of penance and pilgrimage. 
According to Vauchez, the Crusades resulted in the birth of a new penitential sensibility in 
Western Christendom. Pilgrimage appealed particularly to the laity as it offered them a route 
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to purification that was accessible despite the burdens of marriage and property.1098 It is 
unsurprising that the most prominent accounts of crusades and pilgrimage in the twenty-
three vitae occurred prior to the saints’ enclosure. In monastic thought, heavenly Jerusalem’s 
closest earthly parallel was the monastery. Bernard of Clairvaux described the monk as an 
inhabitant of Jerusalem.1099 For the male saints enclosed at a young age, such as Abundus or 
Godfrey Pachomius, physical pilgrimage does not feature in their vitae. 
Bernard of Clairvaux’s De laude novae militiae identified two contrasting models of 
the knight. According to Bernard, the secular knight was one who fought for glory, while the 
holy knight fought for the defence of the holy land.1100 The four knights from the twenty-
three vitae fit a somewhat broader spectrum than Bernard’s paradigm. Charles was certainly 
a well-respected warrior, but prior to his conversion the spoils of war and the company of 
women had distracted him from the righteous path. Gerlach was a soldier of strong body and 
mind and Walter fought valiantly in tournaments on behalf of the Virgin. Neither saint 
participated in a holy war. Gobert embodied the virtues of Bernard’s holy knight. Gobert 
took part in the sixth crusade alongside Frederick II and encouraged his fellow soldiers in 
prayer and devotion. Gobert’s knightly service before he entered Villers was an important 
aspect of his religious identity as he had already embarked upon his penitential journey 
before he entered Villers. 
 Gobert’s anonymous biographer discussed Gobert’s participation in the Sixth 
Crusade in detail. Gobert’s exploits make up the entirety of the first book, about a third of 
the narrative. Jerusalem has a particularly fluid identification as a place: it could symbolise 
both a contested and a heavenly centre.1101 In Gobert’s vita, Jerusalem falls under both 
configurations but particularly the former. When Gobert eventually entered Jerusalem he 
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was shocked to find mostly pagans (pagani) and few Christians.1102 Gobert’s biographer 
described the banners held high above the Christian knights’ horses and Gobert’s constant 
desire to seek out churches in order to pray during his journey.1103 The crusading movement 
suggests the ambiguity of boundaries. Boundaries are necessary for the construction of 
communities, as they provided a means of differentiation and a sense of shared identity.1104 
Territories are contested communities and Gobert’s journey while on crusade worked to 
Christianise contested ground. The milites Christi embodied the true penitent, earning 
indulgences before they entered their respective religious households.  
 Gerlach’s biographer spent little narrative time on Gerlach’s time as a soldier. 
Gerlach’s penance following his abandonment of the world is discussed in more detail. His 
first penitential act was to renounce his wealth and property and embark on pilgrimage. He 
first travelled to Rome where he confessed his sins, soon after travelling to Jerusalem where 
he served the sick and poor. After seven years Gerlach returned to Rome, which marked the 
end of his atonement.1105 In Gerlach’s vita, Jerusalem was configured as a heavenly centre 
rather than a contested territory. Gerlach entered Jerusalem with bare feet and a hair shirt, 
physically embodying the Christian penitent.1106 The unity of Christendom is presented in 
the vita, as Gerlach was able to travel visibly unarmed. His bare feet indicated his humility 
but also connected his body to Christian soil (in contrast, Marie had removed the skin from 
the soles of her feet after they had touched the same soil as sinners). While Gobert’s penance 
saw him sanctify space, Gerlach’s repentant body was drawn towards the sacred kingdom.  
According to Hanawalt and Kobialka, while women occupied certain quarters in 
cities, villages and houses, men occupied cities, oceans and battlegrounds.1107 It can be 
insinuated from their hypothesis that space was organised according to gendered 
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understandings of the local and global Christian landscape. Also implied from Hanawalt and 
Kobialka’s reading of gendered space is that masculine space was defined by travel and 
conquest; oceans were crossed, battlegrounds were won and cities inhabited. The 
identification of pilgrimage routes as masculine space has contributed to the notion that 
women were discouraged from embarking on such penitential journeys. Certainly, there 
were practical dangers for women who travelled alone. The fourteenth-century biography of 
Margery of Kempe stated that Margery feared her daughter might be raped if she went on 
pilgrimage without a chaperone.1108  
Lack of geometric boundaries or unnecessary travel could also be problematic for 
women. Thomas described how a young knight began to court Lutgard while she was at St 
Catherine’s. Growing weary from the knight’s advances, Lutgard harshly rebuked him. 
Embittered by this rejection, the knight attempted to “seize” (rapere) Lutgard while she was 
on a journey to visit her (unenclosed) sister.1109 The sexually violent overtones of Thomas’ 
use of rapere are clear and Lutgard was only just able to wrench herself from the hands of 
her pursuer.1110 She “fled through unknown woods, led by an angel” (fugiens, per ignota 
silvarum, Angelico ductu) until she found refuge at her nurse’s cottage.1111 After Lutgard’s 
narrow escape, Thomas described how Lutgard returned home from her sister’s house to the 
town of Sint-Truiden.1112 Word had spread that Lutgard had been raped and a crowd of 
people (populi curiosius) gathered around her. Although Thomas and his prospective 
audience were in no doubt that both Lutgard’s physical virginity and her chastity remained 
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intact, Lutgard began to feel a great deal of shame.1113 Upon returning to St Catherine’s, 
Lutgard made the decision to enter the Cistercian Order. 
Returning to St Thierry, Newman suggests that this episode is indicative of spiritual 
progression. By introducing the idea of motion, Newman suggests that Lutgard’s physical 
journey represented the beginning of the monastic flight from the world.1114 It is also 
possible that Thomas intended to highlight the risk of informal enclosure and unregulated 
travel. St Catherine’s at Sint-Truiden was first founded in the ninth century.1115 In 1231 the 
nuns abandoned the original convent to settle at Mielen, a fief of Loon.1116 As was the case 
with many convents at the time, St Catherine’s only accepted women from the nobility, 
though it would become a monasterium honestissimum after Lutgard’s departure.1117 That the 
monastery received numerous donations suggests that St Catherine’s benefitted from the 
favour of Sint-Truiden’s wealthier inhabitants.1118 However, the combination of large 
endowments and lax recruitment rules could lead to a dubious adherence to the monastic 
ideal, particularly the vow of poverty.  
The apparent laxity at St Catherine’s is indicated early in Lutgard’s vita. During the 
first years of the thirteenth century Hugh of Pierrepont, the bishop of Liège between 1200 
and 1227, consecrated the virgins of St Catherine’s. Thus it was only at this point that the 
women of St Catherine’s formally became nuns and adopted the Benedictine Rule. This is 
not to suggest that only communities with a rule upheld the rigours of monastic devotion. 
Indeed, it was the very zeal of holy laywomen that Thomas so vigorously praised. However, 
a lack of formality is indicated in the vita. On two occasions Lutgard chastised her fellow 
sisters for their devotional laxity and negligence of the canonical hours.1119 Moreover, that St 
Catherine’s did not enforce strict enclosure when Lutgard joined is indicated by her relative 
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freedom of movement; that the knight and Lutgard were able to sit in conversation together 
indicates that Lutgard was able to move in and outside the monastery at will.1120 Lutgard’s 
venture into unprotected space not only threatened her virginity, but her reputation. 
Similarities can be drawn with Thomas’ vita Margaretae. Margaret was able to interact with 
her earthly suitor in open, unnamed space. Following her conversion she moved through the 
town in such a way that she avoided all human interaction.1121  
When the mulieres religiosae travelled for the purpose of visiting nearby churches or 
religious individuals, there were no threatening interruptions during their journey. Despite 
some of the risks commonplace in religious biography, there is a plethora of evidence to 
suggest that women went on pilgrimage and did so without male supervision. According to 
Katrien Heene, women made up a quarter to a half of local pilgrims in the Low Countries.1122 
Such journeys were no doubt facilitated by the trade routes. The building of a new road that 
linked Bruges and Maastricht, via Louvain, Brussels and Ghent, stimulated the growth of 
Brussels and Louvain in the twelfth century.1123  Some of the mulieres religiosae, such as 
Alice and Ida, were born in towns that lay beside the new road.1124 In the vitae, Godfrey 
Pachomius’ mother went on pilgrimage and women visited Gerlach at his oak tree.1125 Marie 
went on pilgrimage each year to the church of the blessed Marie of Heigne. Jacques stated 
that the church was two leagues from Oignies.1126 Like Gerlach, Marie walked with bare feet 
while on pilgrimage. Juliana visited holy relics at the church of St Peter’s in Cologne and 
Juliana’s biographer refers to Juliana’s travel companions as sisters.1127  
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The thirteen vitae dedicated to women are scattered with anecdotes about the women 
travelling to meet other holy women or receiving holy guests. Beatrice was sent to La Ramée 
and it was here that she met Ida of Nivelles. Ida herself was a particularly mobile nun. She 
travelled with her abbess between Louvain and Liège, staying with local beguines on both 
occasions. During one of the journeys, Ida and her abbess stopped their cart in order to 
converse with a young man carrying a sword. Ida immediately recognised that the man was a 
wayward monk and encouraged him to return to the religious fold.1128 Although Ida 
remained within the confines of her cart and was in the presence of her abbess, there is no 
indication that the man was a threat to either woman. 
 Hanawalt and Kobialka’s assessment of gendered space is too generalised. Women 
might be associated with certain places but movement and travel formed an important part of 
their everyday lives. However, Jerusalem was a step too far. Christina, whose status as a 
resurrected saint afforded her the most spatial freedom of the mulieres religiosae, had a 
vision of the capture of Jerusalem but she never made the journey herself.1129 It is curious 
that the routes the women travelled and the shrines and churches they visited tend to be 
named in their vitae: Juliana travelled to St Peter’s in Cologne; Marie visited the church of 
Marie of Heigne. In the Low Countries, a network of roads facilitated exchange between 
religious groups in the Sambre-and-Meuse valleys and the urban Brabant and Loon.1130 
There is evidence that women were more attracted to local tombs and shrines and as these 
sites became the foci for pilgrimages, the routes became sanctified, as did the chapels along 
the route. Naming walked routes and pilgrim sites that were suitable to women religious may 
indicate that their biographers wanted to encourage worship at these sites. It is perhaps 
telling that Lutgard fled through unknown woods (ignota silvarum).1131 In their vitae, men’s 
penitential pilgrimages tended to be connected to their former life while travel after 
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enclosure reflected their active piety. Women’s pilgrimage routes tended to be localised and 
less outwardly penitential. The mulieres religiosae, such as Ida of Nivelles, often travelled in 
order to seek out other religious women. 
  
Burial grounds and tombs 
To the wider Christian community, medieval saints were known for assisting the living 
through posthumous intercession. Tombs and shrines positioned saints in space imbued with 
the sacred, as frequent pilgrimages and vigils continued to demarcate tombs and shrines as 
holy sites. Local saints, often the patrons of churches and convents, were the most powerful 
regional intercessors.1132 The dissemination of the concept of purgatory in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries strengthened the relationship between the living and the dead.1133 Villers’ 
acquisition of Hildegard of Bingen’s Liber vitae meritorum in 1176 suggests an interest in 
purgatorial doctrine, while choir monks at Villers were particularly active in their promotion 
of purgatorial intercession during the thirteenth century.1134 Villers abbey was central to the 
textual and religious networks in the thirteenth-century Low Countries. Apart from the vita 
Abundi and vita Elisabeth, which were composed before their deaths, all the vitae under 
consideration contain examples of posthumous miracles, healings and intercession. 
However, the hagiographic record also indicates continuing commemoration of local saints 
during the thirteenth century.  
‘Sarcophagus saints’ were those saints whose memory, commemoration and healing 
power was entwined with the site of their tomb, coffin or burial ground. They were “saintly 
newcomers” without a past but a material hold in the present. They often left lasting cults.1135 
One such example is Margaret of Louvain who, although not included in the sample of vitae 
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investigated in this thesis, provides an example of a saint who achieved fame in her afterlife. 
Margaret was born in 1207 and worked as a humble maid in her relatives’ inn. In 1225, 
when Margaret was just seventeen years old, a band of robbers murdered Margaret’s 
relatives and captured Margaret. A few days later, Margaret herself was killed and her body 
was dumped in a river. Soon after her body had been retrieved from the water, miracles 
began to occur along the riverbank. Miracles also occurred at her burial place, which became 
a popular site for travelling pilgrims. The popularity of Margaret’s cult is attested by the 
transference of her relics. In 1308 a beguine called Margaret Utembruele built a chapel at the 
site where Margaret had been abducted and Margaret’s bones were moved to the chapel. The 
chapel also attracted pilgrims and worshipers. Margaret’s life is recorded in Caesarius’ 
Dialogus and a later vita, which embellished Caesarius’ account with further posthumous 
miracles.1136 In comparison to the mulieres religiosae, Margaret’s vita has received little 
scholarly attention and although there is no reason to doubt her historicity, little is known 
about Margaret outside her cult. According to Caesarius, Margaret’s piety lay in her 
innocence and simplicity.1137 Margaret’s lasting legacy was not her textual example but the 
memorialisation of her cult, the sacred site of her burial place and her role as a heavenly 
intercessor.  
Worship at Margaret’s burial site and the chapel that held her bones indicates the 
relationship between material devotion, the movement of worshipers and the creation of 
sacred space. The twenty-three vitae have provided a contrasting model of space and 
sanctity. Margaret of Ypres died at a similarly young age to Margaret of Louvain. Thomas 
described how Margaret’s confessor demanded that her bloodied headband be retrieved from 
the soil outside the familial home following Margaret’s death. A local woman was cured 
from a bodily ailment when she touched the miraculously sweet-smelling cloth and prayed 
                                                
1136 DM, vol. 1, pp. 446-48; Vita Margaritae de Lovanii, p. 592. 
1137 DM, vol. 1, p. 448. 
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for Margaret’s intercession.1138 There is no evidence that Margaret’s household or her burial 
site formed part of a pilgrim route, or that any of her relics were transferred to a local church. 
Margaret’s saintly example was textual. Her vita acted as a relic and devotional tool and 
imbued space with Margaret’s holy example when it was read by later groups of 
worshipers.1139 The physical site of Margaret’s death remained buried within the text.  
Gerlach’s oak tree received pilgrims and worshippers after his death. Interestingly, 
Gerlach’s tree had been regarded as a sacred site before he made it his home. Mulder-Bakker 
suggests that, possibly for several centuries, peasants had visited the oak tree and drank the 
water from the nearby well.1140 After the tree had been cut down and replaced with a cell 
made from the timber, pilgrims continued to flock to the site. Gerlach is unique in the 
twenty-three vitae. However, it is difficult to ascertain whether he would have been the 
recipient of posthumous worship had he not chosen the oak tree as his cell. The longevity of 
Gerlach’s cult cannot be separated from the space that he chose to inhabit; his memory was 




                                                
1138 LMY, p. 204; VMY H, pp. 198-99. 
1139 See Suydam, ‘Beguine Textuality: Sacred Performances’, pp. 169-210. 
1140 Mulder-Bakker, ‘The Invention of Saintliness’, pp. 46-47. 
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Conclusion 
In the twenty-three vitae, saintly actions that involved multiple participants or that were 
witnessed were constant. The biographers’ inclusion of place and space was more unusual, 
particularly in the vitae of male saints. Charles and Walter were known for their intercessory 
powers and political sway in the secular world. Their influence is unsurprising; as abbots, 
they were tied to the administrative duties of their abbeys. Both men were recorded in 
Caesarius’ Dialogue and Charles in the Chronica Villariensis and their holy memory was 
related to their visibility in the secular and monastic worlds. Although Charles had extensive 
social influence, his diplomatic skills were connected to place and space infrequently. His 
biographer listed the powerful men with whom Charles had regular contact, but the roads 
Charles took to meet them or where they were received at Villers is absent from his vita.1141 
As with space for solitude, this analysis has focused on the vitae where place and space 
played a more obvious role in the construction of saintly identity. 
  Mulieres religiosae and the male saints interacted in a variety of places. Mulieres 
religiosae were not restricted to the interior realm and likewise male saints had formative 
experiences in the domestic household. However, saintly action in place adhered to gendered 
codes of behaviour. Outward signs of humility and modesty were depicted through clothing 
and bodily gesture in the vitae of mulieres religiosae, while there was more scope for action 
in the vitae of men. When outward signs of humility followed a similar trajectory, such as 
Ida of Louvain’s public display of poverty in busy streets and squares and John travelling 
from town to town on the back of his servant, women’s behaviour was more likely to be 
regarded with suspicion. Similarly, John transformed heretical towns and cities into fertile 
gardens by utilising the weapon of holy preaching. Marie was forced to cut the skin from the 
soles of her feet when she walked the same terrain as sinners; she did not have an equal 
power of transformation. Christina had the most freedom of movement in vitae dedicated to 
                                                
1141 VCV, pp. 977-78. 
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women, but her status as resurrected saint, with an explicit purgatorial mission, afforded her 
a peculiar freedom that allowed her to escape some of the limitations assigned to her sex. 
However, Christina offered a fantastic but non-imitable model of sanctity. Her power lay in 
her otherness and she was the target of scorn during her earthly life. 
Mulieres religiosae had more autonomy of action in space occupied by other 
mulieres religiosae. The dormitory, bedchamber, cell and domestic household could provide 
a site for mutual edification, holy conversation and miracles when the witnesses, within and 
outside the text, were women. Moreover, mulieres religiosae had a palpable influence in 
their local communities. While John travelled through Cambrai and Gerlach went on 
pilgrimage to Rome and Jerusalem, mulieres religiosae built up holy networks at local 
shrines and churches. In these cases, their movement did not seem to be restricted but 
encouraged. This analysis has focused on visibility, but saintly visibility was achieved not 
just through actions observed through corporeal eyes. Light was a particularly important 
indication of sanctity. Illumination intersected a variety of spatial boundaries and was 
received through the eye and travelled into the soul, prompting spiritual inebriation in saint 
and witness. Moreover, visibility could be achieved when the corporeal shape of the saint 
was hidden. Saintly clairvoyance and holy speech traversed the parlour window and had an 
edifying effect on the person on the other side of the threshold. It is important to note that 
‘intersections of mobile elements’ involved not just bodily movement (such as pedestrians 






Apart from Abundus and Elisabeth, whose vitae were composed during their lifetimes, the 
deathbed was the final place on earth inhabited by the saints. Regardless of gender, life stage 
or personality, they entered heaven without undergoing the torments of purgatory. The 
deathbed is an apt way to end this thesis because it symbolised the final act of movement and 
the end of the saints’ spiritual journey on earth. The saintly deathbed intersected the 
boundaries of public and private, solitary and communal. Death was a confirmation of 
individual sanctity and denoted a saint’s personal relationship with the divine. On the other 
hand, death was the greatest earthly transition and rites of passage were guided by the 
sacraments. The pastoral provision to those on their deathbed, which included the sacrament 
of unction, confession and communion, were central and required ordained clergy. The 
Fourth Lateran Council had grounded the conceptualisation of a Christian world whose 
inhabitants were guided towards eternal salvation by the priesthood.1142 God’s subjects never 
died in isolation.    
Saints might be equal in death but the act of dying was gendered. Somatic piety is 
prevalent in the vitae of women and men but suffering from extreme infirmities on the 
deathbed was more common in the vitae of mulieres religiosae. Alice and Margaret were 
informed that their suffering had been so great that they had completed purgatory on 
earth.1143 The deathbed, situated in the cell and bedchamber, became a site for corporeal 
agonies. Alice’s leprous body oozed with loose flesh and pus before she died.1144 Margaret 
also suffered from a particularly gruesome illness. Thomas described how the foul stench of 
Margaret’s sweat was so intolerable that neither her mother nor her sisters would go near her 
bedchamber. However, in the presence of Margaret’s godly aunt and Dominican friars, the 
                                                
1142 Miri Rubin, ‘Sacramental Life’, in The Cambridge History of Christianity, IV: Christianity in 
Western Europe c.1100-1500, ed. Miri Rubin and Walter Simons (Cambridge, 2009), p. 31. 
1143 LMY, p. 197; VMY, pp. 186-87; LAS, pp. 29-30; VAS, p. 482. 
1144 LAS, p. 28; VAS, p. 482. 
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stench disappeared and the entire room was filled with the wondrous smell of aromatic 
spices.1145 Thomas stated that this miracle occurred as a result of Margaret’s worthy merits 
and because Margaret’s friends, unlike her mother and sisters, were not repulsed by her 
physical condition.1146 The smell of incense and the presence of the clergy offered a sensory 
parallel with the church and connected Margaret’s bedchamber to the heavenly realm.  
The blurring between bedchamber and heaven was made again at the point of 
Margaret’s death. Margaret’s mother sat at her bedside and asked whether Margaret was able 
to see her. Margaret replied that although she could hear her, all she could see was the Lord 
and the “most gracious Mother” (benignissimam matrem).1147 Moments later, Margaret died. 
While Margaret was in the throes of death in her bedchamber, one of her spiritual friends 
stood outside Margaret’s house and observed a silver ladder stretching from the roof to the 
sky. At the summit of the ladder stood Mary and countless virgins, who carried Margaret up 
the ladder and into heaven.1148 Margaret’s transition was witnessed and guided by religious 
on earth and by the heavenly community.  
 This thesis set out to examine constructions of place and space, spatial 
transformations and the relationship between space and gender in twenty-three vitae from the 
thirteenth-century Low Countries. Gilbert of Tournai’s comment that beguines were “neither 
in the world nor out of it” was a negative assessment of the ecclesiastical status and living 
situation of some mulieres religiosae. By turning Gilbert’s accusation into a positive 
comment about how holy women and men interacted in and transformed space, the analysis 
strove to avoid the binaries of lay or religious (or quasi-religious) and instead focused on the 
saints’ lived salvation, quest for solitude and communal interactions. While somatic piety 
was important, it was not the pinnacle of sanctity and the saints articulated their relationship 
                                                
1145 LMY, p. 198; VMY, pp. 187-88. 
1146 LMY, p. 198; VMY, pp. 187-88. 
1147 LMY, p. 202; VMY, p. 194. 
1148 LMY, p. 203; VMY, p. 196. 
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to the divine in a number of ways. Attention has been paid to spiritual networks and holy 
friendships, while analysing the everyday activities of prayer, conversation and liturgy. 
 An examination of ‘space for solitude’ and ‘space for communality’ set out to avoid 
some of the limitations imposed by the binaries of public and private and active and 
contemplative. As Jones notes, the concept of space, with the constant movement of bodies 
between the home, street and buildings, does not easily transpose to the public or private.1149 
This thesis has emphasised the fluidity of boundaries. Solitude was an interiorised response 
that could be achieved in the presence of others, while communality, particularly behaviour 
that was witnessed, allowed for an investigation of how the actors in the texts viewed the 
saints. The saints accessed and moved through space with their minds and bodies and 
visibility was achieved through speech and prayer as well as visual indicators. In this sense, 
‘space’ provided an all-encompassing means to examine saints and their vitae. 
 It is unsurprising that the church is the most omnipresent place in the twenty-three 
vitae. In the church, women and men interacted, had piety confirmed, witnessed miracles, 
sought solitude and enacted penance. Through sensorial indicators of the divine, the church 
facilitated the saints’ relationship with the heavenly realm. The biographers had ideological 
motivations for emphasising contrition and confession in a properly consecrated space, and 
in the presence of a parish priest. However, the saints no doubt received consolation and 
strength from the “house of God”.1150 Illicit behaviour and transgressions could occur in the 
church but, in the vitae, the church was only ever sacred; it was the bastion of faith and 
infiltrated all aspects of everyday life.1151 Regardless of church ‘type’, the majority of the 
saints had constant access to the church and its rituals; the vigils performed in the church 
were the same for Cistercian nuns as for holy laywomen. In this sense, Lefebvre’s notion of 
“monumentality” is a fitting way to view the church; “monumental space” offered 
                                                
1149 Jones, ‘Public and Private Space and Gender in Medieval Europe’, p. 246. 
1150 Genesis 28:17. 
1151 Varnam, ‘Church’, p. 301. 
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individuals an image of social membership.1152 The church was a space of inclusion and 
exclusion and to be denied its services was a visible punishment. The church door, a liminal 
zone of the church in which both the corrupt and righteous could enter, was often the site for 
penitential purification.1153 The church door, a place rarely mentioned in the vitae, was 
always open to the virtuous saints.  
 Geometric places have provided the organising categories of this thesis. However, 
the transformation of place produced overlapping spatial configurations. A consideration of 
the transformation of space has proved useful when identifying shared devotional behaviours 
and practices. Margaret spent the entirety of her earthly life in the domestic household. Her 
occupation of a room in an upper storey in the familial home provided physical isolation and 
a space for Margaret to build her relationship with God. Margaret’s adherence to the 
monastic liturgy, her silence and constant prayer transformed her bedchamber into a 
heavenly thalamus. Alice, a nun at the Cistercian monastery of La Cambre, was placed in a 
cell (domus) after she contracted leprosy. When Alice heard the church bells she performed 
the customary vigils alongside her sisters, although she was physically isolated from them. 
Likewise, the cell was transformed into a thalamus, with God as her only visitor. Margaret’s 
and Alice’s lived space had many traits in common. Curiously, the women emulated the 
space of the church rather than the shared dormitory. For mulieres religiosae, the dormitory 
provided a space for mutual edification and holy conversation. The bedchamber, cell and 
dormitory may have had the bed in common, and they may have been the most geometrically 
isolated places in the monastery, household and grange, but this did not necessarily inform 
the saintly behaviour within. 
 The cell provided one of the most porous spaces in the vitae. Such was the diversity 
of its use that it is difficult to identify the cell as ‘place’. At Willambroux, Marie’s cell either 
provided her with a space for solitude or was reduced to a simple geometric construction that 
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she was forced to leave in order to avoid worldly interactions. Her cell at Oignies, like 
Juetta’s, was transformed into a spiritual household. Both women beckoned young virgins 
under their maternal wing and nurtured the community around them. As the two saints had a 
contentious relationship with their respective families, it is possible that their cells 
incorporated some of the affective aspects denied to them in the domestic household. The 
importance of the domestic unit in informing later sanctity has been stressed; while Margaret 
transported liturgy from the church to the bedchamber, Juetta and Marie embraced maternal 
piety in the cell. Elisabeth’s cell was a space built from a text; her biographer was keen to 
emphasise Elisabeth’s liturgical enactment of Christ’s Passion. The connection of her cell to 
Gethsemane and Christ’s tomb removed it from earthly time and earthly space. Although the 
configuration of Marie’s, Juetta’s and Elisabeth’s cells were determined by their 
biographers, there can be little doubt that personal circumstance played a part in how the 
women interacted within.  
 Churches, bedchambers and cells are not geometric rooms that can be plucked from 
thin air. They were inhabited places embedded firmly in their culturally specific 
environment. Lester K. Little has argued that apostolicism was a specific response to the 
socio-economic conditions of the towns.1154 The saints’ habitation of rural or uninhabited 
areas certainly deserves more attention. In their quest for solitude, the saints sought 
wilderness. These episodes are generic, but it is curious that natural materials were also 
brought into the home in order to replace the sumptuous furnishings of the wealthy urban 
household. The saints avoided certain parts of the town, or had a physical response to the soil 
traversed by sinners. This was particularly the case for the unenclosed mulieres religiosae 
Margaret, Marie and Odilia. Ida of Nivelles and Ida of Lèau travelled outside their 
monasteries with far greater ease. This may well indicate an authorial unease with the 
physical freedom of unenclosed women. In his Second Sermon to Virgins and Young Girls, 
Jacques de Vitry advised that virgins should avoid suspicious people, places and meetings. 
                                                
1154 Lester K. Little, Religious Poverty and the Profit Economy in Medieval Europe (Ithaca, 1978). 
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Those women unable to find convents should seek refuge in houses with other women.1155 
However, this does not explain sufficiently the ease with which Ida of Nivelles and Ida of 
Lèau travelled. It is possible that Margaret, Marie and Odilia, who viewed and interacted in 
the urban town with more regularity, had genuine spiritual reasons to take steps to avoid 
some inhabited spaces.  
Jacques de Vitry’s allegorical lily gardens of the Lord envisaged swathes of holy 
virgins pursuing apostolic piety in the midst of thirteenth-century Liège. Despite Jacques’ 
prologue, descriptions of saintly charity and labour in the vitae are scarce and surprisingly 
generic. The vitae adhered to the clerical master narrative, which conformed to a long 
hagiographic tradition. However, specificity is apparent in the descriptions of shared 
networks, friendships and movement. Mulieres religiosae may have occupied the local in 
comparison to the global roads traversed by some of the male saints, but these networks still 
showed extraordinary levels of interaction and shared habitation. Female saints gained 
agency through these local networks and through control of their lived space. In the 
bedchamber, dormitory and cell, communities of women and individual holy women became 
visibile through acts of holy speech (intercession and prayer). Intercession and prayer were 
not necessarily gendered acts, but the performance was: these actions placed women on the 
spiritual map and gave their voices respectability in a clerical domain. An investigation of 
the texts in their context has identified women and men specific to their lived and textual 
milieu. Regardless of social status, vocation and gender, the saints shared many religious 
practices. These traits in common are often the result of the authorial hand, but 
idiosyncrasies were the saints’ own.  
  
                                                
1155 Jacques de Vitry, Second Sermon to Virgins and Young Girls, in Medieval Monastic Preaching, 
ed. Carolyn Muessig (Leiden, 1998), pp. 88-89. 
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Appendix I: Table of Mulieres Religiosae 
 


















1215 Jacques de 
Vitry 
Direct 



















1232 Thomas of 
Cantimpré 
Indirect 

















Virgin Laywoman 1240-43 Thomas of 
Cantimpré 
Indirect 






























Liège Noble Virgin Prioress 
Recluse 
 
1261-64 Anonymous Indirect 
Elisabeth of 
Spalbeek 
(d. ca 1280) 










c. 1275 Anonymous Indirect 
Ida of Léau 




Virgin Cistercian  
 
c. 1270 Anonymous Indirect 
Ida of Louvain 
(d. ca 1275) 





c. 1300 Anonymous Distant 
 
 
*Direct: An acquaintance, friend or confessor to the saint; Indirect: The biographer did not 
know the saint personally but received oral testimonies from the saint’s personal 
acquaintances, friends or confessor; Distant: the biographer did not know the saint 
personally and/or does not cite witnesses.  
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Appendix II: Table of Male Saints  
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(d. ca 1209) 
Brabant Noble Unmarried Knight 
Cistercian 
abbot 
c. 1210 Anonymous Indirect 
Walter of 
Birbech 
(d. ca 1222) 
Liège 
Brabant 
Noble Unmarried Cistercian  
abbot 
































Brabant Noble Married Cistercian 
monk 
c. 1263 Anonymous Indirect 
Nicholas of 
Villers 
(d. ca 1300) 
Brabant Unknown Unknown Cistercian 
conversus 
c. 1300 Anonymous Distant 
 
*Direct: An acquaintance or friend of the saint; Indirect: The biographer did not know the 
saint personally but received oral testimonies from the saint’s personal acquaintances, 
friends or abbot; Distant: the biographer did not know the saint personally and/or does not 
cite witnesses.  
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Appendix III: Composition of a Selection of Manuscripts 
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